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ABSTRACT 

Conversion of chemical energy released upon hydrolysis of nucleotides to mechanical 

action by specialized motors drives many cellular processes. AAA+ NTPase is a 

prominent family of such motors that power diverse functions, including DNA 

replication, transcriptional activation, protein degradation or refolding, membrane 

fusion, microtubule dynamics etc. As a component of the restriction enzyme McrBC, 

AAA+ motor hydrolyses GTP to drive nucleolytic cleavage of foreign DNA that invade 

Escherichia coli. McrBC recognizes a 5-methylcytosine preceded by a purine (RmC) 

as target site, and cleave DNA containing at least two target sites separated by 40 to 

3000 bp. It is a multi-subunit complex of two proteins - McrB and McrC. McrB has a 

DNA-binding and the AAA+ GTPase domain, while McrC is an endonuclease. As part 

of my PhD project, I carried out biochemical, biophysical and structural studies of the 

enzyme complex. As a first step, the subunits and their active complex were purified. 

Size exclusion chromatography coupled to multi-angle light scattering revealed that in 

presence of guanine nucelotides, McrB oligomerized to a hexamer. On addition of 

McrC, a 720 KDa tetradecamer of twelve subunits of McrB and two subunits of McrC 

was formed. The purified tetradecamer was competent to hydrolyse GTP and cleave 

DNA. The oligomers of a GTPase-competent but DNA-binding deficient mutant of 

McrB, and its complex with McrC were crystallized. X-ray diffraction studies were 

carried out and experimental phases determined. In combination with a low-resolution 

map obtained using electron cryomicroscopy, the architecture of McrBC was deduced 

allowing us to understand the structural basis of GTPase stimulation of McrB by McrC. 

Using stopped-flow spectroscopy, I measured apparent binding affinities of the protein 

for a minimal DNA substrate and observed the effect of the substrate on the kinetics 

of GTP hydrolysis. Also, the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of the protein was 

probed to gain insights into the assembly of the complex, and the mode of DNA 

substrate binding. The thesis presents the results from the study of the assembly and 

architecture of McrBC. 
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Modification dependent restriction enzyme McrBC (Chapter 1) 

McrBC is a modification-dependent restriction enzyme that cleaves DNA containing at 

least two of target sites G/AmC. These sites can be separated by 40 bp to 3000 bp 

(Sutherland et al, 1992). Endonucleolytic cleavage of DNA is catalyzed by the 

nuclease McrC coupled to a GTP-dependent AAA+ motor McrB. McrB subunit of 

McrBC complex is also responsible for recognition of the target sequence. Previous 

studies showed that McrBC is a complex of fourteen subunits of McrB and two subunits 

of McrC. Based on biochemical studies it has been proposed when two molecules of 

McrBC translocating complexes collide, the endonuclease McrC cleaves DNA (Panne 
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et al, 1999).  Along with being the nuclease, McrC also stimulates the GTPase activity 

of McrB by 30 fold (Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997). 

 As a restriction enzyme, McrBC is unique in employing a AAA+ motor domain 

to hydrolyze GTP and translocate on DNA. I initiated biochemical, biophysical and 

structural studies on McrBC to understand the mechanism of action of this multi-

subunit AAA+ motor that translocates on dsDNA and is coupled to an endonuclease 

for its GTPase activity. Chapter 1 in this thesis reviews the brief historical events that 

lead to the discovery of McrBC followed by an introduction to other well-studied 

restriction enzymes to highlight the unique features of McrBC. The known biochemical 

properties of this complex are then reviewed in detail.  Next, AAA+ proteins are 

discussed describing their structural features and categorization to understand the 

properties of McrB as a AAA+ motor. The information thus discussed lead to open 

questions in the field and that aided in formulating specific aims of the thesis. Finally, 

chapter 1 discusses the scope of this thesis. 

 

Purification, assembly and biochemical characterization of McrBC complex 

(Chapter 2) 

The McrB subunit of McrBC complex has been shown to form heptameric rings (Panne 

et al, 2001). The functional relevance of heptameric state of AAA+ protein has been 

under debate due to the observation of both heptameric and hexameric states of many 

AAA+ proteins (Bush & Dixon, 2012). As part of my endeavor to understand the 

mechanism of AAA+ motor in McrBC, knowing the exact stoichiometry and its 

functionality was essential.  Thus, the stoichiometry of McrB and McrBC complex was 

re-visited and further biochemical and structural studies were carried out.  

 For this, I standardized the large-scale purification of the individual subunits- 

McrB and McrC and assembly of McrBC complex. Additionally, the N-terminal DNA 

binding domain deletion mutant of McrB (McrB∆N) was also cloned, purified and 

McrB∆NC complex was assembled. The purified proteins were tested for their 

functional activities. The exact stoichiometry of the McrB and McrBC complexes was 

determined using SEC-MALS. A preliminary investigation of the oligomeric structure 

of McrB using cryo-EM was also carried out. Chapter 2 describes the detailed 

methodology for protein purification, complex assembly and biochemical 
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characterization. The chapter then discusses the results obtained from biochemical 

characterization and implications of the observations.  

 

Mutational analysis of the AAA+ McrB protein: Chapter 3 

McrBC has been characterized under the Clade VI of AAA+ family along with the NtrC1 

family. A very detailed functional mutagenesis has been reported in earlier studies on 

McrBC (Pieper et al, 1997; Pieper et al, 1999a; Pieper et al, 1999b) but most of the 

characterization was focussed on McrB as a possible canonical GTPase or G-protein. 

Amongst the five AAA+ motifs, the Sensor II for McrB is not yet known. This motif was 

not identified in a previous sequence alignment carried out by Iyer et al, 2004. Also, 

since McrB is proposed to be a dsDNA translocase the loops analogous to pore loops 

of helicases and translocases (Gai et al, 2016; Pape et al, 2003) have not been 

identified.  

Along with carrying out structural studies, a simultaneous sequence alignment 

based identification followed by mutagenesis studies was carried out to identify the 

putative Sensor II and pore loop of McrB. The Walker B residues of McrB were also 

revisited to confirm the role of the conserved acidic residues in nucleotide binding and 

hydrolysis.  Chapter 3 discusses the results of these mutational characterisation. 

 

Crystallographic and cryo-EM studies of McrBC (Chapter 4) 

To understand the mechanism of a multi-subunit complex, it is important to understand 

the organization and interactions between the subunits of the complex. To gain 

structural insights into McrBC complex, I carried out crystallization and cryo-EM 

studies in parallel to the biochemical and biophysical characterization. These studies 

were carried out with N-terminal DNA binding domain deletion mutant of McrB, 

McrB∆N. Diffraction data of McrB∆N+GDPNP at 4.5 Å and McrB∆NC-GDPNP 

diffraction data at 4.4 Å was collected. Simultaneously cryo-EM studies were carried 

out which yielded a 7.4 Å resolution 3-D map of McrB∆NC complex. Chapter 4 

discusses the details of my efforts to unravel the McrB and McrBC structure followed 

by discussion on architecture of McrB∆NC complex highlighting the architecture of 

McrB∆N hexamer and its interaction with the endonuclease McrC. This first snapshot 

of the molecule provided useful insights into the possible mechanism of its GTP 

hydrolysis. 
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Pre-steady-state kinetic studies of McrB and McrBC: Chapter 5 

Being a AAA+ translocase, assembly of this complex is essential for its function (Joly 

et al, 2012; Wendler et al, 2012). Following the observations made from the 

architecture of McrB∆NC complex, I carried out pre-steady-state kinetic studies of 

oligomerization of McrB and McrBC complexes to gain further insights into its 

assembly. For this millisecond time-resolved stopped-flow spectroscopy was used. 

Intrinsic tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence of the protein mixed with nucleotide as a signal 

for assembly and GTPase activity of the protein was measured under similar mixing 

regimes.  

 DNA loading by hexameric helicases is an essential and highly regulated 

process. Many studies have been characterised on these systems to unravel their 

interactions with DNA but not much is known about dsDNA translocases in terms of 

their DNA interactions and loading. McrBC has been proposed to be a dsDNA 

translocase.  I also carried out pre-steady-state studies with McrBC to gain insights on 

DNA binding. GTPase studies combined with intrinsic Trp fluorescence 

measurements and DNA anisotropy changes upon protein DNA association were 

carried out. The observations from these studies were combined to decipher plausible 

pathways for a ring-like molecule (McrB/McrBC) to load onto DNA and understand its 

dynamics with DNA. 

 

 In summary, biophysical and structural studies of the oligomeric structure of 

McrBC revealed that McrB forms a hexameric ring, while McrBC is a tetradecamer of 

two McrB rings bridged by a dimer of McrC. The architecture of the assembly provides 

insights into the mechanism of McrC-stimulated GTP hydrolysis, and a model for the 

mode of GTP hydrolysis by the AAA+ ring. A combination of Trp fluorescence, pre-

steady-state GTPase activity measurements and DNA binding studies using 

anisotropy fluorescence suggests that loading of DNA onto the McrBC complex could 

involve either direct binding or McrB ring opening followed by binding.  
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Chapter 1 

Modification dependent restriction enzyme McrBC 

1.1  General Introduction 

Bacteriophages are the most abundant organisms in the biosphere, posing a constant 

threat to their bacterial preys (Clokie et al, 2011).  To counter phage attacks, bacteria 

employ a number of different strategies, such as blocking the attachment and entry of 

phage DNA, cleaving phage nucleic acid or using abortive infection systems which cause 

the death of infected cells to protect the bacterial population (Labrie et al, 2010). Amongst 

these strategies, the phage restriction through nucleic acid cleavage is carried out by 

specialized restriction-modification (RM) systems. As the name suggests, the RM 

systems comprise of two components- restriction and modification. 

The task of an RM system involves recognition of DNA as foreign or self, followed by 

activation of endonuclease in case of a foreign DNA or methyltransferase in case of self-

DNA. Due to the continuous evolutionary race, phages acquired methods to methylate 

their genome (in order to evade bacterial restriction) and bacteria acquired another type 

of restriction system to cleave methylated DNA called Modification Dependent Restriction 

(MDR) system. In comparison to the classical RM systems, MDR enzymes lack an 

associated methyltransferase activity (Roberts et al, 2003). Based on their complexity, 

cofactor requirement and cleavage position with respect to the recognition site, RM 

enzymes were classified into three classes - Type I, Type II and Type III (Boyer, 1971). 

Later, new endonucleases were discovered which were difficult to classify under existing 

classes and thus were classified as Type IV RM enzymes (Bickle & Kruger, 1993; 

Janulaitis et al, 1992).  

Amongst these different types, Type II RM systems are extensively studied and are 

an integral part of all laboratories using the techniques of molecular biology. The Type II 

RM systems are different from the rest in that the restriction endonuclease and the 

cognate methyltransferase function mutually exclusively. Also in contrast to other types, 

the Type II endonucleases do not require nucleotide triphosphates (NTP) for their DNA 

cleavage activity and usually exist as homodimers. They specifically recognize 4-8 bp 
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palindromic sequences and cleave within or close to the recognition site (Orlowski & 

Bujnicki, 2008) (Figure 1.1 A). The other three classes of restriction enzymes- Type I, 

Type III and Type IV are also classified together as NTP dependent restriction enzymes 

(Bourniquel & Bickle, 2002). The work in this thesis describes studies on one of such 

NTP-dependent restriction enzyme McrBC which belongs to the MDR family of Type IV 

restriction systems.  

The McrBC restriction system is encoded by the Immigration Control Region (ICR) of 

Escherichia Coli K12 (Dila et al, 1990). It is a multi-subunit complex of two proteins, McrB 

and McrC, which specifically cleaves DNA containing methylated cytosine (Raleigh & 

Wilson, 1986; Stewart et al, 2000). In this complex, McrB subunit recognizes and binds 

to specific target (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002) sites while McrC subunit carries out DNA 

cleavage in GTP hydrolysis-dependent manner (Panne et al, 1999; Raleigh, 1992; 

Stewart et al, 2000; Stewart & Raleigh, 1998; Sutherland et al, 1992). The McrBC system 

shows many peculiar features, which set it apart from other known RM systems. The Type 

I and Type III NTP dependent restriction systems show stimulation of nucleotide 

hydrolysis in presence of DNA while the McrB subunit of this complex shows no 

stimulation in GTPase activity in presence of DNA (Pieper et al, 1997). Instead, the 

GTPase activity is stimulated by 30 fold in presence of the endonuclease subunit McrC 

(Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997). Also, this complex is the only know restriction 

enzyme, which utilizes GTP instead of ATP for DNA translocation and harbors an ATPase 

domain for GTP hydrolysis. We carried out structural, biochemical and biophysical studies 

on McrBC to gain mechanistic insights into the functioning of this restriction enzyme. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the history and classification of restriction enzymes 

followed by a detailed review of the McrBC system describing its biochemical and 

biophysical properties. 

 

1.2  The  Restriction-Modification (RM) Systems 

The phenomenon of restriction modifications was first discovered when Luria and 

Human in 1952, and later, Bertani and Weigle in 1953 observed that some mutants of  E. 

coli strain B/4 were able to induce modification in T even phages such that the modified 

phages were unable to subsequently infect the B strain and its mutants (Bertani & Weigle, 
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1953; Luria & Human, 1952). This defect in the ability to infect was later explained as the 

consequence of lack of glucosylation of phage DNA that replicated in these strains, as 

the E. coli B strain and its mutants were deficient in the enzyme uridine diphosphoglucose 

pyrophosphorylase (UDPG-PPase) (Hattman & Fukasawa, 1963). These modifications 

on phage DNA were found to be host specific and non-hereditary as pathogenicity was 

regained upon replicating the phage in a non-modifying host. When the non-glucosylated 

nucleic acid of T-even phages was injected in E. coli K12 or B4, it was found to be cleaved 

into small fragments (Arber & Dussoix, 1962; Fukasawa, 1964; Hattman, 1964). 

Based on their work, Arber and colleagues provided the molecular explanation for host 

specificity in bacteria (Arber, 1965b; Arber & Dussoix, 1962; Dussoix & Arber, 1962) 

showing that, in a bacterium, there are enzymes that cut foreign DNA at specific sites. 

They also showed that host DNA is protected from such degradation by the action of 

methyltransferase that modifies the host DNA. Hamilton Smith purified one of the 

restriction enzymes and showed its sequence-specific DNA cleavage activity, thus 

corroborating Arber’s studies (Kelly & Smith, 1970; Smith & Wilcox, 1970). Following 

these works, Daniel Nathans demonstrated how these restriction enzymes could be used 

as molecular scissors and can be used to generate genetic maps (Danna & Nathans, 

1971; Danna & Nathans, 1972; Lebowitz et al, 1974). The wondrous nature of discovery 

and the subsequent application of bacterial restriction systems was highlighted when, 

Werner Arber, Hamilton Smith and Daniel Nathans were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize 

in Physiology or Medicine for 1978 for the discovery of "restriction enzymes and their 

application to problems of molecular genetics". 

 

1.3  Classification of RM Systems 

 

1.3.1 Type I RM enzymes: 

In 1968 Meselson and Yuan successfully purified the first Type I restriction enzyme EcoKI 

(Meselson & Yuan, 1968).  They showed that purified complex cleaved non-methylated 

DNA in presence of ATP, Mg2+ and S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet) and methylated the 

same DNA in absence of ATP thus protecting the DNA from endonucleolytic cleavage. 
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This corroborated Arber’s theory about the restriction-modification systems (Arber, 

1965a).  

The Type I restriction enzymes are large, multi-subunit complexes comprising 

three Types of subunits- HsdS, HsdM, HsdR (Loenen, 2003; Murray, 2000). The HsdS 

(S) subunit harbors two target recognition domains (TRDs) for DNA specificity (Calisto et 

al, 2005; Kennaway et al, 2009), HsdM (M) subunit contains methyltransferase domain 

while the HsdR (R) subunit contains the ATPase and endonuclease domain (Davies et 

al, 1999). The methyltransferase (Mtase) core of these enzymes is a complex of one 

HsdS and two HsdM subunits (M2S) (Taylor et al, 1992) while active endonuclease 

complex is a pentamer of one HsdS, two HsdM and two HsdR subunits (R2M2S1) (Loenen 

et al, 2014; Murray, 2000). These enzymes bind to a bipartite recognition sequence 

through two TRDs of the HsdS subunit. In presence of hemimethylated DNA and AdoMet, 

two HsdM subunits (methyltransferase), present on either side of the HsdS subunit 

methylate the DNA. In case of a non-methylated DNA, the HsdR (restriction 

endonuclease) subunit is activated to cleave the DNA. For DNA cleavage, once activated, 

the HsdR subunit starts DNA translocation at a speed of 1000 bp/s, utilizing about 1 

ATP/bp (Garcia & Molineux, 1999; Kennaway et al, 2012; McClelland et al, 2005; Seidel 

et al, 2008; Seidel et al, 2004). When two such enzymes translocating in opposite 

direction collide, dsDNA break occurs midway between the two sites (Davies et al, 1999; 

Studier & Bandyopadhyay, 1988) (Figure 1.1 B). 

 

1.3.2 Type III RM enzymes: 

 Type III restriction enzymes are hetero-oligomeric enzymes containing two Types of 

subunits- Mod subunit and the Res Subunit. The Mod subunit has a target recognition 

domain (TRD) and a methyltransferase domain (Hadi et al, 1983). Initially, it was 

understood that the Type III RM complex consists of two Mod and two Res (Mod2Res2) 

subunits (Ahmad et al, 1995; Brockes, 1973; Janscak et al, 2001). But, later stoichiometry 

studies (Wyszomirski et al, 2012) and a recent crystal structure of a Type III RM enzyme 

EcoP15I showed that the functional complex consists of two Mod and one Res subunit 

(Mod2Res1) (Gupta et al, 2015). These enzymes recognize a 5-6 bp long asymmetric 

recognition site. DNA containing two inversely oriented sites (head-to-head or tail-to-tail) 
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are cleaved (Meisel et al, 1992) in presence of ATP and Mg2+ (Yuan et al, 1980). Contrary 

to the Type I RM enzymes, where either methylation or restriction of DNA occurs, these 

enzymes are capable of carrying out the two activities simultaneously. This leads to a 

conundrum as the methylation and restriction activities are antagonistic to each other 

(Rao et al, 2014). The Type III enzymes use much less (almost 1%) ATP than the Type I 

enzymes but still cleave DNA containing sites thousands of base pairs away (van Aelst 

et al, 2010). In Type III enzymes DNA cleavage occurs 25-27 bp downstream of one of 

the recognition site (Bachi et al, 1979; Hadi et al, 1979; Piekarowicz & Brzezinski, 1980). 

These enzyme complexes recognize and bind to specific sequences via their mod subunit 

ATP
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Figure 1.1. The NTP independent and NTP dependent RM enzymes. A schematic 
diagram to show the mechanism and mode of DNA cleavage by different classes of 
RM enzymes. A) Schematic for the action of Type II NTP independent restriction 
enzymes where a dimer of endonuclease binds specific sequence on DNA and cleaves 
in the middle of target site. B) Schematic of the model for action of Type I RM enzymes 
proposed by Studier and Bandyopadhyay, 1988. According to this model, the 
pentameric (R2M2S) Type I RM complex binds to specific sequences and starts DNA 
translocation leading to loop formation. When two such enzymes collide (usually at the 
middle of two target sites), DNA cleavage takes place. C) Schematic for Type III RM 
complex where, when the trimeric complex (Mod2Res1) binds to specific recognition 
site ATP dependent conformational changes occur in the complex. This facilitates 1 
dimensional passive diffusion of the complex on DNA. Upon encountering a target site 
bound enzyme, these two complexes cleave DNA close to the target site. 
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following which the complex undergoes a conformational change allowing it to passively 

diffuse on DNA one-dimensionally. When such a passively diffusing enzyme encounters 

a second complex bound to target site, DNA cleavage occurs (Figure 1.1 C) (Schwarz et 

al, 2013).  

 

1.3.3 The MDR Systems: 

The classical restriction modification system recognizes and cleaves foreign DNA based 

on the absence of specific methylated sequences. The MDR enzymes, on the other hand, 

recognize and restrict methylated DNA. These enzymes lack an associated 

methyltransferase. It has been postulated that these endonucleases evolved to restrict 

phages which have methylated DNA and hence could easily escape the classical 

restriction systems (Loenen & Raleigh, 2014).  The E. coli K12 chromosome encodes four 

RM enzymes. Amongst these, EcoKI is a Type I RM enzyme while the other three - McrA, 

McrBC and Mrr - are MDR enzymes (Raleigh, 1992; Raleigh & Wilson, 1986; Tran-Betcke 

et al, 1986).  

The Mrr (methylated adenine recognition and restriction) enzyme was first 

discovered by Heitman and Model (Heitman & Model, 1987). It was observed that it 

cleaves DNA carrying methylated adenine (methyl group at the exocyclic N6 position; 

m6A). The exact specificity of this enzyme is yet not determined as restriction of DNA 

having methylated cytosine (5-methylcytosine; m5C) has also been reported (Kelleher & 

Raleigh, 1991; Waite-Rees et al, 1991). The other two MDR systems- McrA and McrBC 

restrict DNA containing methylated (m5C) or hydroxymethylated cytosine (hm5C). McrA 

is encoded by an accessory determinant, e14 element while McrBC is chromosomally 

encoded from the E. coli immigration control region. The McrA and McrBC restriction is 

completely independent of each other. 

The use of MDR systems in epigenetic studies (Cohen-Karni et al, 2011; 

Schumacher et al, 2006a) and genetic engineering in non-modal bacterial strains has 

rekindled the interest in the MDR enzymes leading to the recent identification of many 

MDR enzymes (Loenen & Raleigh, 2014).   
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1.4  McrBC: A Type IV MDR enzyme  

 

1.4.1 Historical Background 

The first restriction phenomenon that was reported by Luria and Human as host controlled 

phage variation (Bertani & Weigle, 1953; Luria & Human, 1952) was caused by the activity 

of the McrBC restriction enzyme. In 1967, Revel and Luria identified two independent 

restriction systems that were causing the restriction of T-even phages. They called them 

RglA and RglB for the restriction against glucoseless phage (Revel, 1967). Almost 30 

years later, these restriction systems were rediscovered due to continuous problems 

faced in cloning methyltransferase genes associated with the Type II restriction systems 

(Blumenthal et al, 1985; Kiss et al, 1985; Noyer-Weidner et al, 1986; Raleigh et al, 1989; 

Raleigh & Wilson, 1986; Tran-Betcke et al, 1986; Trautner et al, 1988). It was observed 

that these endonucleases specifically cleaved 5’-methyl-cytosine containing DNA. Since 

then the Mcr nomenclature for Modified Cytosine Restriction was adopted. The RglA 

restriction system corresponds to McrA and RglB corresponds to McrBC. Thus McrBC is 

perhaps the longest known restriction enzyme but due to the spur in the identification of 

other types of restriction endonucleases, this system was not explored completely upon 

its discovery. Currently, we understand the biochemical properties of this enzyme but 

details of its mechanism of action remain to be determined.  

 

1.4.2 The McrBC operon 

The E. coli K12 genome consists of a 14 kbp Immigration Control Region (ICR) near 99 

min (Raleigh et al, 1989). This region is densely packed with genes encoding different 

restriction systems- Type I RM enzyme EcoKI flanked by the MDR enzymes McrBC and 

Mrr, displaying an example of a very thorough checkpoint for any foreign DNA invasion 

(Figure 1.2). McrB locus contains two genes mcrB and mcrC where the termination of 

McrB and initiation codon of McrC overlaps by one nucleotide (Ross et al, 1989b). In vivo 

experiments showed that the mcrB gene produced two polypeptides of molecular weight 

54 kDa and 33 kDa. It was discovered that the smaller of the two peptides (33 kDa) was 

produced due to the presence of an in-frame translation initiation site in the mcrB gene 

and not because of post-translational cleavage of the larger peptide (54 kDa). This 
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smaller protein is referred to as McrBS and lacks the N-terminal 161 amino acid residues 

(Panne et al, 1998; Raleigh et al, 1989; Ross et al, 1987; Ross et al, 1989a; Ross et al, 

1989b).  

A very noticeable feature of the McrBC operon is its low G+C content (40 %) in 

comparison to the neighboring E. coli genome (50%). The mcrB gene has a G+C content 

of 40 % while mcrC gene has even lower G+C content of 37.5 % (Dila et al, 1990). The 

region is flanked by potential transcription termination dyads with high G+C content. This 

pattern of G+C content variation leads to the understanding that the McrBC system might 

have been acquired from a foreign organism in the recent evolutionary history (Dila et al, 

1990; Ross et al, 1987; Ross et al, 1989b). 

 

 

1.4.3 Constituents of McrBC complex 

The McrBC complex consists of two subunits- McrB and McrC. The McrB subunit contains 

an N-terminal DNA binding and C-terminal GTP hydrolyzing domain (Pieper et al, 1999b; 

Raleigh, 1992; Sukackaite et al, 2012; Sutherland et al, 1992) while the McrC subunit 

Figure 1.2. The mcrbc locus in E. coli genome. A schematic showing the section of 
E. coli chromosome (4573919 bp – 4587909 bp).The length and distances are scaled 
to the true length. Direction of the arrows indicate the reading direction oriented in the 
E. coli gene map. The genetic map information was obtained from GenBank entry 
NC_00913. The figure was prepared using Illustrator for biological sciences (IBS) (Liu 
et al, 2015). 
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contains the nuclease domain (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002) (Figure 1.3). As mentioned in the 

previous section, the McrBC operon transcribes three proteins- McrB, McrBS and McrC. 

Maxicell analysis of translated proteins showed that both the full-length McrB and the 

truncated McrBS were produced in equimolar amounts. From the maxicell experiment, the 

relative amounts of McrB, McrBS and McrC were determined to be 3:3:1 respectively, 

(Dila et al, 1990). 

 

1.4.3.1 McrB 

The McrB subunit is a 54 kDa, 465 amino acid long polypeptide consisting of two 

functional domains - an N-terminal DNA binding domain (amino acid residues 1-161) 

(Gast et al, 1997; Kruger et al, 1995; Sukackaite et al, 2012) and a C-terminal GTPase 

domain (Pieper et al, 1999a; Pieper et al, 1999b) (Figure1.3) 

 

N-terminal DNA binding domain of McrB:  

McrBC system specifically cleaves DNA containing two or more methylated or hydroxyl-

methylated cytosine preceded by a purine (RmC) sites (Gast et al, 1997; Kruger et al, 

1995; Stewart et al, 2000; Sutherland et al, 1992). The DNA binding and recognition 

domain of McrBC system lies in the N-terminal 161 amino acid residues of McrB subunit 

(Gast et al, 1997). The mechanism of recognition by the DNA binding domain was shown 

through its crystal structure bound to DNA (Sukackaite et al, 2012). The structure showed 

that the domain binds and recognizes DNA by flipping out methylated cytosine of RmC 

site into a binding pocket sized only to accommodate a pyrimidine. The specificity for 

cytosine over thymine is added by direct base read out through donor-acceptor atoms on 

the Watson-Crick edge of the flipped base that is unique to cytosine. Finally the 

methylation status of cytosine is sensed via van der Waals interaction between the Y64 

and L68 of the binding pocket and the methyl group of the flipped base.  
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The base flipping mechanism for recognition and DNA binding has been observed for 

eukaryotic methyl CpG binding proteins containing the SRA (SET and Ring finger 

associated) domain (Hashimoto et al, 2010; Rajakumara et al, 2011; Sharif & Koseki, 

2011). Even though the mode of recognition appears very similar for both SRA domain 

proteins McrB DNA binding domain, the fold of the latter is distinct with no eukaryotic 

homolog known. 

C-terminal GTPase domain of McrB:  

C-terminus of McrB subunit harbors the GTPase domain. McrBC is the only known 

restriction system that uses GTP for its activity. But apart from GTP, though less 

efficiently, McrBC has been shown to be capable of using XTP or ITP but not ATP for its 

activity (Pieper et al, 1999a; Sutherland et al, 1992).  

Since McrBC is a GTPase, initial amino acid sequence characterization was 

carried out to identify the core GTP binding and hydrolysis motifs in the protein. The GTP 

Figure 1.3. The domain diagram of McrBC subunits. A schematic showing different 
domains in the McrB, McrBS and McrC subunits of the McrBC complex. The figure was 
prepared using Illustrator for biological sciences (IBS) (Liu et al, 2015). 
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binding proteins like EF-Tu or Ras-p21, harbor three well conserved characteristic motifs- 

i) Motif I - the Walker A or P- loop (Phosphate binding loop) motif with consensus amino 

acid sequence GxxxxGK(S/T) (Walker et al, 1982); ii) Motif II –this motif, also called 

Switch II (DxxG), is shown to be involved in interaction with magnesium ion and 

undergoes conformational changes during GTP hydrolysis cycle; iii) Motif III- this is a 

guanine nucleotide binding motif with consensus sequence NKxD (Bourne et al, 1991; 

Dever et al, 1987; Kjeldgaard et al, 1996).  

 Through sequence alignment and mutational analysis Motif I of McrB was identified 

as GPPGVGKT (201-208), Motif II as DKRG (300-303) and Motif III as NTAD (333-336) 

(Figure 1.3) (Pieper et al, 1997; Pieper et al, 1999a). As was expected, mutations in Motif 

I and Motif II affected the GTP hydrolysis-dependent DNA cleavage activity of the 

enzyme. But a mutation in Motif III carried out as an attempt to change substrate 

specificity from GTP to XTP (wild-type can use XTP but inefficiently) lead to complete 

loss of protein activity. In subsequent studies, the GTPase domain of McrB was identified 

and classified as a AAA+ domain (Neuwald et al, 1999), having additional features and 

characteristic motifs. These will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. Until now, 

McrB sequence has not been explored based on the features associated with the AAA+ 

domain.    

The McrBC complex has been shown to hydrolyze GTP in a multiple-turnover 

reaction. McrB being the GTP binding subunit has a low intrinsic GTPase activity, which 

shows a Michaelis-Menten dependence on GTP giving a Kcat of 0.4 min-1 and Km of 1 μM 

(Pieper et al, 1997). The binding of GTP or GDP to McrB improves the thermal stability 

of the protein, a property similar to G-protein like EF-Tu (Pingoud et al, 1977; Wittinghofer 

& Leberman, 1976). The G-proteins bind to GDP more strongly than to GTP due to which 

they require a GEF (Guanine nucleotide Exchange Factor) to bind to GTP. In case of 

McrB, the affinity for GTP was found to be 50 fold higher than GDP and therefore it has 

been proposed that it does not require a GEF for its activity (Pieper et al, 1997).  

The GTPase activity of McrB is stimulated 30 fold in presence of McrC, while DNA 

has been shown to produce a negligible stimulatory effect on the GTPase activity of both 

McrB and McrBC (Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997). It is known that GTP hydrolysis 
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is necessary for DNA cleavage. However, it is not clear if GTP hydrolysis powers active 

DNA translocation as in the case of Type I RM enzymes, or facilitates bidirectional 

diffusion as in the case of Type III RM enzymes, or switches the enzyme between active 

and inactive states, like in the case of G-proteins. 

1.4.3.2 McrBS 

The smaller protein produced from the mcrb gene- McrBs lacks N-terminal 161 amino 

acids and consists only the C-terminal 304 amino acids constituting the GTPase domain. 

This 33 kDa protein has been shown to play a modulatory role in the activity of McrBC 

system (Panne et al, 1998). Although this protein has the GTPase domain similar to the 

full-length protein (Figure 1.2), it is not able to cleave DNA on its own or in presence of 

McrC (mostly because of the lack of N-terminal DNA binding domain). But both 

overproduction and underproduction of this protein lead to inhibition of DNA cleavage by 

full-length McrBC complex (Beary et al, 1997). In their study, Panne et al, 1998, showed 

that the optimal ratio of 3-5 McrB for 1 McrC was required for efficient DNA cleavage. A 

DNA cleavage reaction with an equimolar ratio of McrB and McrC was more efficient when 

McrBS was added. Also, McrBS shows GTPase and oligomeric properties with McrC 

similar to full length McrB.  Since McrBS is produced in equimolar amounts in vivo (Dila 

et al, 1990; Ross et al, 1987; Ross et al, 1989a) a regulatory role of sequestering excess 

McrC has been proposed for this protein (Panne et al, 1998) such that optimum ratio of 

McrB and McrC can be attained.   

1.4.3.3 McrC 

McrC is the 39 kDa second subunit of McrBC complex consisting of 358 amino acid 

residues. Due to the basic nature of this protein (Ross et al, 1989b), it was initially thought 

to be the DNA binding subunit (Dila et al, 1990). But later investigations showed that this 

subunit was deficient in DNA binding (Kruger et al, 1995) or nucleotide binding but 

harbored the nucleolytic cleavage center (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002). DNA binding studies 

showed that along with stimulating the GTPase activity, McrC, in presence of GTP, 

increases the DNA affinity of McrB and promotes the formation of high molecular mass 

complexes (Kruger et al, 1995; Stewart et al, 2000).  
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 Sequence analysis of McrC indicated a leucine zipper motif (Lx6Lx6Lx6L) 

spanning amino acid position 39 to 60 (Figure 1.2) (Dila et al, 1990). The leucine zipper 

motif has been shown to be involved in protein dimerization or protein-protein interactions 

(Landschulz et al, 1988). Such function could be attributed to McrC via this motif as it 

stimulates the McrB GTPase activity. Another motif “PD-X(10-30)….-DEXK” was 

identified (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002) which is a characteristic feature of the (PD-D/E)XK 

superfamily of Mg2+ dependent endonucleases. Initially, this motif was observed in Type 

II restriction enzymes (Aggarwal, 1995; Pingoud & Jeltsch, 1997) but later found 

conserved amongst many DNA metabolizing enzymes like the endonuclease domain of 

Type I and Type III restriction systems (Venclovas et al, 1994) and DNA repair enzymes 

like RecB endonuclease (Davies et al, 1999; Singleton et al, 2004). This superfamily 

shares a common structural fold comprising of a 4 stranded mixed β-sheet flanked by α-

helices. The nucleolytic active site includes two to three acidic residues (Asp or Glu) and 

one Lys (Venclovas et al, 1994). Mutagenesis of the catalytic residues of PD-DEXK motif 

identified in McrC- Asp244, Asp257 and Lys259- lead to the abolishment of DNA cleavage 

activity even though the stimulation of McrB GTPase activity was not affected. Variation 

in the acidic residues of this motif (Asp to Asn and Glu to Gln) have been reported 

(Bujnicki & Rychlewski, 2001; Skirgaila et al, 1998), due to which identifying this motif 

solely based on sequence comparison is difficult and requires three-dimensional 

structural information for the correct assignment. Thus these mutagenesis results require 

to be corroborated with further structural and mechanistic studies for a confirmed PD-

DExK motif assignment.  

 

1.4.4 The structural assembly of McrBC complex 

As mentioned earlier, McrBC is an enzyme complex of two subunits- McrB and McrC. 

During DNA binding studies, it was observed that McrB formed higher molecular mass 

species when GTP was present (Stewart et al, 2000). Through gel filtration studies and 

electron microscopy images, it has been proposed that both McrB and McrBS form a 

seven-membered close ring in presence of GTP. The McrBC complex has been proposed 

to  be a tetradecamer consisting of two McrB heptameric rings and two McrC (Panne et 
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al, 2001).This heptameric state of McrB is similar to that of the oligomeric state observed 

for the bacterial enhancer binding protein (bEBP) NtrC1, both of which (McrB and NtrC1) 

are classified under the same Clade of AAA+ enzymes. But recent studies on bEBPs also 

reported hexameric assemblies of the bEBPs thus bringing forth the debate of functional 

relevance of a heptameric vs hexameric assembly.  

In the study reported by Panne et al, 2001, although the ring like assembly is clear 

in the electron microscopy images, the resolution of the images is not good enough to 

reliably estimate the exact number of subunits. Thus the stoichiometry was obtained 

through mass calculations using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The 

obtained masses of the complex were less precise as the error was more than the mass 

of an entire subunit. For example, the mass of McrBS complex in presence of GTP was 

calculated as 239 (±57) kDa. Similarly, the mass estimated for McrB (361 (±71) kDa) and 

McrBC (759 (±100) kDa) was less accurate. Thus the oligomer size and stoichiometry 

need to be revisited with a more precise technique. Furthermore, if the heptameric 

assembly is indeed the true state of this protein, such non-canonical AAA+ oligomeric 

form (hexamers being the most predominant) need to be studied to understand their 

functional relevance.  

 

1.4.5 DNA Cleavage by McrBC complex 

McrBC binds and cleaves DNA in a GTP hydrolysis-dependent manner. It is capable of 

recognizing 5-methylcytosine, 5-hydroxymethylcytosine and N4-methylcytosine. The only 

essential prerequisite is that the modified cytosine must be preceded by a purine base 

i.e. RmC (R= purine base and mC is modified cytosine) (Noyer-Weidner et al, 1986; 

Raleigh et al, 1989; Raleigh & Wilson, 1986; Sutherland et al, 1992).  

 For efficient cleavage of a linear DNA, a minimum of two 5’-RmC-3’ sites optimally 

separated at least by 40 bp or more is required. Two sites with distance less than 40 bp 

are not cleaved (Stewart & Raleigh, 1998; Sutherland et al, 1992). The reason for this 

can be understood based on the footprint of McrBC complex. DNA foot-printing assay for 

McrB showed that it protects 19 bases around the recognition sequence. In accordance 

with these results, DNA cleavage always occurs at about 21-26 bases downstream of the 

recognition sequence.  
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 DNA cleavage is not affected by the presence of hemimethylated (only one strand 

methylated) or fully methylated (both strands methylated) sites (Sutherland et al, 1992) 

(Figure 1.4 ). Also, the presence of the two hemimethylated sites in cis or trans (Figure 

1.4) does not affect the DNA cleavage. But, the local sequence surrounding the 

recognition site seems to affect both DNA binding and cleavage activity of McrBC (Gast 

et al, 1997; Sutherland et al, 1992).  

McrBC has also been shown to cleave circular single site substrates and linear 

single site substrates having a lac repressor bound at a distance (Panne et al, 1999). 

These observations evoked the concept of translocational block inducing the cleavage 

competent form of McrBC. A collision of two enzymes translocating on DNA in opposite 

direction can also provide similar translocational block culminating in nuclease activation 

and DNA cleavage.      

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. McrBC DNA cleavage sites. A schematic to show different types of sites 
amenable for McrBC cleavage. Amongst these the two site substrate with only 22 bp 
distance between two sites is not a substrate for McrBC even though it is fully 
methylated. Such a substrate is also considered a single site substrate.  

5’-----------RmC----------------(40-3000 bp)-------------RmC--------------3’

3’-----------Y    G----------------(40-3000 bp)-------------Y  G------------5’

5’-----------RmC----------------(40-3000 bp)-------------G   Y------------3’

3’-----------Y    G----------------(40-3000 bp)------------mCR------------5’

5’--------RmC G Y-----------(40-3000 bp)--------- RmC G Y---------3’

3’---------Y  G  mCR-----------(40-3000 bp)----------Y  G  mCR--------5’

A two site hemi-methylated substrate with sites in ‘cis’ 

A two site hemi-methylated substrate with sites in ‘trans’ 

A two site fully methylated substrate

A two site fully methylated substrate not amenable for cleavage

5’--------RmC G Y-----------(22 bp)------------- RmC G Y------------3’

3’---------Y  G  mCR-----------(22 bp)--------------Y  G  mCR-----------5’
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Model proposed for the mechanism of DNA cleavage by McrBC 

The proposed mechanism of DNA cleavage by McrBC  is  very similar to that proposed 

for Type I enzymes (Studier & Bandyopadhyay, 1988): 1) McrBC complex loads onto two 

distant recognition sites (RmC); 2) the two complexes then translocate towards each 

other. This translocation is powered by GTP hydrolysis. 3) When the two translocating 

complexes collide, McrC (nuclease) cleaves DNA downstream of one of the recognition 

sequence (Figure 1.5). However, unlike Type I RM enzymes, McrBC cleaves DNA close 

to either of the two target sites, a feature similar to Type III RM enzymes. McrBC is unique 

amongst restriction enzymes not only because it cleaves modified DNA, but also because 

it is the only known restriction enzyme, which uses GTP as its energy sources and harbors 

a AAA+ domain to do so. Another peculiarity of this enzyme is that the GTP hydrolysis 

domain of this enzyme is stimulated by another protein (McrC) instead of the substrate 

DNA. This is in contrast with other NTP dependent restriction systems which show a spur 

in nucleotide hydrolysis in presence of specific DNA. Thus it’s imperative to discuss the 

GTPase domain of McrB in detail before going to the specific aims of this study. 

 

Figure 1.5. Schematic of 
Model proposed for DNA 
cleavage by McrBC. Image 
directly adapted from Panne et 
al, 1999. A) McrB binds to GTP 
which increases its affinity for 
DNA leading to B) binding to 
DNA at specific recognition 
sites. This followed by C) 
binding of McrC to GTP bound 
McrB which D) stimulates GTP 
hydrolysis causing DNA 
translocation. E) When two 
translocating enzymes collide, 
DNA cleavage occur close to 
either of recognition sites 
(indicated by scissors). 
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1.5  The AAA+ Superfamily 

Utilizing chemical energy from nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) hydrolysis, especially that 

of ATP and GTP, for various cellular activities is a key feature of NTP dependent motor 

proteins. These molecular machines are ubiquitous and indispensable in cellular 

functioning. Through comparative genomic analysis, a large number of motor proteins 

have been identified and characterized into a monophyletic group called the P-loop 

NTPases (Leipe et al, 2003; Leipe et al, 2002) which is further classified into 7 major 

lineages (Figure 1.6) (Leipe et al, 2003). 

One of the superfamilies classified under P-loop NTPases is the AAA+ family of 

proteins. The AAA+ family of proteins are ATPases Associated with diverse cellular 

Activities” (Confalonieri & Duguet, 1995; Erdmann et al, 1991; Kunau et al, 1993; Patel & 

Latterich, 1998), where the ‘+’ sign was added to the abbreviation signifying further 

extension of this family to include a large number of diverse proteins showing deviation 

from the classical AAA domain (Koonin, 1993; Koonin, 1997; Neuwald et al, 1999). Hence 

“AAA+” rightfully stands for “extended ATPases Associated with various cellular 

Activities” (Neuwald et al, 1999). Through phylogenetic sequence analysis, the AAA+ 

ATPases have been traced way back to LUCA (Last Universal Common Ancestor) (Iyer 

et al, 2004a) thus demonstrating their conservation throughout the evolutionary history. 

These proteins are indispensable for cell survival as they carry out diverse tasks ranging 

from DNA replication (helicases), recombination and repair (translocases) to RNA 

transcription (bEBP), protein translation and protein folding (Ogura & Wilkinson, 2001; 

Patel & Latterich, 1998). The AAA+ motor has been observed to function as a regulatory 

subunit of the proteasome, thus assisting in degradation of a variety of ubiquitinated 

substrates (Gottesman, 1996; Langer, 2000). As chaperones, they help in protein folding 

(Neuwald et al, 1999) and as motors, they help in cellular transport (Babst et al, 1998; 

Schmidt et al, 2012; Tomoyasu et al, 1993). Apart from this, AAA+ proteins play important 

roles in organelle biogenesis (Grimm et al, 2012), protein complex recycling (Tagaya et 

al, 1993), chromosomal segregation during cell division (Aussel et al, 2002; Bigot & 

Marians, 2010; Bigot et al, 2007; Iyer et al, 2004b), DNA replication (Erzberger & Berger, 
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2006; Lee & Bell, 2000), recombination and DNA repair (Putnam et al, 2001). In viruses, 

the AAA+ motors help in DNA packaging during viral replication (Schwartz et al, 2012).  

The common feature that brings these functionally diverse proteins together is the 

employment of a similar motor to accomplish their respective tasks. Numerous studies 

carried out on different AAA+ proteins show that these proteins utilize different adapter 

domains to accomplish substrate variability (polypeptides vs oligonucleotides) (Dougan 

et al, 2002), but a detailed mechanistic understanding of how the motor is used under 

different functional scenarios is lacking.  

1.5.1 AAA+ ATPase domain architecture:  

 

The highly conserved classical AAA ATPase domain consists of about 200-250 amino 

acids. This domain is further divided into two subdomains- a large N-terminal α-β-α 

Figure 1.6. The substrate diversity of AAA+ family.  Figure showing the classification 
of P-loop-NTpases into 7 major lineages and highlighting the diversity and 
omnipresence of AAA+ proteins inside cell by mentioning examples of motors 
functioning with either nucleic acids or polypeptides. 
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subdomain and a small C-terminal helical bundle which looks like a lid over the α-β-α 

subdomain. The α-β-α subdomain consists of a -sheet, with strands arranged in 5-1-

4-3-2 order, sandwiched by α helices on both sides (Figure 1.9 A) (Erzberger & 

Berger, 2006; Hanson & Whiteheart, 2005; Iyer et al, 2004a). The AAA+ domain harbors 

several characteristic motifs essential for ATP hydrolysis (Figure 1.7): 

 

i) The Walker motifs:  

The two characteristic P-loop motifs were described for the first time by Walker in 1982 

(Walker et al, 1982). The first motif- Walker A (GXXGXGKT/S) is observed at the top of 

β-strand 1, and the Walker B motif (hhhhDD/EXX) present at the apex of β-strand 3. From 

the structure of adenylate kinase, it was shown that glycine-rich Walker A motif is 

responsible for binding to the phosphate of the nucleotide. Hence this motif is also 

referred to as P-loop (Phosphate binding loop) (Schulz et al, 1974; Schulz & Schirmer, 

1974). The second motif called Walker B consists of an acidic residue (an aspartate or a 

glutamate). This residue coordinates the Mg2+ ion which is necessary for NTP hydrolysis 

(Saraste et al, 1990). In AAA+ proteins, there is another conserved glutamate residue in 

Walker B motif, which primes a water molecule for nucleophilic attack on γ- phosphate 

(Mogk et al, 2003; Seybert & Wigley, 2004). Due to the presence of this AAA+ superfamily 

is also classified under ASCE (Additional Strand Conserved E) group of NTPases. This 

residue lies at the top of β-strand 2, adjacent to the Walker B motif. Mutational studies of 

this residue show that it is essential for nucleotide hydrolysis and not for nucleotide 

binding (Weibezahn et al, 2003; Wendler et al, 2012).  

From the structural comparison of ATP bound and ADP bound structures of the AAA+ 

domain of bacterial transcription activator PspF (Rappas et al, 2006), Zhang and Wigley  

observed that although the two structures align well, there is sufficient deviation in 

orientation of the conserved glutamate residue. As compared to ADP bound state, in ATP 

bound state the glutamate residue is moved by about 100ᵒ and forming a hydrogen bond 

with an asparagine residue, which is present on an adjacent β strand. This engagement 

of glutamate residue prevents it from priming incoming water molecule. This implicates 

that the conserved glutamate residue acts as a switch (glutamate Switch) which converts 

the inactive enzyme from low energy state to high energy state  (Zhang & Wigley, 2008). 
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It is possible that interaction with substrates releases this glutamate from asparagine and 

hence stimulates ATPase activity. Such switching via the glutamate residue has been 

observed in other AAA+ proteins as well (Chiraniya et al, 2013; Mogni et al, 2009).  

 

ii) Sensor motifs:  

The Sensor motifs of AAA+ proteins were first identified and described in δ’ subunit 

structure by Guenther et al, 1997, describing two interactions of the protein with 

nucleotides in addition to Walker motif interactions. These Sensors appeared spatially 

analogous to the Switch II of Ras GTPases and lid segment of adenylate kinases. In 

AAA+ proteins the insertion of β-strand 4 between strand 1 and 3 (between Walker A and 

Walker B) positions a polar residue (asparagine, aspartic acid, serine or threonine) at its 

tip that acts in concert with Walker B residues to activate the incoming water molecule for 

ATP hydrolysis (Gai et al, 2004). This polar residue, called Sensor 1 (Guenther et al, 

1997; Hattendorf & Lindquist, 2002; Karata et al, 1999; Steel et al, 2000), interacts with 

the γ-phosphate via hydrogen bond aiding in its hydrolysis (Liu et al, 2000).  

 The C-terminal α-helical bundle of AAA+ protein shows considerable motion with 

respect to the N-terminal α-β-α subdomain. The C-terminal lid segment of adenylate 

kinases shows a conformational change in presence of nucleotide such that the active 

site is closed and sequestered from water (Muller & Schulz, 1992). This lid segment 

contains arginine residues which directly interact with phosphates of bound nucleotide 

and mediate the movement of lid segment over the catalytic pocket. With respect to the 

N-terminal α-β-α subdomain, AAA+ α-helical bundle is spatially analogous to the lid 

domain of adenylate kinases. A conserved arginine residue in this subdomain, at the tip 

of helix α7, has been observed to interact with bound nucleotide and undergo 

conformational changes based on the type of nucleotide bound (Zeymer et al, 2014). This 

arginine is part of the Sensor 2 motif with consensus sequence G/PXφRXφ, where φ is a 

hydrophobic residue (Ammelburg et al, 2006; Beyer, 1997; Erzberger & Berger, 2006; 

Neuwald et al, 1999). Like adenylate kinases, the Sensor 2 in AAA+ has been observed 

to mediate conformational changes leading to closing and opening of ATPase pocket at 

the interface of two protomers in a AAA+ ring (Gai et al, 2004; Guenther et al, 1997). 
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iii) R-Finger motif: 

R-Finger motif: Along with above mentioned features, AAA+ proteins also contain an 

arginine residue that plays a catalytic activation role similar to that of arginine finger 

observed in case of GTPase activating proteins (GAP) (Wittinghofer et al, 1997). Detailed 

mutational studies and structural position of this residue in AAA+ protein p97/ VCP have 

Figure 1.7. ATPase site architecture of AAA+ proteins.  Nucleotide binds at the 

interface of two protomers in AAA+ proteins. This figure shows the bound nucleotide 

at the nucleotide binding site. The zoomed-in version of the binding site shows the 

conserved AAA+ motifs in the site. The figure was prepared from the DnaA structure 

with PDB ID: 2HCB. Molecular graphic images were made using the UCSF Chimera 

package from the Computer Graphics Laboratory, University of California, San 

Francisco (supported by NIH P41 RR-01081) (Pettersen et al, 2004). 
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led to the belief that this residue is not only essential for ATP hydrolysis but also for 

oligomer stability (Karata et al, 1999; Wang et al, 2005). The position of the arginine finger 

along with the Sensor 1 motif is a characteristic feature of only AAA+ proteins and does 

not exist in other P-loop ASCE families. This region lies c-terminal to the Walker B motif 

and spans part of β4, α4 and the loop connecting β4 and α4. It is called Box VII, the 

Second Region of Homology (SRH) (Ammelburg et al, 2006; Erzberger & Berger, 2006; 

Neuwald et al, 1999). The Location of various conserved motifs of AAA+ proteins is 

depicted in Figure 1.7. Together the entire SRH plays an important role in nucleotide 

hydrolysis and transduction of hydrolysis energy to mechanical energy by undergoing and 

propagating conformational changes.  

 Classification of AAA+ proteins has been difficult due to their diverse functions and 

close structural relationship with other P- loop ATPases. Based on structural alignments 

and topology of AAA+ N-terminal α-β-α subdomain and C-Terminal helical bundle, the 

AAA+ proteins have been further classified into Clades and Superclades (Erzberger & 

Berger, 2006; Iyer et al, 2004a). The description of each Clade is as follows:  

 

Clade I: The Clamp-loaders of replication process are classified under this category. 

These proteins have minimal AAA+ domain features (i.e. without any modification) - N-

terminal α-β-α subdomain consists of a -sheet, with strands arranged in 5-1-4-3-2 

order, sandwiched by α helices on both side and a C-terminal α-helical bundle (lid). These 

proteins exists as pentameric oligomers. Examples of this class are Replication Factor C 

(RFC) and γ/δ DNA polymerase III subunits (Figure 1.8 A). 

 

Clade II: The Clade II consists of replication initiator proteins, which are involved, in origin 

recognition and helicase loading. The characteristic feature of this group is an insertion 

of α-helix between α2 and β2 in the α-β-α core. This insertion harbors an Initiator-Specific 

motif (ISM), which is necessary for binding of initiator to origin DNA and helicase loading. 

These proteins exist as open spiral hexameric assemblies. Examples of this category are 

DnaA/DnaC and Orc families (Figure 1.8 B).     
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Clade III: Also called the classic Clade, this family of proteins forms closed hexameric 

ring structures with a small α-helical insertion between α2 and β2 (Figure 1.8 C). This 

insert projects into the central pore of the ring and has been shown to be involved in 

substrate translocation through the pore. Structure based alignment show that this class 

does not have a Sensor 2 residue at the base of α7. Examples of this Clade are NSF 

family, ClpABC NTD (N-terminal domain) family and FtsH family. 

 

The Pre-Sensor 1 β-hairpin (PS1βhp) Superclade: The rest of the four AAA+ Clades 

(Clade 4-7) are grouped together in this Superclade due to a common insertion of a β-

hairpin between α3 and α4. The role of this insertion has been observed to be Clade 

specific and will be discussed under different Clade categories. 

 

Clade IV: This Clade comprises of the superfamily 3 (SF3) helicases. These proteins lack 

a canonical C-terminal α-helical lid subdomain. Instead, a helical subdomain is formed by 

element both from N-terminal and C-terminal of the α-β-α subdomain (Figure 1.8 D). The 

PS1βhp plays an important role in substrate (nucleic acid) translocation in this Clade.  

The Sensor 2 of these proteins is defined based on structural positioning and not by 

sequence alignment. Also, in these proteins, the Sensor 2 is a trans-acting residue in 

contrast to the cis-acting Sensor 2 in other AAA+ proteins. Examples of Clade IV are 

helicases like SV40 Large T-antigen helicase, Papillomavirus E1 helicase and adeno 

associated virus Rep40 protein. 

  

Clade V: Amongst the PS1βhp proteins, this group has the minimal AAA+ domain like 

the Clade I, only differing from Clade I due to the presence of PS1βhp (Figure 1.8 E). This 

Clade comprises of four major families- HsIU/ClpX, ClpABC-CTD (C-terminal domain), 

Lon and RuvB- and hence also referred to as the HCLR Clade. In this Clade the PS1βhp 

is not involved in substrate translocation. Instead, the loop connecting the α2 and β2 (like 

Clade III) projects into the central pore and is involved in substrate translocation. This 

loop (also called Loop 1) has a characteristic aromatic-hydrophobic dipeptide motif. In 

case of dsDNA translocase RuvB, the PS1βhp insertion is involved in the protein-protein 

interaction (i.e. interaction with RuvA) rather than for interaction with DNA. 
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Clade I: Loaders

Clade II: Initiators

Clade III: Classic

Clade IV: SFIII helicases

PSIβhp Superclade

Clade V: HCLR clade

Clade VI: Helix-2 insert

Clade IV: PSII insert

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Figure 1.8. Topology of different AAA+ Clades (modified from Erzberger and 
Berger, 2006). Topological diagrams along with cartoon diagram of one representative 
proteins from different Clades of AAA+ superfamily are depicted to highlight the small 
insertions and deletions (colored in orange) in an otherwise conserved AAA+ core 
(colored in blue and yellow). 

PS1βhp Superclade 

PS2 insert 
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Clade VI: This Clade contains an additional β hairpin insertion in the α2 helix and hence 

also referred to as the helix 2 insert (h2i) Clade (Figure 1.8 F). The major member of this 

Clade are the NtrC family and McrB family. Like PS1βhp in RuvB, the h2i has been shown 

to be involved in protein-protein interaction. Mutation in this loop breaks the interaction 

between bEBP and its target σ54 RNA polymerase. 

 

Clade VII: Also called the Pre-Sensor 2 insert (PS2i) Clade, this group contains PS2βhp, 

h2i and an extra α-helical insertion after α5 (Figure 1.8 G). Due to the PS2 insertion, the 

C-terminal helical lid domain is positioned at the back of the α-β-α in comparison to     other 

AAA+ lid containing Clades. This positions the Sensor 2 residue close to the neighboring 

domain thus making the Sensor 2 residue trans-acting. Examples of this family are MCM 

family and dynein Family. 

 

Characteristic features of AAA+ proteins 

Along with having a common structural fold, the proteins belonging to the AAA+ 

superfamily show three characteristic features: 

 

A. Oligomerization:  

AAA+ proteins have been shown to form predominantly ring like hexameric structure in 

their active state with the clamp loaders (being pentameric) and bEBPs (being 

heptameric) as exception. The oligomeric state of these proteins is essential for the 

ATPase activity as the nucleotide binding site is formed at the interface of two promoters. 

Though pentameric status of clamp loader proteins is well established, both heptameric 

and hexameric state of many AAA+ proteins have been observed (Batchelor et al, 2009; 

Chen et al, 2007; De Carlo et al, 2006; Lee et al, 2003; Miyata et al, 2000; Pape et al, 

2003; Sallai & Tucker, 2005; Schumacher et al, 2006b; Yu et al, 2002). This lead to the 

debate of functional relevance of one oligomeric form over the other. For ClpB, it has 

been suggested that under heat shock, when the protein concentration is high, the protein 

might interchange into heptamers and hexamers during its ATPase cycle. This will cause 

partial opening and closing of the ring which might be a mechanism for the “prying apart” 
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aggregated proteins. In case of ring helicases likeT7gp4 and MCM, it is proposed that 

these proteins exist as heptamers before interaction with DNA (Toth et al, 2003; Yu et al, 

2002) and convert into a hexamer through loss of a subunit thus creating a gap through 

which the substrate can slip into the ring. (Crampton et al, 2006b; O'Shea & Berger, 

2014). 

 

B. The nucleotide binding pocket:  

In AAA+ proteins, the nucleotide binding and hydrolysis takes place at the interface of 

two monomers where functional residues are provided by both promoters. Figure 1.7 

shows the architecture of nucleotide binding site and spatial positioning of different 

functional residues.  

The nucleotide binding site exists at the interface of two monomers. An important feature 

of AAA+ proteins is that although they oligomerize in presence of nucleotide, not all of the 

six sites are similar in affinity for nucleotide. This leads to heterogeneity in both 

occupancies of binding sites as well as the kinetics of nucleotide hydrolysis at different 

sites within a single oligomer. Based on studies with different AAA+ proteins, several 

modes of such heterogeneous nucleotide hydrolysis processes have been described, 

which are discussed below. 

 

Sequential Rotary model:  

This model draws an analogy from F1 ATPase wherein three ATPase sites are in different 

inter-convertible states (Abrahams et al, 1994). According to this model, at a given time, 

three consecutive catalytic sites are in either of three states- ATP bound state (T), ADP 

bound state (D) or empty state E. The three sites coordinate nucleotide hydrolysis such 

that in one cycle of ATP hydrolysis, the ATP bound site becomes ADP binding site i.e. D, 

ADP bound site releases the bound ADP and thus becomes empty i.e. E, and empty site 

binds to ATP and becomes the T site. Thus with every cycle, the trio or a block of these 

states move like a treadmill (Singleton et al, 2007).  This cycle continues so that every 

catalytic site passes through these three states. This model was proposed for  T7 DNA 

helicase called gp4 (Singleton et al, 2000), which is a hexameric ring helicase that binds 

to ssDNA through central hole of the ring (Hingorani et al, 1997), and Rho, a AAA+ ring 
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helicase (Thomsen & Berger, 2009) (Figure 1.9 A). In such a mechanism, if there is any 

mutation or hindrance to ATP hydrolysis at one site, it will stop the entire ATPase cycle.  

 Such a situation has been shown for T7 gp4, where, reduction in DNA dependent 

dTTP hydrolysis was observed when catalytically inactive monomers were incorporated 

into the hexamer (Crampton et al, 2006a). A sequential nucleotide hydrolysis model has 

also been put forth for the bEBP PspF. Since the protein showed maximal catalytic activity 

under heterogeneous nucleotide occupancy, a concerted model (discussed below) was 

ruled out. Also, the data indicated coordination between these states heterogeneous sites 

making the stochastic hydrolysis model less favorable (Joly et al, 2006). This model has 

also been proposed for the papillomavirus protein E1 helicase (Enemark & Joshua-Tor, 

2006). 

 

Concerted model:  

Unlike F1- ATPase, T7 gp4 and Rho protein, the SV 40 Large tumor Antigen shows an 

all or none ATP binding (Gai et al, 2004).  This binding is compatible with the concerted 

or simultaneous ATP hydrolysis, in which each site is ready to hydrolyze ATP equally and 

simultaneously thus going through the stages of all T, all D and all E (Figure 1.9 B).  

 

Stochastic or probabilistic model: 

Studies on the ClpX AAA+ protease led to the proposal of this model (Martin et al, 2005). 

It has been shown that ClpX, with the different geometric arrangement of covalently linked 

active and inactive monomers, hydrolyzed ATP and transported denatured polypeptide 

into proteolytic chamber. This showed that ATP hydrolysis instead of being sequential or 

concerted depends on the catalytic activity of any one subunit thus avoiding stalling of 

translocation even if any subunit is inactive (Figure 1.9 C). 

 Though different models for ATP hydrolysis have been proposed for several AAA+ 

proteins, some of the models have been refuted due to contradictory observations made 

in further studies. For example, though an all or none concerted model for SV40 LTag 

has been proposed based on crystal structures (Gai et al, 2004), computational studies 
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indicate that such a model might not support a directional motion of the motor on DNA 

(Yoshimoto et al, 2010). Also, the stochastic model for ClpX was favored because of no 

effect of inactive protomers in the hexamer. But later studies indicated that certain 

combinations of inactive protomers did influence the activity (Martin et al, 2005) 

suggesting a possible sequential model for ClpX. It is proposed that the sequential mode

 in ClpX is probably flexible enough to by-pass effects of subunit inactivation under 

some conditions. These findings indicate the sequential firing mechanism might be a 

prevalent mode of nucleotide hydrolysis in these motors. To develop a consensus of such 

kind, more studies on the mode of hydrolysis by diverse AAA+ proteins need to be carried 

out. 

 

Figure 1.9. Models for NTP hydrolysis by AAA+ motors. A. Sequential rotary model 
of NTP hydrolysis in which events proceed sequentially through bound (T) hydrolysis 
(D) and release or empty (E) states like a rotary motor. B.  Concerted model showing 
NTPase events occurring simultaneously at all sites. C. Stochastic model showing NTP 
hydrolysis occurring in a random manner without any influence from adjacent subunits. 
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C. Pore loops for substrate translocation: 

A prominent feature of AAA+ proteins is the presence of axial loops protruding into the 

central pore of the ring assembly (Figure 1.10). The AAA+ motors translocate upon 

different substrates (peptides and nucleic acids Figure 1.6). In this process, the substrate 

is passed through the central pore of the ring via these pore loops. Though there are 

several different insertions found in different AAA+ families, the loop insertion projecting 

axially into the central pore is invariantly present in all AAA+ proteins. The position of the 

pore loop insertion varies from Clade to Clade.  

 

Amongst proteases, the characteristic feature of pore loop is the presence of a 

dipeptide hydrophobic-aromatic motif. This loop has been shown to move as the ATP 

cycle progresses through the ring. Mutating this loop in proteases like ClpX (Siddiqui et 

al, 2004), HsIU (Song et al, 2000), ClpA and ClpB abolished the unfoldase activity (Martin 

et al, 2008). In bEBPs, the pore loop, with consensus sequence GAFTGA, is essential for 

interaction and activation of the transcription factor σ54 (Bordes et al, 2003; Chen et al, 

2007; De Carlo et al, 2006; Sysoeva et al, 2013). Helicases like SV40 LTag and 

Papillomavirus protein E1 have a β-hairpin insert with positively charged residues for 

interaction with DNA (Enemark & Joshua-Tor, 2006; Gai et al, 2004). Mutating these 

Figure 1.10. The pore loop of AAA+ proteins. Crystal structure of A) bEBP NtrC1 

(PDB ID 3MOE) and B) helicase SV40 large T antigen showing the loops involved in 

substrate translocation projecting into the pore (red spheres). Molecular graphic 

images were produced using the UCSF Chimera package from the Computer Graphics 

Laboratory, University of California, San Francisco (supported by NIH P41 RR-01081) 

(Pettersen et al, 2004). 
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hairpin residues affected the DNA binding activity while ATPase activity remained intact 

(Shen et al, 2005).  

 Though it appears that these loops might be involved in substrate binding, their 

primary function is to couple the nucleotide hydrolysis and substrate translocation. For 

substrate specificity and binding, the AAA+ proteins employ additional adapter domains. 

In the crystal structure of nucleotide bound and free states, the pore loops show an up 

and down motion coupled to the state of nucleotide bound to that subunit (Gai et al, 2004). 

This motion causes the substrate to move through the pore as nucleotide hydrolysis 

progresses.  

There are many crystal structures now available that show a staircase-like 

arrangement of these pore loops in the hexamer suggesting a path to pass the substrate 

along the six protomers. This observation amongst different classes of AAA+ is 

suggestive of a common basic mechanism of substrate translocation, which might require 

slight modifications depending on the function of the protein. 

 

1.6  Future perspective and Scope of the Thesis 

There are several examples of hexameric helicases that have been extensively 

characterized to date but very little is understood about dsDNA translocases. Although 

the crystal structure of RuvB has been solved (Miyata et al, 2000; Putnam et al, 2001), 

its dsDNA translocation mechanism is not yet known. I initiated studies on McrB, which 

can serve as another model for studying dsDNA translocation by AAA+ motors. 

McrBC is a unique AAA+ protein, which hydrolyzes GTP instead of ATP. This 

peculiarity is unique amongst restriction enzymes as well and is suggestive of an 

evolution to use an ATPase fold for GTPase activity. Motion along the DNA is required by 

nucleotide-dependent restriction enzymes to communicate or collide with another such 

enzyme bound at far away target sequence to catalyze nucleolytic cleavage. McrBC has 

been proposed to translocate upon dsDNA using energy derived from GTP hydrolysis. 

However, unlike most other motors that act on DNA, the stimulation of the McrB GTPase 

has been shown to be dependent on complexation with the nuclease McrC rather than 

DNA. The role of McrC as a GEF, GAP or an effector can add more information to the 

regulation of McrBC as no such regulatory mechanism is known for this enzyme.  
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 As a first step towards understanding the functioning of this complex, I have 

carried out biochemical, biophysical and structural studies on McrBC complex. These 

studies were aimed at understanding the molecular architecture of McrBC, the inter-

subunit interactions in the complex and possible modes of GTP hydrolysis and assembly 

on substrate DNA.  Thus, the specific aims of the thesis were: 

  

1. Purification, assembly and biochemical characterization of McrBC complex: 

Chapter 2 

To carry out biochemical and structural studies with McrBC, I standardized the large-scale 

purification of the individual subunits. Following which, the McrBC complex was 

assembled. The purified proteins were tested for their oligomerization, DNA binding, GTP 

hydrolysis and DNA cleavage activity. Next, I determined the exact stoichiometry of the 

McrB and McrBC complexes using size exclusion coupled multiple angle light scattering 

(SEC-MALS). I carried out a preliminary investigation of the oligomeric structure of McrB 

using electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM). 

 

2. Mutational analysis of the AAA+ McrB protein: Chapter 3 

McrBC has been characterized under the Clade VI of AAA+ family along with the NtrC1 

family. A very detailed functional mutagenesis has been reported in earlier studies on 

McrBC (Pieper et al, 1997; Pieper et al, 1999a; Pieper et al, 1999b) but the protein was 

explored as a GTPase with focus only on three GTP binding motifs. I carried out functional 

mutagenesis of McrB to identify some of the motifs which were not identified through 

multiple sequence alignment (Iyer et al, 2004a). Also, some of the previously described 

mutations of Walker B motif were revisited in light of observations made about similar 

mutants in other families of AAA+ proteins. The mutants were characterized by their DNA 

cleavage, nucleotide-dependent oligomerization, GTP binding and hydrolysis activities as 

per relevance. 

  

3. Crystallographic and cryo-EM studies of McrBC: Chapter 4 

In parallel to the biochemical and biophysical characterization of McrBC, I carried out 

crystallization and cryo-EM studies of McrB and McrBC complexed with non-hydrolysable 
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GTP analog- GDPNP. After screening a large number of crystals, I was able to achieve 

success in crystallization with the N-terminal DNA binding domain deletion mutant of 

McrB; McrB∆N. Finally, diffraction data of McrB∆N+GDPNP at 4.5 Å and 

McrB∆NC+GDPNP diffraction data at 4.4 Å was collected. Simultaneously, through cryo-

EM, I was able to reconstruct the 3-D map of McrB∆NC complex at 7.4 Å resolution. The 

density map obtained from cryo-EM showed the architecture and arrangement of McrB∆N 

and McrC in the complex along with their interactions. 

 

4. Pre-steady-state kinetic studies on McrB and McrBC: Chapter 5 

To gain further insights into assembly and GTPase activity of McrB and McrBC, I carried 

out pre-steady-state kinetic studies of oligomerization of McrB and McrBC complexes in 

presence of nucleotide. For this, I used intrinsic tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence of the 

protein as a signal. In conjunction GTPase activity of the protein was also measured under 

different mixing regimes to understand the structure-function relation. Furthermore, 

intrinsic Trp fluorescence, GTPase studies and DNA anisotropy changes were measured 

to understand protein DNA association kinetics under different mixing regimes. Following 

this, different pathways possible for a ring-like molecule (McrB/McrBC) to load onto DNA 

were explored and a more plausible model of assembly is proposed. 
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Chapter 2 

Purification, assembly and biochemical characterization of 

McrBC complex 

 

2.1  Introduction 

McrBC is one of the three modification-dependent restriction (MDR) enzyme systems 

encoded by Escherichia coli K12 chromosome (Raleigh, 1992), the other two being McrA 

and Mrr (Loenen & Raleigh, 2014). The mcrbc locus in E. coli K12 chromosome has two 

overlapping genes mcrb and mcrc, which code for the 54 kDa McrB protein and the 40 

kDa McrC protein. The N-terminal 161 residues of McrB form the DNA binding domain, 

while the rest constitute a GTP binding AAA+ domain (Gast et al, 1997; Panne et al, 2001; 

Pieper et al, 1999a; Pieper et al, 1999b; Sukackaite et al, 2012). The nucleolytic active 

site of this complex is located in McrC, which belongs to the PD-(D/E)xK family of 

nucleases (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002). The two proteins in presence of GTP form the 

McrBC complex (Panne et al, 1999). McrBC recognizes and cleaves DNA having 5-

hydroxymethylcytosine, 5- methylcytosine or 4-methylcytosine preceded by a purine 

(RmC) (Raleigh, 1992; Sutherland et al, 1992), making it a useful tool for studying 

epigenetic modifications (Fouse et al, 2010). DNA cleavage requires at least two 

recognition sites, which can be 40 bp to 3000 bp apart (Stewart & Raleigh, 1998; 

Sutherland et al, 1992). Like Type III RM enzymes, the DNA cleavage happens close to 

one of the recognition sites and requires hydrolysis of GTP (Panne et al, 1999; Pieper & 

Pingoud, 2002).  

 McrBC is unique in employing a GTP hydrolyzing AAA+ motor to catalyze 

endonucleolytic cleavage. It has been proposed that translocation of double-stranded (ds) 

DNA by the AAA+ motor of a target bound McrBC culminates in DNA cleavage upon 

collision with another translocating McrBC (Panne et al, 2001; Panne et al, 1999). 

Translocation of substrate by AAA+ motors are essential for a number of biological 

processes such as proteolysis by proteasome- ClpX, Lon, FtsH etc (Erzberger & Berger, 

2006); DNA unwinding activity of superfamily 3 (SF3) helicases and SF6 helicases (e.g. 

replicative helicase MCM) (Singleton et al, 2007); bacterial chromosome segregation by 
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FtsK and viral capsid packaging (Iyer et al, 2004). Thus, McrBC serves as a model system 

to understand the mechanism of double-strand DNA translocation and the coupled 

nucleolytic activity. 

 The McrB GTPase motor belongs to a Clade of AAA+ proteins characterized by a 

β-hairpin insertion before the Sensor 1 motif ( pre-Sensor β-hairpin insert) and an 

additional β-hairpin inserted in helix 2 of the canonical core (helix-2 insert) (Erzberger & 

Berger, 2006). The role of AAA+ proteins has been documented in diverse functions. In 

almost all cases, the functions of these proteins are dependent on oligomerization of the 

AAA+ domains, which is also true for McrBC (Panne et al, 2001; Pieper & Pingoud, 2002). 

In an earlier study, using size exclusion chromatography (SEC), negative stain electron 

microscopy (EM) and mass analysis by scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), it was proposed that McrB probably forms a heptameric ring-like structure in 

presence of GTP (Panne et al, 2001). Addition of McrC results in the formation of a 

tetradecameric McrBC oligomer made of two heptameric rings of McrB and two subunits 

of McrC. The oligomeric McrBC is the functional restriction enzyme (Sutherland et al, 

1992). The oligomerization of McrB appears to be primarily mediated by the AAA+ 

domain. A variant form of McrB that lacks the N-terminal DNA-binding domain, McrBs, 

was also reported to form a heptameric ring similar to the full-length protein (Panne et al, 

2001), while isolated N-terminal domain was found to be monomeric (Sukackaite et al, 

2012).  

 AAA+ proteins predominantly form hexameric rings, and hence the heptameric 

assembly of McrB is unusual (Erzberger & Berger, 2006). Although, occurrence of 

heptameric rings in case of some AAA+ proteins have been reported (Chen et al, 2010; 

Dey et al, 2015; Hastings et al, 2003; Kim et al, 2000; Miyata et al, 2000; Yu et al, 2002; 

Zarate-Perez et al, 2012), their functional significance is under debate (Batchelor et al, 

2009; De Carlo et al, 2006; Dey et al, 2015; Joly et al, 2012; Pape et al, 2003; Smith et 

al, 1997; Sysoeva et al, 2013).  

 As part of our efforts to understand the molecular mechanism of the restriction 

enzyme McrBC, I first sought to understand the assembly of the McrB and McrBC 

oligomers. The integrity of the oligomeric structure of an AAA+ motor is essential for its 

function. For example, structural studies of the hexameric SF3 helicase E1 from 
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papillomavirus in complex with a DNA substrate mimic revealed the essentiality of the 

oligomeric structure and cooperation between the six subunits to translocate single-

stranded DNA (Enemark & Joshua-Tor, 2006). 

 In this chapter I will be discussing the results of my efforts to purify and assemble 

the McrBC complex, determining the accurate molecular masses of oligomeric McrB and 

McrBC, functional characterisation of the GTP hydrolysis, DNA binding and DNA 

cleavage activity of purified proteins. This chapter will also discuss results towards efforts 

to observe the solution state of assembled McrB and McrBC complex by using electron 

cryomicroscopy (Cryo-EM). Since an N-terminal truncated mutant McrBS already exists 

naturally, I also deleted the N-terminal DNA-binding domain (McrB∆N). Biochemical 

characterisation  this mutant will also be discussed in this chapter. 

 

2.2  Materials and Methods 

 

2.2.1 Cloning of mcrB, mcrBΔN, mcrC 

mcrB was PCR amplified by using McrBHisF and McrBHisR primers and mcrC was PCR 

amplified using McrCHisF and McrCHisR primer from genomic DNA of E. coli K12. The 

sequence of the primers is given in Table 2.1.  

 

McrBHisF  CTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGGAATCTATTCAACCCTGGATTG 

McrBHisR GATGATGGGATCCCGATGAGTCCCC 

McrCHisF CTTTAAGAAGG AGATATACATATGGAACAGCCCGTGATACC 

McrCHisR GATGATGGGATCCTTATTTG AGATATTC 

McrB∆NHisF GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTCAAAAACTGAATCATA

CG 

 

The amplified products were cloned into pHIS17 vector  (Miroux & Walker, 1996) using a 

restriction-free cloning method (van den Ent & Lowe, 2006).  

Table 2.1. List of primers used for cloning McrB, McrC and McrB∆N genes 
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 N-terminal deletion mutant mcrBΔN, similar to the McrBS, was amplified from mcrB 

gene in pHIS17 vector by using McrB∆NHisF and McrBHisR primers (Table 2.1). The 

amplified product was also cloned into pHIS17 vector using restriction-free cloning 

method (van den Ent & Lowe, 2006). The resulting mcrB-his6, mcrBΔN-his6 and mcrC 

genes were fully sequenced. 

 

2.2.2 Restriction Free Cloning: 

The method of restriction-free cloning, as described by van den Ent and Lowe (van den 

Ent & Lowe, 2006), is a modification of the site-directed mutagenesis method in which an 

entire gene is inserted instead of a single site mutation. Primers were designed such that 

the flanking region of the gene was complementary to the site on the plasmid where the 

gene is to be inserted. The cloning strategy involved two steps. In the first step, gene 

product was PCR amplified from the genomic DNA using primers described in section 

2.2.1. The gene product was then used as primer and the vector as a template to carry 

out a PCR reaction. 9 μl of the final product was subjected to digestion by 1 μl of 

modification-dependent DpnI restriction enzyme (New England BioLabs® Inc (NEB)) at 

37°C for one hour to degrade the methylated template DNA. The digested product was 

electroporated into E.coli NEB® Turbo cells and plated on LB agar plates containing 100 

μg/ml ampicillin. Simultaneous negative control- PCR reaction with only template DNA 

followed by digestion with DpnI was also electroporated in E.coli NEB® Turbo cells.  

 

2.2.3 Purification  

2.2.3.1  Purification of McrB and McrBΔN  

McrB and McrBΔN were expressed with a tag of six histidines at C-terminus by 

overexpression of pHISMcrB and pHISMcrBΔN plasmids, respectively in E. coli BL21 (AI) 

cells. The tag was preceded by a glycine and a serine. The cultures were grown in 2 L 

LB media containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin in an incubator-shaker at 37°C until OD reached 

0.3 at 600 nm. The temperature of incubator-shaker was then reduced to 18°C and 

cultures were induced with 0.06% w/v L-Arabinose. The cultures were grown further 

overnight (15-16 hours) at 18°C.  
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 Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4°C and 3,315 g for 15 minutes. The pellet 

was resuspended in 50 ml lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 25 mM imidazole, 500 mM 

NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.04% CHAPS). The cells were lysed by sonication at 

4°C using Vibra-CellTM system set at 60% amplitude, pulsing in 1 sec ON and 3 sec OFF 

mode for 3 minutes. The cycle was repeated after 10 minutes to allow heat dissipation. 

The cell lysate was then clarified by ultracentrifugation at 4°C and 159,200 g for 40 

minutes. Both McrB and McrB∆N were first purified by affinity chromatography using an 

identical strategy. The clarified supernatant of the cell lysate was loaded onto a 5 ml 

NiNTA column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with Buffer A (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 25 mM 

imidazole, 500 mM NaCl). The protein was eluted using Buffer A and Buffer B (50 mM 

Tris-Cl pH 8, 500 mM Imidazole, 500 mM NaCl) by a step gradient from 5% to 100% at 

intervals of 20%. The purest of the NiNTA fractions were dialyzed against 2 L dialysis 

buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT) at 4°C for 2 hours.  

 Dialysed McrB or McrBΔN was loaded onto an 8 ml MonoQ 10/100 GL column 

(GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with Buffer B50 (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM DTT). 2 ml fractions were collected in 20 column volumes over a linear 

gradient of 0% to 50% buffer using B50 and B1000 (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 1000 mM NaCl, 

1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT). The pure fractions were pooled and concentrated using a 2 ml 

10 kDa vivaspin2 concentrator (GE Life Sciences). Concentrated sample (500 μl) was 

washed with 5 ml buffer B100 (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT) to 

remove EDTA. The concentrated protein was then incubated with 2.5 mM GTP, 5 mM 

MgCl2 for 10 minutes at room temperature followed by centrifugation at 21,000 g before 

loading onto 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL column (GE Life Sciences), equilibrated with 

buffer B100+GTP (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM GTP, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

DTT). Pure fractions were pooled and concentrated using a 2 ml 10 kDa Vivaspin2 

concentrator (GE Life Sciences). The concentrated protein was washed with storage 

buffer (100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.4 and 1 mM DTT) to remove GTP. Protein 

concentration was estimated using the Bradford reagent (Bradford, 1976) with BSA as 

standard. The concentrated proteins were stored in storage buffer at -80°C.  
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2.2.3.2  Purification of McrC 

McrC was purified with a method very similar to that of McrB and McrB∆N purification.  

McrC, without a histidine tag, in pHISMcrC, was overexpressed in E. coli BL21 (AI) cells. 

The cultures were grown in 2 L LB media containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin in an incubator-

shaker at 37°C until OD reached 0.3 at 600 nm. The temperature of incubator-shaker was 

then reduced to 18°C and cultures were induced with 0.06% w/v L-Arabinose. The 

cultures were grown further overnight (15-16 hours) at 18°C. Cells were pelleted by 

centrifugation at 4°C and 3,315 g for 15 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 50 ml 

lysis buffer and lysed by sonication at 4°C. The cell lysate was then clarified by 

ultracentrifugation at 4°C and 159,200 g for 40 minutes. The clarified supernatant was 

loaded onto a 5 ml NiNTA column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with Buffer A. The 

protein was eluted using Buffer A and Buffer B by a step gradient from 5% to 100% at an 

interval of 20%. The purest of the NiNTA fractions were dialyzed against 2 L dialysis buffer 

at room temperature for 45 minutes. Dialysed protein was loaded onto an 8 ml MonoS 

10/100 GL column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with Buffer B50. 2 ml fractions were 

collected in 20 column volumes over a linear gradient of 0% to 50% buffer using B50 and 

B1000. The pure fractions were pooled and concentrated using a 2 ml 10 kDa Vivaspin2 

concentrator (GE Life Sciences). The concentrated protein was washed with storage 

buffer (see above) to remove EDTA and the concentrated pure protein was stored in 

storage buffer at -80°C. 

 

2.2.3.3 Purification of McrBC/McrB∆NC complex  

After purifying the individual subunits, a complex of McrB or McrB∆N with McrC was 

purified through size exclusion. McrB or McrB∆N  was mixed with McrC at 4 fold higher 

molar concentration (i.e 4:1 ratio) and incubated with 2.5 mM GTP and 5 mM MgCl2 in 

buffer B100 for 10 minutes at room temperature. Sample was centrifuged at 21,000 g for 

15 minutes before loading onto 120 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL column (GE Life 

Sciences), equilibrated with buffer B100+GTP. Pure fractions were pooled and 

concentrated using a 2 ml 10 kDa Vivaspin2 concentrator (GE Life Sciences). The 

concentrated protein was washed with storage buffer to remove GTP. Protein 
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concentration was estimated using the Bradford reagent (Bradford, 1976) with BSA as 

standard. The concentrated complex was stored in storage buffer at -80°C 

 

2.2.4 Analytical Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) 

Analysis of the oligomeric status of McrB and McrBΔN was carried out by SEC  using 24 

ml Superdex200 10/300 GL either in presence or absence of GTP. For studies without 

and with nucleotide, the column was equilibrated with buffer B100 and B100+GTP 

respectively. For both McrB and McrBΔN, 500 μl solution containing 18 μM protein (~ 1 

mg/ml) in buffer B100 was injected with or without 2.5 mM GTP and 5 mM MgCl2. The 

sample was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 21,000 g, 4ºC before loading. The column was 

calibrated using a set of standard protein solutions. Blue dextran 2000 was used to 

determine the void volume (Vo = 8.4 ml). The standards used for calibration of molecular 

masses were β amylase (200 kDa; Ve= 12.3 ml), alcohol dehydrogenase (150 kDa; Ve= 

13.3 ml), bovine serum albumin (66 kDa; Ve= 14.3 ml), ovalbumin (43 kDa; Ve= 15.7 ml) 

and carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa; Ve= 16.8 ml). The Kav was calculated as Kav = Ve- Vo / 

Vt- Vo, where Vt = 24 ml (total column volume).  

 The oligomerisation of McrB in presence of McrC and GTP was studied using a 24 

ml Superose6 10/300 GL SEC column (GE Life Sciences). The column was equilibrated 

with B100+GTP. 500 μl solution containing 18 μM McrB or McrBΔN and 4.5 μM McrC (4:1 

ratio) in B100, with 2.5 mM GTP and 5 mM MgCl2 was incubated for 10 minutes at room 

temperature and centrifuged at 21,000 g before injection. 

 

2.2.5 Size Exclusion Chromatography coupled Multi-Angle Light Scattering (SEC-

MALS)  

The molecular mass in solution of McrB, McrBΔN, McrBC and McrBΔNC was determined 

by SEC-MALS measurements using a Wyatt Heleos II 18 angle light scattering instrument 

coupled to a Wyatt Optilab rEX online refractive index detector. Detector 12 in the Heleos 

instrument was replaced with Wyatt’s QELS detector for dynamic light scattering 

measurement. Protein samples (100 μL) were resolved using a Superdex S-200 (McrB) 

or Superose 6 (McrBC) 10/300 analytical gel filtration column (GE Healthcare) running at 

0.5 ml/min in 10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT with and without 
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0.1 mM nucleotide (GTP or GDP) buffer before passing through the light scattering and 

refractive index detectors in a standard SEC-MALS format. 

 Protein concentration was determined from the excess differential refractive index 

(RI) based on 0.186 RI increment for 1 g/ml protein solution. The concentration and the 

observed scattered intensity at each point in the chromatograms were used to calculate 

the absolute molecular mass from the intercept of the Debye plot using Zimm’s model as 

implemented in Wyatt’s ASTRA software. Autocorrelation analysis of data from the 

dynamic light scattering detector was also performed using Wyatt’s ASTRA software and 

the translational diffusion coefficients determined were used to calculate the  

hydrodynamic radius (Rh) using the Stokes-Einstein equation and the measured solvent 

viscosity of 9.3 e-3 Poise. 

 

2.2.6 GTP hydrolysis assay 

The GTPase activity was qualitatively measured by monitoring release of phosphate ion 

(Pi) using a standard malachite green assay (Baykov et al, 1988; Geladopoulos et al, 

1991). Each GTPase assay was performed in a set of triplicates. A master mix containing 

protein and 1mM GTP (Jena Bioscience) in hydrolysis buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8), 50 

mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) was incubated at 37°C. To check the effect of DNA on 

the GTPase activity a final concentration of 1 μM of either the 60 bp specific or the 62 bp 

non-specific DNA was added (see below for sequence details). 20 μl volume of the 

reaction mix was withdrawn at regular time intervals and 5 μl of 0.5 M EDTA was added 

to stop the reaction at each time point. The samples were then transferred to a 96 well 

flat bottom plate. 50 μl of the freshly prepared malachite green mix (800 μl malachite 

green solution, 200 μl of 7.5% ammonium molybdate and 16 μl of 11% Tween 20) was 

added to each reaction and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. Absorbance 

was measured at 630 nm in Varioscan plate reader.  

 The malachite green solution was prepared by adding 44 mg malachite green 

carbinol base (Sigma-Aldrich) powder to 36 ml 3 N sulphuric acid solution. A reaction 

mixture quenched with EDTA at 0 minutes was used as a blank and was included for 

every set of reactions. This blank reading was comparable to the absorbance measured 

for hydrolysis buffer containing 1mM GTP but without protein. Blank absorbance reading 
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was taken at the end of one hour and subtracted from all the absorbance readings to rule 

out spontaneous GTP hydrolysis at 37°C. To measure the amount of Pi released (in 

moles), standard phosphate curve was plotted by preparing different dilutions of a 2 M 

aqueous NaH2PO4 solution. 50 μl of malachite green solution was added to 25 μl of each 

dilution and the reaction was incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. 

 

2.2.7 DNA binding studies 

Two complementary, 60bp ssDNA MB60MSPI-1F and MB60MSPI-IR (Table 2.2), 

containing a methylated cytosine, were mixed in equimolar amount and heated at 99ºC 

for 5 minutes. The mix was then allowed to cool to 25ºC at a rate of 1ºC/s. The DNA was 

run on a 10% native PAGE to confirm purity. A 62 bp unmethylated dsDNA was used as 

a non-specific substrate for DNA binding studies. This substrate was obtained by 

annealing two single-stranded (ss) DNA oligonucleotides MB62-1F and MB62-1R (Table 

2.2). The oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, USA.  The 

annealed product was purified using a MonoQ 10/100 GL column.  

MB60MSPI-

1F  

GCCGGGTAACCGGGTAAGTCCGGGTAAGAmCCGGTAGTTCGGA

TCGAGGGGT AGGCCGC 

MB60MSPI-

1R 

GCGGCCTACCCCTCGATACCGAACTAmCCGGTCTTACCCGG 

ACTTACCCG GGTTACCCGGC 

MB62-1F GAGTCAATCGGATCGTAGACGTACTAGACCTATCCTGTATGCTAC

GTATTCGTAT CGTGAGC 

MB62-1R GCTCACGATACGAATACGTAGCATACAGGATAGGTCTAGTACG 

TCTACGATCCGATTGACTC 

 

 Binding reactions were carried out at room temperature in a binding buffer 

containing 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 10% glycerol. A 

10 μl reaction mix containing 250 nM of either specific or the non-specific DNA was 

incubated with different protein concentrations in presence or absence of 1 mM nucleotide 

(GTP (Jena Bioscience), GDP (Sigma-Aldrich), GDPNP (Jena Bioscience). 0.4 mg/ml 

BSA (NEB) was added to each reaction for enzyme stability. Reactions were incubated 

Table 2.2. List of oligonucleotides used DNA binding studies 
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at room temperature for 10 minutes and 2 μl 6X ST buffer (40% Sucrose, 0.2 M Tris-Cl 

pH 7.5) was added before loading onto a 5% native polyacrylamide gel. The native gel 

was pre-electrophoresed for 30 minutes at 4°C, 20 mA in 1XTBE buffer (89 mM Tris-

Borate, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.3). The gel was run at a constant current of 20 mA at 4°C for 

20 minutes and stained using a solution containing 2 μg/ml ethidium bromide for 5 

minutes. The gels were imaged using Typhoon TRIO+ variable mode imager at high 

sensitivity. 

 

2.2.8 DNA cleavage assay 

A 114 bp substrate MB114MspI was generated by overlap PCR using MB60MSPI-1F and 

MB60MSPI-2R- 5’AGTCAAATTGCATATGCTGGTCTTTCAGCGmCCGGTAATCGTCTT 

GTGAAGGATCCGCGGC-3’- as primers. The duplex MB114MspI was purified by gel 

extraction from a 2% agarose gel. Nucleolytic cleavage of DNA was carried out in 10 μl 

reaction mix of a digestion buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

DTT) containing 75 nM MB114MspI incubated with protein in presence or absence of 1 

mM GTP (Jena Bioscience). The reactions were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 2 μl 

6X STES buffer (40% Sucrose, 0.2 M Tris-Cl pH 7.5, 40 mM EDTA, 1% SDS) was added 

before loading on a 10% native polyacrylamide gel (pre-electrophoresed for 30 minutes 

at room temperature in 1XTBE buffer). The gel was run at 230 V for 40 minutes, and then 

stained with a solution containing 2 μg/ml ethidium bromide for 5 minutes and imaged on 

Typhoon TRIO+ variable mode imager at high sensitivity. 

 

2.2.9 Electron cryomicroscopy (Cryo-EM) 

For Cryo-EM studies, grid preparation and data collection were carried out by Dr. 

Vinothkumar Kutti at MRC LMB, Cambridge UK. Full length and the N-terminally 

truncated McrB were assembled by addition of 1 mM GDPNP and 1 mM MgCl2 at a final 

concentration of 2.5 mg/ml in 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.4 and 0.1 M NaCl. 3 μl of the assembled 

complex was applied to a glow discharged Quantifoil grids R 0.6/1 or 1.2/1.3 and blotted 

for 11 seconds, then plunge-frozen in liquid ethane using an environmental plunge-freeze 

apparatus (Bellare et al, 1988). McrBΔN were transferred to Krios cartridges and imaged 

with a FEI Titan Krios electron microscope and Falcon II direct detector at 300 keV with 
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the specimen temperature at -186°C at a calibrated magnification of 105263x (nominal 

magnification is 59,000), corresponding to a 1.33 Å/pixel with a 2.5 second exposure. The 

full-length McrB was imaged on the Polara microscope at 300 keV equipped also with a 

Falcon II detector with the specimen temperature at -186°C at a calibrated magnification 

of 104477x (nominal magnification is 78,000), corresponding to a 1.34 Å/pixel with a 3 

second exposure.  

 All image processing was done with EMAN2 (Tang et al, 2007). Particles from both 

data sets were picked with e2boxer and extracted with a box size of 160 pixels. Preferred 

orientation was observed and only top/bottom views were picked. A total of 1568 and 

3350 particles from the full length and truncated McrB were subjected to reference-free 

2D class averaging. The oligomeric state of both versions of McrB in class averages was 

further checked with rfiltim (Crowther & Amos, 1971). 

 

2.3  Results 

 

2.3.1 Purification of McrB, McrB∆N and McrC  

The proteins- McrB, McrB∆N and McrC were purified to 99% homogeneity. Figure 2.1 

shows the SDS PAGE for different purification steps. Although McrC did not have a 

histidine tag we observed good affinity of the protein towards a NiNTA column. All three 

proteins- McrB, McrB∆N and McrC were first pulled from clarified cell lysate using metal 

affinity chromatography. The proteins, even McrC, were fairly pure with small impurities. 

Since these are DNA binding and nucleotide binding proteins, ion exchange 

chromatography using a MonoQ (McrB and McrB∆N) or MonoS (McrC) was employed to 

get rid of such contaminants. Also, this step facilitated in concentrating the sample at an 

optimum salt concentration. In our efforts to purify the McrB and McrC, problems like salt 

sensitivity and temperature sensitivity were observed. 

 All proteins, especially McrC showed a tendency to precipitate upon concentrating, 

lowering salt or change in temperature. It was also observed that amongst all three 

proteins, McrC was not stable if kept on ice but did not precipitate if kept at temperatures 

above 8°C. McrB and McrBΔN were purified by affinity and ion-exchange chromatography 

to ~95% homogeneity (Figure 2.1). An additional SEC column was used to purify the 
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samples in presence of GTP. During McrB purification, I observed a persistent protein 

band at ~35 kDa even after SEC runs. This band was believed to be the native McrBS 

Figure 2.1. Purification of McrB, McrB∆N and McrC. SDS PAGE gels corresponding 
to different steps in purification of A) McrB. The red box highlights the ~35 kDa band 
that was persistent in McrB purification, B) McrB∆N and C) McrC. The star indicates 
the specific protein in each gel. Key- L: Lysate, P: Pellet, S: Supernatant, F: Flow 
through. 
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expressed in the cell. Since both full-length McrB and McrBS show very similar oligomeric 

properties, it is possible that it oligomerized with full-length protein. 

  

2.3.2 Oligomeric states of McrB in presence of nucleotides 

Since McrB and McrB∆N both have the AAA+ domain, oligomerization is an extremely 

important characteristic of these proteins. Before assessing the functional state of the 

purified state I first carried out oligomerization studies of these proteins. For this I used 

SEC-MALS. 

 

2.3.2.1 Size Exclusion chromatography 

To assess the oligomeric states, size exclusion chromatography was used. In presence 

of GTP or GDP, McrB and McrBΔN eluted as a high molecular mass oligomer (Figure 2.2 

A, B). SEC studies indicated an apparent molecular mass of ~380 kDa for McrB, which is 

consistent with an oligomeric form containing seven subunits (theoretical molecular mass 

= 372 kDa). However, the apparent molecular mass of McrBΔN was ~210 kDa, which 

corresponded to a six subunit-oligomer (theoretical molecular mass = 208 kDa).  

 Further, McrB showed interaction with McrC only in presence of nucleotide. In 

absence of nucleotide, a mixture of McrB and McrC eluted at a volume similar to that of 

McrB or McrC monomers (Figure 2.2 C). McrB∆N and McrC mix, on the other hand, 

showed a slight shift towards higher molecular mass (Figure 2.2 D). In presence of GTP, 

both McrB and mcrB∆N formed a higher order complex with McrC. McrBC and McrB∆NC 

complex had a molecular mass much larger than the McrB-GTP and McrB∆N-GTP 

oligomer respectively as observed by SEC using a 24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL column 

(Figure 2.2 E,F). These observations were consistent with the existing model of assembly 

of McrBC complex made of two rings of McrB and two subunits of McrC (Panne et al, 

2001) 

 

. 
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Figure 2.2.  Nucleotide driven oligomeric assembly of McrBC/McrB∆NC. A) SEC 
elution profile of McrB using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL column. In absence of GTP, 
the protein elutes at 14.85 ml while in presence of nucleotide, the protein elution peak 
shifts to 11.44 ml. B) Size Exclusion chromatography elution profile of McrBΔN using 
24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL column showing an elution peak shift from 15.8 ml (in 
absence of GTP) to 12.64 ml ( in presence of GTP). C) Gel filtration profile of 18 μM 
McrB, 25 μM McrC and a mixture of 18 μM McrB and 25 μM McrC without GTP on a 
24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL column. D) Gel filtration profile of 18 μM McrB∆N, 25 μM 
McrC and a mixture of 18 uM McrB∆N and 25 uM McrC without GTP on a 24 ml 
Superose6 10/300 GL column, E) Gel filtration profile of McrB with and without McrC in 
presence of GTP (using 24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL column). F) Gel filtration profile of 
McrBΔN with and without McrC in presence of GTP (using 24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL 
column). The study shows that in presence of McrC, McrB peak (oligomer observed in 
presence of GTP) shifts from 14.8 ml to 13 ml and McrBΔN (observed in presence of 
GTP) peak shifts from 15.7 ml to 14.2 ml. 
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 In the absence of GTP or GDP and at a protein concentration of 18 μM, both McrB 

and McrBΔN eluted as a single peak with an apparent molecular mass of 64 kDa and 39 

kDa (Figure 2.2 A, B), which are close to the values expected for their monomeric forms. 

However, McrB showed a concentration-dependent oligomerization even in the absence 

of GTP. At a protein concentration of 72 μM and 126 μM, McrB eluted as an 

inhomogeneous mixture of different molecular weight species, composed possibly of 

monomers, dimers, trimers etc (Figure 2.3 A). At a much higher concentration (378 μM), 

Figure 2.3.  Nucleotide independent-concentration dependent oligomerization of 
McrB/McrB∆N. Gel filtration profile (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL) of A) 
different concentrations (without GTP) of McrB, B) 378 μM McrB without GTP (using 
24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL) indicating the formation of a higher-order oligomers, 
C) different concentrations of McrB∆N without GTP and comparison with McrB∆N + 
GTP (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL), D) Gel filtration profile of 180 μM McrB∆N 
without GTP (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL). The broad elution peak indicates 
the heterogeneity in the oligomeric population with different sizes encompassing the 
monomeric to heptameric (GTP induced oligomeric size- (Panne et al, 2001)) elution 
volume. 
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McrB eluted as a higher order oligomer with an apparent molecular mass corresponding 

to McrB-GTP oligomer (Figure 2.3 B). Concentration-dependent oligomerization was also 

observed when a similar study was done with McrB∆N (Figure 2.3 C). Since McrC showed 

interaction with oligomeric McrB/ McrB∆N (GTP bound oligomers) (Figure 2.2 E, F), we 

next sought to find whether McrC could interact with oligomers formed as a result of 

increased concentration. For this, we injected McrB/McrB∆N at high concentration 

incubated with McrC (maintaining the McrB/McrC∆N:McrC::4:1 ratio) (Figure 2.4). We 

observed that both in case of McrB and McrB∆N, oligomers formed at high protein 

concentration indeed interacted with McrC as the elution peak shifted towards a higher 

molecular weight (Figure 2.4 A, B). Presence of McrC was checked by running the 

fractions on SDS PAGE. This observation indicates that the role of the nucleotide in McrB 

and McrC interaction might primarily be for the formation of  McrB oligomers. 

 To investigate whether smaller oligomers (smaller than those eluting at heptameric 

size) could also show interaction with McrC, we injected McrC with McrB∆N (50 μM) at a 

concentration where we could observe oligomeric sizes intermediate to monomer and 

heptamer (Figure 2.3 C). Again, McrC caused the formation of higher oligomers, although 

the complex did not elute at the position of the tetradecamer. Whether McrC interacts with 

McrB in monomeric form could not be ascertained due to the resolution limit of the SEC 

columns used in this study. 

 

 

Figure 2.4.  Binding of McrB/McrB∆N and McrC in absence of GTP. Gel filtration 
profile (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL) of A) McrC interaction with oligomeric 
form of McrB at 180 μM, B) McrC interaction with oligomeric form of McrB∆N at 180 
μM and C) McrC interaction with oligomeric form of McrB at 50 μM.  
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2.3.2.2 Size Exclusion Chromatography Coupled Multi-Angle Light Scattering 

In the previous section, I showed that SEC runs with GTP and GDP (Figure 2.2 A, B) 

showed a slight shift in the elution peak at 11.4 and 10.8 ml respectively. McrB is classified 

under Clade VI of AAA+ family along with bacterial enhancer binding proteins like NtrC1, 

NtrC4, PspF and ZraR (Erzberger & Berger, 2006). Crystal structures both heptameric - 

NtrC1, PspF and NtrC4 (Chen et al, 2007; Chen et al, 2010; Lee et al, 2003; Zhang et al, 

2014) and hexameric - NtrC and PspF; (Batchelor et al, 2009; De Carlo et al, 2006; 

Rappas et al, 2005; Schumacher et al, 2004; Sysoeva et al, 2013) have been determined. 

As the shape of the macromolecules influences their mobility during  
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Figure 2.5.SEC-MALS chromatogram of McrB: The chromatogram shows the 
refractive index signal with the derived molar masses indicated by the thicker horizontal 
lines.  A) In presence of GTP, B) in presence of GDP displayed single highly 
monodisperse peaks with average mass over the indicated regions 320 kDa, C) 
without nucleotide the protein displayed a peak with average molecular mass of 55 
kDa. 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL was used for SEC. 
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SEC, the molecular weights determined based on molecular weight standards are not 

accurate. This possibly explains the disparity in the mass of oligomeric state of McrB and 

McrBΔN derived by SEC. In order to obtain the absolute molecular weight of the protein 

oligomers, SEC-MALS experiments were carried out.  The SEC-MALS runs in presence 

of nucleotide (both GTP and GDP) showed a monodisperse peak with molecular weight 

331.2 kDa (in presence of GTP) and  330.5 kDa (in presence of GDP) (Figure 2.5 A, B). 

The protein at similar concentration eluted as a monomer in absence of nucleotide with 

molecular weight 55.5 kDa (Figure 2.5 C).   

 The SEC-MALS measurements clearly show that in presence of nucleotide, both 

McrB and McrBΔN form a monodisperse peak at a protein concentration of 18 μM (Figure 

2.6 A). The observed masses from SEC-MALS match relatively well with the calculated 

mass from the amino acid sequence for a hexameric McrB and McrBΔN (Figure 2.6 A, 

Table1). The complex of McrBC and McrBΔNC also show monodisperse peaks and the 

molecular mass corresponds to the mass of 12 subunits of McrB plus 2 subunits of McrC. 

This suggests that McrBC is likely to be a heteromeric tetradecamer of two McrB 

hexamers and two McrC monomers (Figure 2.6 B, Table 2.3). No self-association of McrB 

hexamers into higher oligomers was observed in absence of McrC (Figure 2.6 A), as was 

reported earlier (Panne et al, 2001). The samples were also run at 1/10th of the 

Molecular weight of McrB monomer: 54.2 kDa                                                                                                                                                                            
Molecular weight of McrB∆N monomer: 35.7 kDa                                                                                                                                                                                             
Molecular weight of McrC monomer: 40.6 kDa 

Measurements Oligomer mass from amino acid sequence Mass From 
SEC-MALS 

 Hexamer (6*monomer) Heptamer 
(7*monomer) 

Experimental 

McrB 325.2 379.4 320 kDa 

McrB∆N 214.2 249.9 211 kDa 

    

 Tetradecamer (12*McrB 
+ 2*McrC) 

Tetradecamer 
(14*McrB + 2*McrC) 

Experimental 

McrBC 731.6 840 720 kDa 

McrB∆NC 509.6 581 486 kDa 

Table 2.3. Comparison of calculated mass and mass from SEC-MALS 

 
 

Table 2.1. List of primers used for cloning McrB, McrC and McrB∆N genes 
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concentrations shown in the figure (that is ~0.05 mg/ml loaded and thus 0.005mg/ml or 

less on the column) and the results were identical (data not shown). 

 

Figure 2.6. SEC-MALS chromatogram of McrB and McrBC: The chromatogram 
shows the refractive index signal with the derived molar masses indicated by the 
thicker horizontal lines. A) McrB (blue) and McrBΔN (red) run at 0.6 and 0.8 mg/ml 
(loading concentration; column concentration is > x1/10th than loaded) displayed single 
highly monodisperse peaks with average mass over the indicated regions 320`kDa 
and 211 kDa, respectively. The Rh evaluated from DLS data over the same regions 
was 6.1 ± 0.2nm and 5 ± 0.2nm, respectively. B) McrBC (blue) and McrBΔNC (red) 
run at 0.6 mg/ml displayed single highly monodisperse peaks with average mass over 
the indicated regions 720 kDa and 486 kDa respectively. The Rh evaluated from DLS 
data over the same regions was 8.7 ± 0.2 nm and 6.7 ± 0.2 nm, respectively. A 24 ml 
Superdex200 10/300 GL column was used for these studies. 
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2.3.3 Functional characterization of McrBC 

As the molecular mass of the oligomers of McrB, McrBΔN and McrBC were different from 

those reported earlier, we sought to find if the purified proteins were active. For this, we 

qualitatively tested their GTPase, DNA binding, and cleavage activities.  

 

2.3.3.1  GTPase activity: 

A time-dependent release of phosphate ion upon hydrolysis of GTP was measured at 

three different concentrations of McrB and McrBΔN. The three concentrations were 

chosen from a McrB and McrBC concentration-dependent phosphate-release assay 

(Figure 2.7 A, B).  

 We noticed only a weak GTPase activity for both McrB and McrBΔN (Figure 2.7 A, 

B). There was no significant change in the GTPase activity upon addition of specific DNA 

(Figure 2.7 C). However, on the addition of McrC to McrB or McrBΔN (molar ratio of 4:1 

of McrB:McrC or McrBΔN: McrC), we noticed more than 30-fold increase in the release 

of phosphate (Figure 2.7 C, D). Fitting a linear regression line through the time points, we 

obtained GTPase rate of 0.5 min-1 for McrB and 15 min-1for McrBC which is very well in 

agreement with previous studies (Pieper et al, 1997).  
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Figure 2.7. Concentration dependent GTPase activity of McrB and McrBC: A) 
Concentration dependent GTPase activity of  McrBC in presence of 1mM GTP, B) 
Concentration dependent GTPase activity of  McrB in presence of 1mM GTP 
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2.3.3.2  DNA binding activity: 

Though DNA did not stimulate the GTPase activity of McrB, we investigated if the protein 

on itself binds to DNA without the need of McrC. Previous studies had established that 

McrB in presence of GTP binds specifically to dsDNA containing a target site - methylated 

Figure 2.8. GTPase activity of McrB and McrBC: A) Time dependent GTPase activity 
of McrB at different concentrations, B) Time dependent GTPase activity of McrBΔN at 
different concentrations, C) Comparison of GTPase activity of 450 nM McrB alone, 450 
nM McrB in presence of 112.5 nM McrC, 450 nM McrB in presence of 1 µM specific 
DNA (spDNA) and 37.5 nM McrBC complex. D) Comparison of GTPase activity of 450 
nM McrBΔN alone, 450 nM McrBΔN in presence of 112.5 nM McrC and 37.5 nM 
McrBΔNC complex. 
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 cytosine preceded by a purine (RmC) (Gast et al, 1997; Kruger et al, 1995; Pieper et al, 

2002; Stewart et al, 2000). 

5’-GCCGGGTAACCCGGGTAAGTCCGGGTAAGA C CG GTAGTTCGGTATCGAGGGGTAGGCCGC-3’

3’-CGGCCC ATTGGGCCCA TTCAGGCCCA TTCTGGC C A TCAAGCCATAGCTCCC CATCCGGCG- 5’

McrB

Free 

DNA

0 μM 30 μM

McrB

Free 

DNA

0 μM 30 μM

McrB

Free 

DNA

0 μM 30 μM

McrB

+

McrC
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+
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Figure 2.9. DNA binding studies with McrB: A) Schematic of the 60 bp double strand 
specific DNA. The red coloured C depict the methylated cytosine preceded by a purine. 
5% native PAGE showing McrB binding to  250 nM specific DNA in presence of B) 1 
mM GTP, C) 1 mM GDPNP, and D) in absence of nucleotide. 5% native PAGE showing  
binding of McrB+McrC (McrB:McrC::4:1) to specific DNA in presence of E) 1 mM GTP, 
F) 1 mM GDPNP, and G) in absence of nucleotide GDPNP, and F) 1 mM GTP. 
Concentration of protein used in each assay were- 0 uM, 1.5 uM, 3 uM, 6 uM, 12 uM, 
30 uM of monomer. 
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 Based on these studies, we designed a 60 bp dsDNA substrate mimic (specific 

DNA) with the target site 5’-AmC-3’ at the center (Figure 2.9 A). Electrophoretic mobility 

assay (EMSA) with this oligonucleotide showed that McrB formed a complex with the 

specific DNA in the presence of either GTP or its non-hydrolysable analog GDPNP 

(Figure 2.9 B,C).  Interestingly, the absence of GTP only had a marginal effect on the 

binding of McrB to specific DNA (Figure 2.9 D). The shift in DNA noted in this case likely 

arose from complexation with nucleotide-independent oligomers of McrB.  

 McrBC also formed a complex with the specific DNA in presence of GDPNP 

(Figure 2.9 F). The shift in DNA was higher than that noted in case of McrB in accordance 

with the larger molecular size of McrBC. In presence of GTP, however, an intermediate 

McrB
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+
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Figure 2.10. EMSA showing specific binding of McrB. A). 5% native PAGE, showing 
McrB binding to 250 nM non-specific DNA in presence of 1mM GTP, B) 5% native 
PAGE, showing McrBΔN binding to specific DNA in presence of 1 mM GTP, C) 5% 
native PAGE, showing McrB binding to specific DNA in presence of 1 mM GDP, and 
D) 5% native PAGE, showing McrBC binding to specific DNA in presence 1 mM GDP. 
Concentration of protein used in each assay were- 0 uM, 1.5 uM, 3 uM, 6 uM, 12 uM, 
30 uM of monomer. 
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shift was noted (Figure 2.9 E). It is likely that the GTPase-driven translocation by McrBC 

prevents the formation of a long-lived DNA complex resulting in the lower, diffused shift. 

In absence of nucleotide (Figure 2.9 G), the DNA binding with McrB and McrB+McrC 

appeared very similar, indicating that McrC might not play a significant role in protein-

DNA recognition and binding.  We also found that McrBΔN, which lacks the DNA binding 

domain, failed to bind to specific DNA (Figure 2.10 B). These observations are in 

consonance with the report that the isolated N-terminal domain binds to target sites 

specifically (Sukackaite et al, 2012). Also, McrB did not bind to non-specific DNA in 

presence of GTP (Figure 2.10 A). The binding of both McrB and McrB+McrC to specific 

DNA was also checked in presence of GDP (Figure 2.10 C, D). The binding looked similar 

to that observed in presence of GDPNP showing band shift in case of McrB+McrC higher 

than that observed with only McrB.  Thus, it appears that McrB and McrBC complex does 

not require GTP hydrolysis for its binding activity. 

 

2.3.3.3  DNA cleavage activity: 

A 114 bp long DNA substrate containing two target sites separated by 53 bp was used 

as a substrate to study the nucleolytic activity of McrBC (Figure 2.11 A). McrB cleaves 

DNA 26-30 bp upstream of either of the two binding siites. Thus, in the 114 bp DNA, 

expected fragmant sizes were 60 bp and 54 bp if cleavage occurrs with respect to the left 

hand site or 61 bp and 53 bp if cleavage occurrs with respect to the right hand site. Since 

the 1 bp difference couldnot be resolved on a 10% PAGE gel, we expected two cleavage 

products at around 60 bp and 55 bp. In presence of GTP, this substrate was readily 

cleaved by a mixture of McrB and McrC (4:1 molar ratio). Neither McrB nor McrBΔN+McrC 

could cleave specific DNA in presence of GTP (Figure 2.11 B). The McrBC complex 

purified by SEC retained its ability to cleave the substrate (Figure 2.11 C). As expected, 

the nucleolytic cleavage yielded two products corresponding to a dsDNA break close to 

either of the target sites.  
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2.3.4 Oligomeric structure of McrB from Cryo-EM studies 

Having found that McrB/McrBΔN formed a homogenous hexameric oligomer in presence 

of GTP, we pursued structural characterization of the hexamer. We imaged samples of 

both McrB/McrBΔN in presence of the non-hydrolysable analog GDPNP. Imaging of McrB 

and McrBΔN after the addition of GDPNP as expected showed round particles (Figure 

2.12 A, B). With present freezing conditions, particles preferred only certain orientations, 

predominantly showing the top/bottom views. Due to the use of direct electron detector 

and higher defocus the hexamers of the protein in raw images could occasionally be 

Figure 2.11. DNA Cleavage assay: A) Schematic representation of 114 bp substrate 
DNA used for DNA cleavage assay. The red coloured C depict the methylated cytosine 
preceded by a purine B) 10%  Native PAGE gel showing DNA cleavage activity of 900 
nM McrB in presence of 225 nM McrC, 75 nM substrate DNA and 1mM GTP. C) DNA 
cleavage activity of 75 nM McrBC complex (assembled and purified by SEC) in 
presence of 75nM of substrate DNA and 1mM GTP. 

GCCGGGTAACCGGGTAAGTCCGGGTAAGACCGGTAGTTC GGTAT CGAGGGGTAGGCCGCGGATCCTTCACAAGACGATTACCGGCGCTGAAAGACCAGCATATGCAA TTT GACT

CGGCCCATTGG CCCATTCAGGCCCATT CTGG CCATCAAGCCATAGCT CCCC ATCCGGCG CCTAGGAAGTGTTCTGCTAATGGCCGCGACTTTCTGGTCGTATACGTTAAACTGA
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visualized (Figure 2.12 A, B). Reference-free two-dimensional (2D) class averages show 

clearly the hexameric nature of the both the McrB and McrBΔN (Figure 2.12 C, D). The 

hexamers are ring-shaped having a central pore. The outer diameter of the ring is ~95 Å 

A B

C

D

Figure 2.12. Cryo-EM images of McrB and McrBΔN in presence of GDPNP: A) 
A small area of micrographs of McrBΔN, and B) McrB showing round particles on 
ice. The images were captured with Falcon II CMOS detector. The scale bar is 400 
Å. C) Reference-free 2D class averages of McrBΔN, and D) McrB. The box size is 
160 pixels. McrBΔN was sampled at 1.33 Å/pixels and McrB at 1.34 Å/pixels. 
Approximate diameter of the particles is ~95 Å and the central hole measures ~26 
Å. 
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and the central pore diameter is ~26 Å. When the rotational power spectrum of the class 

averages was analyzed using the program rfiltim (Crowther & Amos, 1971) a number of 

Figure 2.13. Representative rotational power spectrum for class averages in A) 

Fig. 2.12 C-‐1, B) Fig. 2.12 C-‐2, C) Fig. 2.12 C-‐4, D) Fig. 2.12 C-‐5, E) Fig. 2.12 
D-‐1, F) Fig. 2.12 D-‐2, G) Fig. 2.12 D-‐5, H) Fig. 2.12 D-‐6 
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them showed a peak at 6- fold (for example class 1, 2 in McrBΔN). The more round 

looking classes (for example class averages 4, 5 or 7 in Fig. 6C) were not as clear and 

the corresponding rotational power spectrum peaks ranged from 4-fold to 6-fold (Figure 

2.13). However, no peaks were observed >6-fold. The SEC-MALS analysis (see above) 

clearly demonstrated that the GTP dependent oligomeric complex of McrB/McrBΔN were 

homogenous. The more round looking classes could be the result of defocus and 

thickness of ice. 

 

2.4  Discussion 

 

2.4.1 Determinants for oligomerization of McrB and McrBC 

An integral feature of proteins containing AAA+ domain is their oligomerization into 

functional units. McrB and a variant form of the protein lacking the N-terminal DNA-

binding domain, McrBs, has previously been reported to form a heptameric ring-like 

structure in presence of GTP, while McrBC was reported to be a complex of two 

heptameric rings of McrB and two subunits of McrC (Panne et al, 2001). We carried out 

studies on the assembly of McrB oligomer and McrBC complex, towards understanding 

the mechanism of this enzyme. In addition, studies with McrBΔN, which is an equivalent 

of McrBs, were also carried out. SEC studies confirmed that monomeric McrB and 

McrBΔN assembled into a higher-order oligomeric structure in presence of GTP, GDP or 

GDPNP (Figure 2.2 A, B), which could be disassembled by washing away the 

nucleotides. Similar observations have been made in case of other AAA+ proteins, such 

as SV40 large tumor antigen (LTag), ClpAP, ClpB and ClpX, where these proteins 

dissociate into monomers, dimers, trimers or tetramers when nucleotide is absent, but 

assemble into hexamers once nucleotide is added (Akoev et al, 2004; Dean et al, 1992; 

Grimaud et al, 1998; Singh & Maurizi, 1994). McrB also showed a concentration-

dependent oligomerization in absence of nucleotide. At lower protein concentrations, 

McrB predominantly existed as monomers (Figure 2.3). But at a very high concentration 

of the protein, a mixture of intermediate-size and higher-order oligomers was observed 

(Figure 2.3). Concentration-dependent, nucleotide-independent oligomerization has been 

reported in case of other AAA+ proteins like ClpB and Rep68 (Akoev et al, 2004; Zarate-
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Perez et al, 2012). Finally, a complex of McrBC was assembled from a mix of 4:1 molar 

ratio of McrB and McrC in presence of  GTP. 

 

2.4.2 McrB forms a hexameric ring-like structure in presence of GTP 

Analysis by SEC-MALS showed clearly that in presence of nucleotide both McrB and 

McrBΔN existed as highly monodisperse hexamers in solution. In presence of GTP, McrB 

and McrBΔN assembled into a hexamer, while McrBC and McrBΔNC assembled into an 

oligomer made of twelve subunits of McrB and two subunits of McrC. The hexameric 

structure of McrB and McrBΔN was further confirmed by Cryo-EM and 2D class averages. 

Based on the dimensions of the toroid shaped hexameric ring obtained from the Cryo-EM 

studies (outer diameter ~95 Å and central pore diameter ~26 Å) and using the equation 

given by Huang et al. (Huang et al, 2009), the radius of gyration (Rg) was calculated to 

be ~ 55 Å. For a solid globular structure, the Rg is expected to be smaller than the 

hydrodynamic radius (Rh) by a factor of 0.77, while for a toroid the Rg is bigger than Rh 

by ~ 1.05 (Huang et al., 2009). The Rg value of McrBΔN is 1.1 times the Rh value of ~ 50 

Å as measured using MALS, while for McrB it is 0.9 times bigger. Consequently, the 

measured Rh values in solution are consistent with the dimensions of the ring-like 

structures seen by Cryo-EM. In summary, we conclude that the functional unit of McrB is 

a hexameric ring and that the McrBC complex is possibly made of the two hexameric 

rings of McrB bound to two subunits of McrC. Though our results on the oligomeric 

structure contradict the earlier study, which found McrB and McrBΔN to be heptameric 

(Panne et al, 2001), functional characterization of the proteins yielded results consistent 

with those reported previously by other researchers. The intrinsic GTPase activities of 

both McrB and McrBΔN were very low (Figure 2.8 A, B), but the addition of McrC 

stimulated the GTPase activity by almost 30 fold in case of McrB (Figure 2.8 C, D). McrBC 

and McrBΔNC complexes assembled and purified by SEC retained a high GTPase 

activity (Figure 2.8 C, D). A mix of McrB and McrC in 4:1 ratio or a purified assembly of 

McrBC complex in presence of GTP displayed a similar nucleolytic activity towards a 

substrate having two target sites (Figure 2.11). The disagreement on the oligomeric 

structure of McrB could be due to the limitations of the experimental techniques used in 

the previous study. In the previous study, a heptameric structure was deduced using SEC, 
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negative stain EM and mass analysis by STEM (Panne et al, 2001). The accuracy of 

molecular mass deduced from the retention volume of molecules obtained by SEC 

analysis is greatly affected by their shape; the non-native staining artefacts and the quality 

of images obtained by electron microscopy (EM) can contribute to errors in 

characterisation of the oligomeric structure; the mass analysis by STEM for a molecule in 

the mass range of McrB and McrBC can have error of ~10%, and is not sensitive enough 

to determine the number of subunits (Gribun et al, 2008). However, the techniques of 

SEC-MALS and Cryo-EM that maintain the native state of the oligomer, unequivocally 

demonstrate that both McrB and McrBΔN are hexamers in presence of GTP. 

 

2.4.3 A model of McrBC complex 

The previous study of the oligomeric structure of McrB and McrBC proposed a model for 

the assembly of McrBC in which, in presence of GTP, two heptameric rings of McrB stack 

together and a McrC monomer sits on each of the two outer surfaces of the 

tetradecameric McrB (Panne et al, 2001). Our studies show that both McrB and McrBΔN 

can interact with McrC, and also form the higher order oligomeric structure consisting of 

twelve subunits of McrB and two subunits of McrC, in presence of GTP. This suggests 

that the N-terminal domain of McrB neither interacts with McrC nor participates in 

formation of the higher order McrBC structure. Based on these observations, we propose 

a model for McrBC assembly constituting two hexamers of McrB bridged and stabilized 

by their interaction with a dimer of McrC (Figure 2.14). It is tempting to speculate that the 

dimer of McrC would get activated upon collision of two assemblies of McrBC 

translocating DNA through the pore of the ring. The activated nuclease dimers of the 

McrBC bound to the target sequence would then nick the two strands of DNA resulting in 

a dsDNA break. 
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2.4.4 Functional implications of the hexameric ring-like structure 

The hexameric ring of McrB poses a challenge in loading the protein complex on to its 

substrate DNA, which includes long non-linear DNA. This, in general, is true for preformed 

hexameric ring helicases and translocases, such as DnaB, SV40 LTag, T7 gp4, MCM 

and FtsK that have to assemble on a DNA substrate (O'Shea & Berger, 2014). In the case 

of DnaB, DnaC opens up the ring of DnaB to load the hexamer onto the DNA (Arias-

Palomo et al, 2013). T7 gp4 helicase and MCM can exist as heptamers, (Toth et al, 2003; 

Yu et al, 2002), which converts into a hexamer through loss of a subunit thus creating a 

gap for the substrate to slip in (Costa et al, 2006; Crampton et al, 2006). In case of FtsK 

and SV40 LTag, it has been suggested that the subunits assemble around the substrate 

to form a functional hexameric ring (Ben-Yehuda et al, 2003; Chang et al, 2013; Crozat 

& Grainge, 2010; Grimaud et al, 1998). The hexameric ring of McrB could open up on 

complexation with McrC. Alternatively, hexameric rings could disassemble into 

Figure 7. Model proposing assembly of functional McrBC complex.
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Figure 2.14. A Model proposing assembly of functional McrBC 

complex. 
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monomers and other oligomeric intermediates, which could then reassemble on the DNA 

substrate to form the functional oligomeric complex with McrC.  

To better understand this process and gain further mechanistic insights,I carried 

out biochemical, biophysical and structural studies of McrBC. The AAA+ motors are 

complex entities and McrB being a AAA+ motor provides manifold exploring opportunities. 

In the following chapter, I will discuss functional mutagenesis studies of McrB, carried out 

to gain further insights into its oligomerisation, GTPase and DNA cleavage activities. 
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Chapter 3 

Mutational analysis of the AAA+ McrB protein 

 

3.1  Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I had discussed the purification and assembly of the McrBC 

complex. Contrary to previous studies, I observed that the AAA+ domain harboring 

McrB subunit forms a hexameric ring and two such rings are bridged together with 

McrC dimer. Since both McrB and N-terminal DNA binding domain deletion mutant 

McrB∆N interact in a similar manner with McrC, it appears that the N-terminal DNA 

binding domain might lie on the side opposite to the McrC interacting side of the ring 

(model proposed in figure 2.14). To gain insights into working of oligomeric McrB and 

McrBC, I carried out mutagenesis studies. There have been a few functional studies 

of McrB and McrC reported earlier (Pieper et al, 1997; Pieper & Pingoud, 2002; Pieper 

et al, 1999a; Pieper et al, 1999b). Pieper et al studied McrB as a possible canonical 

GTPase or G-protein, exploring the characteristic GTP binding motifs - GxxxxGK(S/T), 

DxxG and NKxD – by mutagenesis (Pieper et al, 1997). They also mutated several 

charged residues identified by sequence alignment with close homologs (Pieper et al, 

1999a). At this point, I would like to highlight that at that time McrB was yet not 

classified as a AAA+ protein. 

With the knowledge that McrB is a AAA+ protein, I initiated a structure-function 

analysis through mutagenesis of certain regions, which I predicted to be functionally 

important. As described in Chapter 1, AAA+ proteins harbor five characteristic motifs- 

Walker A (GxxGxGK(T/S)), Walker B (hhhhDE), Sensor 1 (S/T), arginine finger (R) 

and Sensor 2 (R) (Erzberger & Berger, 2006). Walker A motif is involved in nucleotide 

binding while Walker B motif is essential for nucleotide hydrolysis but not binding 

(Wendler et al, 2012). Pieper et al mutated the proline of the Walker A motif of McrB 

and found it to affect nucleotide binding. However, mutation of Walker B aspartate and 

glutamate also affected nucleotide binding. In comparison to most other AAA+ studied 

(Wendler et al, 2012), this feature of Walker B mutation appeared unusual to us. 

Consequently, I performed mutational analysis of Walker B residues of McrB and 

studied its affect.    
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AAA+ family of proteins, in general, have very low sequence similarity amongst 

its various members (Neuwald et al, 1999). Thus, in a sequence alignment with diverse 

proteins, some specific features might not be noticed. Iyer et al published an extensive 

sequence analysis of AAA+ proteins in 2004 (Iyer et al, 2004), which allowed them to 

classify the AAA+ family of proteins. They classified McrB as belonging to Helix-2 

insert clade of AAA+ proteins. NtrC family of bacterial enhancer binding proteins 

(bEBPs) is the other member of the clade (Iyer et al, 2004). In NtrC family of proteins, 

the helix-2 insert forms a loop projecting into the oligomeric ring of the protein (Lee et 

al, 2003). This loop interacts with σ54 for transcription initiation (Dago et al, 2007; 

Zhang et al, 2009). Interestingly, several examples of AAA+ family of helicases and 

translocases have been shown to or proposed to thread DNA through the pore of the 

ring (O'Shea & Berger, 2014). McrB, which is proposed to be a DNA translocase 

(Panne et al, 1999), might also thread DNA through its central pore. I employed 

mutation of the helix-2 insert to find if this region is involved in DNA translocation. 

In addition, I carried out mutational studies to find the location of Sensor 2 motif, 

a characteristic feature of Helix-2 insert clade. The Sensor 2 motif in McrB was not 

identified in the sequence alignment carried out by Iyer et al, 2000. This might either 

be because of low sequence similarity amongst sequences used for alignment or that 

McrB does not have a canonical Sensor 2, like the SF3 helicases (Clade IV of AAA+ 

superfamily) where this motif is identified based on its spatial location rather than 

through sequence alignment. In the absence of structural information, I resorted to 

exploring the possible Sensor 2 through a sequence alignment of McrB with a closely 

associated family (NtrC1) and mutagenesis study of predicted Sensor 2. 

This chapter describes my efforts in identifying and characterizing these 

functional regions and discusses the results obtained.  

 

3.2  Materials and method 

 

3.2.1 Multiple Sequence alignment 

Protein sequences were obtained from the non-redundant (NR) protein sequence 

database (National Center for Biotechnology Information, NIH). Multiple sequence 

alignment was performed using Clustal X (Thompson et al, 1997). The alignment was 

further refined and analyzed manually in Jalview V2 (Waterhouse et al, 2009), a 

multiple sequence alignment editor. The sequence alignment from Iyer et al (Iyer et al, 
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2004) and Bush and Dixon (Bush & Dixon, 2012) were used as a guide to identify 

probable pore loop and Sensor 2 motif. 

 

3.2.2 Mutagenesis and cloning 

All mutations were performed using restriction-free cloning method (see Chapter 2). 

Table 3.1 lists the sequence of the primers used to introduce the mutations. These 

PCR amplified fragments were used as primers in a second PCR reaction and a 

plasmid containing McrB wild-type gene (pHISMcrB) was used as a template. The 

cloning was performed as described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1.2). All the  genes were 

sequenced to ensure only the desired mutations were incorporated.   

 Table 3.1: List of primers for generating McrB mutants 

Sr

No
Clone

Forward primer Sequence

(5' -> 3')

Reverse primer Sequence

(5' -> 3')

1 McrBLoopA
CCGAATGGCGTCGGCTTCG

CAGCTGCAGACGGC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

2 McrBK255A
CCGAATGGCGTCGGCTTCC

GACGTGCAGACGGC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

3 McrBD279A

GCCAGAGAAAAAGTATATT

TTTATTATAGCTGAAATCAA

TCGTGCC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

4 McrBD279N

GCCAGAGAAAAAGTATATT

TTTATTATAAATGAAATCAAT

CGTGCC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

5 McrBD280A

GCCAGAGAAAAAGTATATT

TTTATTATAGATGCAATCAAT

CGTGCC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

6 McrBD280Q

GCCAGAGAAAAAGTATATT

TTTATTATAGATCAAATCAAT

CGTGCC

GATGATGGGATCCCGATG

AGTCCCC

7 McrBR404A

CTTTAAGAAGGAGATATAC

ATATGGAATCTATTCAACC

CTGGATTG

CTATGCCCAATGGCGAAT

CCTTTCCCAAGGATAGTG

GCC
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3.2.3 Protein Purification 

All mutant proteins were expressed and purified using a protocol similar to that 

followed for wild-type McrB (see Chapter 2; Section 2.2.2). In general, mutant proteins 

were found to be less stable in comparison to the wild-type. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, both McrB and McrC proteins precipitate over the course of 

purification. Similar observations were also made by others (Kruger et al, 1995; 

Sutherland et al, 1992). Since the N-terminal DNA binding domain deletion mutant 

McrB∆N was much better behaved, corresponding mutants of McrB∆N were also 

generated. 

 

3.2.4 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)  

SEC and SEC coupled multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) runs were done using 

the 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The protocol is 

described in Chapter 2. 

 

3.2.5 Functional Characterisation 

GTPase assay, DNA binding assay, and DNA cleavage assays were done with a 

method similar to that of the wild-type protein. For details refer to Chapter 2; Section 

2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.7. 

 

3.2.6 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Dynamic light scattering experiments were carried out in the DynaPro NanoStar (Wyatt 

Technologies) DLS instrument in a 1 μl quartz cuvette at 25 °C. For each experiment, 

the instrument was first tested with filtered degassed buffer with and without 

nucleotide. Protein samples (25 μl) at 5 μM concentration (prepared in 100 mM NaCl, 

10 mM Tris pH and 1 mM DTT) were incubated at room temperature with and without 

nucleotide. In case of experiments with nucleotides, nucleotide concentration was 1 

mM and 5 mM MgCl2 was also added. Incubation was followed by centrifugation at 

21,000 g. The supernatant was then filtered through a 0.22 μm centrifuge tube filter 

(Corning® Costar® Spin-X®, Sigma-Aldrich). 60 acquisitions per measurement were 

recorded and each acquisition was average of 10 readings. The DYNAMICS (Wyatt 

technologies) software was used to calculate cumulants and regularisation analysis 

data.  
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3.2.7 Nucleotide binding assay using Mant-GDP 

The fluorescent nucleotide analog 2'/3'-O-(N-Methyl-anthraniloyl)-guanosine-5'-

diphosphate (Mant-GDP) was obtained from Jena bioscience. Fluorescence emission 

spectra were recorded on Horiba FluoroMax® 4 spectrophotometer (Jobin Yvon) at 

25ºC in a 10X10 mm quartz cuvette size. The excitation wavelength was set at 360 

nm and single point intensities were measured at 440 nm (I440). For the fluorescence 

measurements, 0.5 μM protein in buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 

and 1 mM DTT) was added to the cuvette and a blank spectrum was taken. Mant-GDP 

was added to the protein gradually with increasing concentration steps and I440 were 

recorded for each concentration. Before each measurement, the protein was 

incubated with Mant-GDP for one minute prior to collection of the spectra. I440 readings 

of Mant-GDP without protein were taken as control. The difference of I440 in presence 

and absence of protein were plotted against Mant-GDP concentration. A single site 

binding model was fit to the data using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc, 

San Diego, CA) and apparent Kd of Mant-GDP for McrB and McrBE280 mutants were 

calculated. 

 

3.2.8 Circular-dichroism spectroscopy 

Circular-dichroism spectroscopy experiments were carried out as described in 

Greenfield, 2006 (Greenfield, 2006).  The circular-dichroism spectra were measured 

on a JASCO apparatus in a 1 mm optical path cuvette for a wavelength range of 185 

nm to 260 nm. Since Tris buffer gives a higher background signal in CD 

measurements, 1.75 μM protein solution (wild-type and mutants) was prepared in 10 

mM potassium phosphate pH 8 and 100 mM potassium. The McrB mutants were not 

stable and precipitated during the thawing process, thus, before the start of the 

experiment, protein concentrations were re-estimated with Bradford reagent using 

BSA as a standard.  
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3.3  Results  

 

3.3.1 Multiple Sequence alignment 

Aligning only the C-terminal AAA+ domain sequence of  McrB (McrB 161-460 in figure 

3.1) with several bacterial enhancer binding proteins indicated two probable functional 

regions which have not been characterized yet.  

A. The Pore loop:  

The region corresponding to amino acid position 249-257 (GVGFRRKDG) of McrB 

was found to be a loop using secondary structure prediction using PSIPRED (Buchan 

et al, 2013) (Figure 3.2 A). Comparison of McrB∆N model (generated from threading 

the amino acid sequence in THREADER (Jones et al, 1999) and an NtrC1 structure 

(PDB ID: 1NY5) showed that this region is spatially located in the AAA+ helix-2 insert 

region of the NtrC family of bacterial enhancer binding proteins (bEBPs) (Figure 3.2 

B). In NtrC1, this loop, called the pore loop 1, is conserved and has the sequence motif 

GAFTGA. This loop has been shown to be involved in target interaction (Chen et al, 

2010; Lee et al, 2003). In analogy with other AAA+ DNA helicases, the pore loop of 

McrB might be involved in DNA binding and its translocation through the central pore. 

The β-hairpin loop in Simian Virus 40 Large T- Antigen (SV40 LTag) helicase 

(NLEKKHLNKR) and in papillomavirus E1 protein (PVSIDRKHKAAVQIK) interact with 

DNA through the positively charged residues (Gai et al, 2004b; Sanders et al, 2007). 

The pore loop of McrB has three basic residues- RRK. Conservation of these possible 

pore loop residues was checked amongst McrB homologs from different species (<60 

% sequence identity) through multiple sequence alignment (Figure 3.2 C). In the 

alignment, out of the three positively charged residues of proposed pore loop, the third 

residue, i.e. lysine, was (McrBK255A). 

B. Sensor 2 Motif :  

The McrB alignment with the bEBP family proteins showed that there is an arginine 

R404 in the region aligning with the Sensor 2 motif of bEBP family. An alignment of E. 

coli McrB with its homologs from different species (<60 % sequence identity) showed 

that the arginine identified through the alignment with bEBPs was not very well 

conserved amongst the McrB homologs (Figure 3.2). Instead, there is a conserved 

sequence IGHS in the vicinity. Nevertheless, mutational analysis of R404 was carried 

out to confirm if it has a functional role. 
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FhlA/1-297 
NtrC4/1-245 
 
 

Figure 3.1. Alignment of McrB with bEBP proteins. Domain map of McrB and 
sequence alignment of C-terminal amino acids of McrB with the AAA+ domain of 
several bEBP to identify AAA+ motifs in McrB. The position of conserved motifs are 
based on previously reported sequence and structural studies on bEBPs (Bush & 
Dixon, 2012; Schumacher et al, 2006).  The Walker A, Walker B and Sensor 1 were 
identified in previous studies on McrB (Iyer et al, 2004). This alignment highlighted 
the insertion in McrB which aligns with the pore loop (GAFTGA) of bEBPs and an 
arginine aligning with the Sensor 2 of bEBPs. Alignments were done using Clustal 
X2 (Larkin et al, 2007). Following sequences were used from UniProt/Swiss-Prot 
as described in (Bush & Dixon, 2012)- McrB (E. coli), NtrC1 (A. aeolicus), DctD (S. 
meliloti), DmpR (Pseudomonas sp.), NtrC (E. coli), PspF (E. coli), HrpR (P. 
syringae), NifA (A. vinelandii), NorR (E. coli), ZraR (E. coli), FlgR (H. pylori), XylR 
(P. putida), FhlA (E. coli) and NtrC4 (A. aeolicus). 

Sensor 1 

Sensor 2 
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Figure 3.2. Structural and sequence alignment of McrB to identify 
characteristic AAA+ motifs. A. Structural alignment of McrB∆N model (obtained 
from threading the amino acid sequence in THREADER (Jones et al, 1999) with 
the AAA+ domain of NtrC1 (PDB ID: 1NY5). B. Multiple sequence alignment of 
McrB (E. coli) with its homologs (Obtained from a blast search at NCBI server, 
sequence identity is <60%) using Clustal X2 (Larkin et al, 2007). The previously 
identified motifs are labelled in red while the proposed putative motifs explored in 
this work are labelled in green. 

GAFTGA Loop: Red 
(NtrC1)

GVGFRRKDG : 
Magenta (McrBΔN 

model)

Walker A Walker B

Proposed Pore 

loop
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2 region  Sensor 1 
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3.3.2 Cloning, mutagenesis, and purification of different mutants 

The mutations were confirmed by gene sequencing and proteins were purified to 99% 

homogeneity. Some of the mutants like McrBD279A, McrBLoopA were more unstable 

and precipitated upon storage at 4ºC even for a short time. These two mutants were 

purified using Ni-NTA and  MonoQ columns, while the third step of SEC was avoided. 

The purified mutants were next tested for their DNA cleavage and oligomerization 

property in presence of nucleotide. 

 

3.3.3 Characterisation of Walker B mutants 

Walker B Aspartate:  

The Walker B motif in McrB has two acidic residues- an aspartate and a glutamate 

(hhhhDE). Mutation in the aspartate residue to an alanine or an asparagine (D279A 

and D279N) rendered the protein incapable of forming oligomers in presence of 

nucleotide (Figure 3.3 A and B).  

A problem with the Walker B aspartate mutants was their relatively low stability. 

Since size exclusion chromatography takes quite long and the proteins tend to 

precipitate over time,  I resorted to re-confirm the SEC observations by a quicker 

method of size estimation. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was measured at low protein 

concentrations to observe the change in hydrodynamic radius as a measure of 

oligomerization when GTP was added to the proteins (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.3. Size exclusion chromatography with the McrB Walker B aspartate 
mutants. Gel filtration profile (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL), both in 
presence and absence of GTP of A) 18 μM McrBD279A and B) 18 μM 
McrBD279N  
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 The wild-type protein McrB was used as a control for the DLS study. Since the 

shape of the molecule affects the directional translation and scattering properties 

(Huang et al, 2009), the molar mass estimation might not be accurate. Thus the 

oligomerization of different proteins was monitored by qualitatively observing the 

change in the radius of hydration (Rh) both in presence and absence of nucleotide. For 

both McrB and McrB∆N, the Rh increased when nucleotide was added from 4.7 nm 
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Table 3.2. The Radius of hydration of McrB and its mutants estimated from DLS 

study 

-McrC +McrC

-GTP +GTP -GTP +GTP

McrB Radius (nm) 4.73 9.858 4.982 13.774

%Polydispersity 21.9 9.9 28.4 8.8

McrB∆N Radius (nm) 2.854 7.244 3.559 8.645

%Polydispersity 25.5 12.3 11.5 17.9

McrBD279A Radius (nm) 4.664 3.745 3.745 11.64

%Polydispersity 24 26.7 26.7 12.4

McrBD279N Radius (nm) 4.245 3.568 4.434 9.308

%Polydispersity 31.8 33 12.2 12.4

McrBE280A Radius (nm) 5.133 9.01 3.831 13.25

%Polydispersity 15.4 15.3 28.3 3.4

McrBE280Q Radius (nm) 2.811 6.518 3.995 8.962

%Polydispersity 27.2 27.9 8.5 25.6

Figure 3.4. Dynamic Light Scattering assay to assess the oligomerization 
state. Radius of hydration determined by dynamic light scattering is shown for 5 
μM McrB and its mutants at 25ºC in presence and absence of 1 mM GTP. The 
concentration of McrC used was 1.2 μM (McrB (and mutants): McrC::1:4). 
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(McrB) and 2.8 nm (McrB∆N ) to 9.8 nm (McrB+GTP) and 7.8 nm (McrB∆N+GTP). 

Further increase in Rh was observed when McrC was added in presence of GTP (13.7 

nm for McrBC+GTP and 8.6 nm for McrB∆NC+GTP) (Table 3.2). The data obtained 

from DLS study was highly monodisperse in presence of nucleotide (10% 

polydispersity index) than in absence of it (20-25 % polydispersity index) indicating 

that the population of a given mass are relatively more homogenous in presence of 

nucleotide than in absence of it. The Walker B aspartate mutants- McrBD279A and 

McrBD279N showed no increase in Rh upon GTP addition. An increase in Rh was 

observed in case of McrBD279N when both GTP and McrC were added (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.5. Biochemical analysis of Walker B aspartate mutants. A)  10 % native 
PAGE gel showing DNA cleavage activity of McrBD279A and McrBD279N.  The 
Concentration of McrB or mutant is mentioned on each lane. The concentration of 
McrC was 1/4th of the concentration of McrB and its mutants. The reactions were 
performed with 75 nM 114 bp DNA substrate and 1 mM GTP at 37°C. B) 5% native 
PAGE gel showing McrBD279N binding to 250 nM specific DNA (described in 
chapter in presence of 1 mM GTP. Concentrations of McrBD279N used in each 
lane were- 0 μM, 1.5 μM, 3 μM, 6 μM, 12 μM, 30 μM of monomer. C) Time 
dependent GTPase activity of McrBD279N with McrC (blue dots) and without McrC 
(Orange dots). The concentration of McrBD279N was 450 nM, McrC 112.5 nM and 
GTP 1 mM. 
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This could have been a result of McrC interacting with McrBD279N oligomers formed 

due to self-association. A similar observation of McrC interacting with McrB oligomers 

in absence of nucleotide was discussed in Chapter 2.  

Aspartate to alanine mutation caused heavy precipitation of the mutant due to which 

further biochemical characterization could not be carried out. The Walker B aspartate 

to asparagine mutant was further characterized for its DNA cleavage activity (Figure 

3.5 A). As expected, the mutation abolished the nucleolytic activity of the complex 

completely. Further DNA binding studies indicated that the protein was capable of 

binding to DNA (Figure 3.5 B) but its McrC stimulated GTPase activity was severely 

compromised (Figure 3.5 C).  Even though the putative Walker B motif has been 

shown to only affect nucleotide hydrolysis, lack of oligomerization in our study 

indicates that the Walker B aspartate might be involved in nucleotide binding as well. 

Walker B Glutamate:  

Mutation in glutamate residue of Walker B of McrB (McrBE280A and McrBE280Q) did 

not affect nucleotide-dependent oligomerization (Figure 3.6 A and B). Previous studies 

on McrB and NtrC1 have shown that these proteins form heptameric oligomers (Lee 

et al, 2003; Panne et al, 2001). Consequently, along with demonstrating 

oligomerization, it was important to establish that the oligomers obtained with these 

mutants are similar to the wild-type protein in terms of their stoichiometry. A difference 
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Figure 3.6. Size exclusion chromatography with the McrB Walker B glutamate 
mutants. Gel filtration profile (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL), both in 
presence and absence of GTP, of A) 18 μM McrBE280A, B) 18 μM McrBE280Q  
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of a hexamer and a heptamer might go undetected due to the low resolution of SEC 

technique alone.  

 The molecular mass of  McrBE280A and McrBE280Q oligomers in presence of 

both GTP and GDP was determined using SEC-MALS. The molecular mass estimated 

for GTP induced oligomers was 332 kDa and 326 kDa for McrBE280A and 

McrBE280Q respectively (Figure 3.7). This molecular mass is equivalent to the mass 

of six McrB monomers (molecular mass of monomer is 59 kDa as estimated by SEC-

MALS).  Size of the GDP induced oligomers for the mutants was also determined 

(Figure 3.4 B, D).  A molecular mass of 353 kDa and 327 kDa was obtained for 

McrBE280A and McrBE280Q respectively in presence of GDP. Thus confirming that 

the mutation in the Walker B glutamate did not affect oligomerization or oligomer size 

of the protein. Combined DLS, SEC, and SEC-MALS showed that the McrBE280A 
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Figure 3.7. SEC-MALS study of McrB Walker B glutamate mutants. The 
chromatogram shows the refractive index signal with the derived molar masses 
indicated by the thicker horizontal lines for A) McrBE280A in presence of GTP, B) 
McrBE280A in presence of GDP, C) McrBE280Q, in presence of GTP and D) 
McrBE280Q in presence of GDP. Protein concentration used in all the runs was 18 
μM. The elution peaks displayed highly monodisperse population with average 
mass indicated over the region in each panel. 
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and McrBE280Q mutants behaved like wild-type showing oligomerisation both in 
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Figure 3.8. Biochemical analysis of Walker B glutamate mutants. A)  10 % 
native PAGE gel showing DNA cleavage activity of McrBD279A and McrBD279N.  
The Concentration of McrB or mutant is mentioned on each lane. The concentration 
of McrC was 1/4th of the concentration of McrB and its mutants. The reactions were 
performed with 75 nM 114 bp DNA substrate and 1 mM GTP at 37°C. B) 5% native 
PAGE gel showing McrBD279N binding to 250 nM specific DNA (described in 
chapter in presence of 1 mM GTP. Concentrations of McrBD279N used in each 
lane were- 0 μM, 1.5 μM, 3 μM, 6 μM, 12 μM, 30 μM of monomer. C) Time 
dependent GTPase activity of McrBD279N with McrC (blue dots) and without McrC 
(Orange dots). The concentration of McrBD279N was 450 nM, mcrC 112.5 nM and 
GTP 1 mM. 
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presence of GTP and in presence of GTP and McrC (Figure 3.7). 

    Next, the glutamate mutants were tested for their DNA cleavage activity which 

as expected was lost (Figure 3.8 A). Subsequently, we carried out the DNA binding 

and GTP hydrolysis characterisation of these mutants. DNA binding activity (Figure 

3.8 B) of McrBE280A in presence of GTP was similar to  that of the wild-type protein 

(Chapter 2; Figure 2.9). McrBE280Q, on the other hand, showed a lower DNA binding. 

Binding studies in presence of McrC, however, was similar to the wild-type protein 

(data not shown). Being the catalytic residue of Walker B motif, glutamate at the 

second position has been well characterised amongst AAA+ ATPases. While Walker 

B aspartate has been shown to bind to Mg2+ ion which is an important co-factor for 

nucleotide binding and hydrolysis (Gorbalenya & Koonin, 1989; Walker et al, 1982). 

The glutamate following the aspartate is the catalytic base that primes a water 

molecule for hydrophilic attack on the β-γ phosphodiester bond (Guenther et al, 1997; 

Karata et al, 1999).  Both McrBE280A and McrBE280Q mutants were defective in their 

GTP hydrolysis activity (Figure 3.8 C).   

 

 In a previous report on McrB Walker B residues (Pieper et al, 1999a), it was 

observed that mutating these residues affected both DNA binding and nucleotide 

binding . Our mutagenesis studies clearly showed that the GTPase activity of the 

Walker B glutamate mutants is compromised but they are capable of both 

oligomerization and DNA binding. Since the mutation in McrBE280 residue showed 
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Figure 3.9. Mant-GDP binding by McrB and its mutants. The increase in 
fluorescence induced as a function of binding of 0.5 μM protein to Mant-GDP is 
shown at different concentrations of the Mant-nucleotide.  
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both oligomerization and DNA binding, I next sought to see whether the defective 

GTPase activity is due to altered nucleotide binding or not. For this, I carried out 

nucleotide binding studies of McrB and its E280 mutants with Mant-GDP (Figure 3.9). 

For Mant-GDP, the apparent dissociation constant of mutants-  McrBE280A (Kd Apparent 

= 3.2 uM) and McrBE280Q was similar to that of wild-type McrB (Kd Apparent = 3.1 uM) 

(Kd Apparent = 3.2 uM). Thus clearly, the Walker glutamate in McrB does not participate 

in nucleotide binding but is crucial for nucleotide hydrolysis. 

 

Circular Dichroism spectroscopy for ascertaining that the functional defects are 

not due to protein misfolding: Circular dichroism (CD) is an excellent tool for rapid 

determination of the secondary structure and folding properties of proteins that have 

been obtained using recombinant techniques or purified from tissues. The most widely 

used application of protein CD spectroscopy is to determine whether an expressed, 

purified protein is folded, or if a mutation affects its conformation or stability.  

 I carried out this analysis to determine whether the mutants that were unstable 

and showed defective oligomerization, DNA binding or GTPase activity were folded 

properly.   Figure 3.10 shows the CD spectra of McrB and Walker B mutants. The α-

helical characteristic indicated by a peak at 222-230 nm, β-sheet structure indicated 

by minima at 215-218 nm and the conserved relative ratio of α and β characteristics 

for different proteins (obtained by calculating the area under the curve) showed that 
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Figure 3.10. Circular Dichroism spectroscopy of McrB and its mutants. The 
circular dichroism spectra of McrB and its Walker B mutants, measured with 1.7 μM 
protein at 25ºC.  
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there is no defect in protein folding that would cause a defect in protein activity. Even 

though a similar concentration of proteins was used, the difference in amplitudes could 

be due to variations owing to protein precipitation.  

 

3.3.4 Characterisation of pore loop mutants 

 

Oligomerisation: Mutation in putative pore loop residues also affected protein stability 

as they tended to precipitate. Replacing the positively charged residues (R253, R254, 

K255) simultaneously with alanine (McrBLoopA) caused loss of oligomerization 

(Figure 3.11. A). Changing only one of the positive residue lysine (K255) to alanine 

(McrBK255A) affected the protein stability. Since during these studies I observed that 

the N-terminal deletion mutant- McrB∆N was more stable than McrB, I mutated the 

loop of McrB∆N as well. The  McrB∆NLoopA still did not show any improvement in 

stability or oligomerization. But the McrB∆NK255A was relatively well behaved in 

comparison to the full-length version. Since N-terminal deletion does not affect the 

oligomerization, I tested the oligomeric property of this mutant. The McrBK255A 

mutation did not affect oligomerization of the protein (Figure 3.11 B). McrB∆NK255A 

showed oligomer formation in presence of GTP, eluting at 15.8 ml similar to wild-type 

(15.6 ml) and tetradecamer formation (eluting at 14.1 ml) when McrC was added to 

the mutant protein in presence of GTP. 
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Figure 3.11. Size exclusion chromatography with the McrBloop mutants. A) Gel 
filtration profile (using 24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL) of McrBloopA in presence GTP, 
B) Gel filtration profile (using 24 ml Superose6 10/300 GL) of McrB∆NK255A with and 
without McrC, showing that the oligomer formed in presence of GTP was capable of 
interacting with McrC to form the tetradecamer. 
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DNA cleavage: The McrBK255A mutant was next tested for its DNA cleavage activity 

(Figure 3.12).  The mutant displayed nucleolytic activity at higher protein 

concentration, which could be because the mutation partly compromised the nuclease 

activity. Alternatively, it could have been because the active fraction of the mutant, 

which was found to be less stable than wild-type, was low. Consequently, it appears 

that although the mutation does not affect the protein activity significantly, this residue 

might play a small role in protein stability.  

 The McrBLoopA mutant was defective in oligomerization. Also, the protein had 

a  tendency to precipitate at a very fast rate. Thus no further characterization was done 

with this mutant. 

3.3.5 Characterisation of Sensor 2 mutants 

The R404 residue thought to be Sensor 2 of McrB was mutated to alanine. McrBR404A 

showed both oligomerization and DNA cleavage activity similar to the wild type (Figure 

3.13). Thus this mutant was not characterized any further. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. DNA cleavage activity 
of McrBK255A mutant. 10% native 
PAGE gel showing DNA cleavage 
activity of McrB and its mutant 
McrBK255A. The Concentration of 
McrB or mutant is mentioned on each 
lane. The concentration of McrC was 
1/4th of the concentration of McrB and 
its mutants. The reactions were 
performed with 75 nM DNA and 1 mM 
GTP at 37°C 
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3.4  Discussion 

The mutagenesis studies with McrB were carried out in continuation with studies 

reported by Pieper et al (Pieper et al, 1999a). The conserved Walker B aspartate in 

McrB affected the oligomerization of the protein. This can either be due to its role in 

nucleotide binding, which is integral to oligomerization, and/or because it is part of the 

interface formed on oligomerization. On the other hand, Walker B glutamate does not 

appear necessary for oligomerization, but is required for GTP hydrolysis. 

I tried to identify a putative pore loop at a position similar to the Helix-2 insert of 

Clade VI of AAA+ superfamily (Erzberger & Berger, 2006). In the NtrC1 family, which 

is also classified under Clade VI, this insert consists of a conserved GAFTGA motif 

and is involved in interaction with its substrate, the transcription factor σ54 (Dago et al, 

2007; Joly et al, 2012; Zhang et al, 2009). In this study, I observed that a region 

aligning with the GAFTGA loop of NtrC family proteins has positively charged residues 

(R253, R254, K255). Since, McrBC is a DNA translocase, these positively charged 

residues were investigated to see if they are involved in DNA translocation. Two types 

of mutations were done in this region. In one case, mutating all three residues to 

alanine affected protein stability and oligomerization property drastically. Since 

Figure 3.13. Biochemical activity of putative Sensor 2 R404. A) Size exclusion 
chromatography with the 18 μM McrBR404A (using 24 ml Superdex200 10/300 GL), 
both in presence and absence of 1 mM GTP and 4.5 μM McrC.  B) 10% native 
PAGE gel showing DNA cleavage activity of McrB and its mutant McrBR404A. The 
Concentration of McrB or mutant is mentioned on each lane. The concentration of 
McrC was 1/4th of the concentration of McrB and its mutants. The reactions were 
performed with 75 nM DNA and 1 mM GTP at 37°C 
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oligomerization is essential for AAA+ ATPase activity, further studies were not carried 

out with these mutants. 

 In the second type of mutation,  the McrBK255 was mutated to alanine. 

Although the sequence alignment of McrB with its homologs showed the K255 residue 

as well conserved (Figure 3.2 C), mutating this residue did not affect the activity of the 

protein significantly. Thus, our results indicate that either R253 and R254 or both may 

be part of the oligomeric interface. 

  Sensor 2 in AAA+ proteins is involved in both nucleotide binding (Hattendorf & 

Lindquist, 2002; Lew & Gralla, 2002; Rombel et al, 1999) and hydrolysis (Wendler et 

al, 2012; Zeymer et al, 2014). The Sensor 2 residue in McrB, based on sequence 

alignment (Figure 3.1 and 3.2), was postulated to be R404. Mutation of this residue to 

alanine did not affect the nucleolytic activity of the protein, thus indicating an intact 

DNA binding and GTPase activity. Since there were no other arginine residues located 

near α-7 of McrB, either McrB does not have a Sensor 2 motif like the classical AAA+ 

clades or the residue acting as a Sensor 2 might not be a canonical arginine as is the 

case with the SF3 helicases of clade IV which have a lysine as Sensor 2 (Enemark & 

Joshua-Tor, 2006; Erzberger & Berger, 2006; Gai et al, 2004a; Gai et al, 2004b). In 

the Rep40 helicase, the Sensor 2 motif has been shown to be replaced by a loop 

containing LDHDF motif (James et al, 2003). This type of motif has also been observed 

in other SF3 helicases in the form of LxxxHy (where the Hy is a bulky hydrophobic 

residue, a tryptophan or a phenylalanine). It is suggested that this loop can 

compensate for lack of Sensor 2 in Rep40 as it contains hydrophobic residues that 

can sandwich the base of the bound nucleotide. McrB has the sequence LGKGF  

preceding R404 (Figure 3.2 A). It will be interesting to see if this stretch of residue acts 

as a Sensor loop.  

 The results of mutation of McrB carried out in this work are summarised in Table 

3.3. In the next chapter of this thesis, structural studies carried out on McrBC to 

decipher its mechanism of action, in particular, its GTPase activity, will be discussed. 
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Chapter 4 

Crystallographic and cryo-EM studies of McrBC 

 

4.1  Introduction 

McrBC is a complex of two proteins- McrB, which belongs to the AAA+ family of 

proteins, and McrC belonging to the PD….D/EXK superfamily of Mg2+ dependent 

endonucleases. McrB subunit of this complex is peculiar amongst other AAA+ motors 

as it hydrolyzes GTP instead of ATP. Although this protein binds to ATP weakly (Pieper 

et al, 1997) and ATP has been observed to have an inhibitory effect on its DNA 

cleavage activity (Sutherland et al, 1992), the determinants for GTP specificity over 

ATP are not yet known. Functional mutagenesis of consensus motifs for GTP binding 

in McrB (300-DKRG-303, 333-NTAD-336; discussed in Chapter 1 and chapter 3) did 

not shed much light on GTP specificity (Pieper et al, 1997). The intrinsic GTP 

hydrolysis rate of McrB is very low but McrC stimulates its GTPase activity by about 

30 fold (Pieper et al, 1997). McrBC complex hydrolyzes GTP in a DNA independent 

manner. While GTPase activity of McrB is not affected by specific DNA, McrBC shows 

a moderately stimulated GTPase activity in presence of specific DNA (Panne et al, 

1999). This is different from other NTP dependent RM systems (Type I and Type III), 

which show higher ATP hydrolysis in presence of their specific DNA substrates.  

 McrBC is similar to type III RM enzymes in terms of its DNA cleavage activity, 

as it cleaves DNA close to one of the recognition sites. This suggests that at least one 

target site bound enzyme is necessary for DNA cleavage. It was proposed by Panne 

et al. that nucleolytic cleavage by McrBC is coupled to DNA translocation (Panne et 

al., 1999). Their studies suggested that GTP binding causes conformational changes 

in McrB, which lead to higher affinity for DNA. Upon DNA binding, the enzyme 

translocates on DNA using energy derived from GTP hydrolysis, and DNA cleavage 

occurs when a translocating enzyme collides with another enzyme complex bound at 

far away target sequence. Unlike in case of Type I and Type III RM enzymes where 

convergence of two enzyme complexes are required for double-strand DNA break, 

collision of an McrBC complex to a non-specific translocational block, in the form of a 

lac repressor bound to DNA, could also affect DNA cleavage by McrBC (Panne et al, 

1999).  
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 Although the McrBC complex is extensively characterized for its biochemical 

properties, a mechanistic understanding of its activities is still lacking. The foremost 

unanswered question at the time of my project was the nature of the oligomeric 

assembly of McrBC. The architecture of the assembly would provide insights into how 

McrC, the activator of the AAA+ motor, would bind to and stimulate McrB and carry 

out GTPase-coupled nucleolytic cleavage. Towards this, I carried out X-ray 

crystallographic and electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM) studies to determine the 

three-dimensional structure of McrB and McrBC. This chapter describes the results of 

my efforts in this direction. 

 

4.2  Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1 Cloning of different proteins 

Cloning of mcrB, mcrC and mcrBΔN with a hexahistidine tag is described in chapter 

2, section 2.2.1. For crystallization, another construct of mcrBΔN lacking the C-

terminal histidine tag i.e. mcrBΔNWT (without tag) was also cloned. mcrBΔNWT was 

amplified from mcrBΔN gene in pHIS17 vector using following primers:  

McrB∆NWThis-1F GTTTAACTTTAAGAAGGAGATATACATATGTCAAAAACTGA

ATCATACTG 

McrB∆NWThis-1R TTAATGATGATGATGATGATGGGATCCCTATGAGTCCCCTA

ATAATTTGTTGG 

 

The amplified product was cloned into the pHIS17 vector using restriction-free cloning 

method as described in chapter 2, section 2.2.1. The resulting mcrBΔNWT gene was 

sequenced to ensure the sequence integrity of the gene. 

 

4.2.2 Purification of McrB, McrBΔN, McrBΔNwt and McrC 

The purification protocol for histidine-tagged McrB, McrB∆N and McrC proteins is 

described in chapter 2, section 2.2.2. McrBΔNWT was overexpressed using 

pHISMcrB∆NWT plasmid in E. coli BL21 (AI) cells. The culture was grown in 2 L LB 

media containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin in an incubator-shaker at 37°C until OD reached 

0.3 at 600 nm. The temperature of incubator-shaker was then reduced to 18°C and 

cultures were induced with 0.06% w/v L-Arabinose. The cultures were grown further 
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overnight (15-16 hours) at 18°C. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 4°C and 3,315 

g for 15 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 50 ml lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 

8, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.04% CHAPS and 1 mM DTT). The cell 

lysate was then clarified by ultracentrifugation at 4°C and 159,200 g for 40 minutes. 

The clarified supernatant of the cell lysate was loaded onto three columns connected 

in series- 5 ml HiTrapTM Heparin column (GE Life Sciences), 5 ml HiTrapTM SP HP 

(GE Life Sciences), 5 ml HiTrap Q HP (GE Life Sciences). The columns were 

equilibrated with Buffer B50 (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM 

DTT) before loading the supernatant. Flow through from this step was collected and 

45% ammonium sulfate was added followed by centrifugation in SS34 tubes placed in 

JA 25.5 rotor (Avanti High-Speed centrifuge) at 39,191 g, 4ᵒC for 20 minutes. The final 

ammonium sulfate concentration of the supernatant (45% ammonium sulfate) was 

made to 70% and again centrifuged in in SS34 tubes placed in JA 25.5 rotor (Avanti 

High-Speed centrifuge) at 39,191 g 4ºC for 20 minutes. The pellet from 75% 

ammonium sulphate precipitation was resuspended in 500 ml Buffer B0 (50 mM Tris-

Cl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT) and loaded onto a 5 ml HiTrap DEAE FF (GE Life 

Sciences) column equilibrated with Buffer B50. 4 ml fractions were collected in 20 

column volumes over a linear gradient of 0% to 100% of buffer B1000 (50 mM Tris-Cl 

pH 8, 1000 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT). The fractions with the highest 

purity were pooled and equal amount of buffer B50+2M(NH4)2SO4
  (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 

50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 2 M ammonium sulfate) was added. The 

protein solution was then loaded onto a 5 ml HiTrap Phenyl FF (low substitution) 

column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with buffer B50+2M(NH4)2SO4.  2 ml fractions were 

collected in 20 column volumes over a linear gradient of 0% to 100% of buffer B50. 

Pure fractions were dialysed against 2 L dialysis buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 50 mM 

NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM DTT) overnight. Dialysed McrBΔNWT protein solution 

was loaded onto an 8 ml MonoQ 10/100 GL column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated 

with Buffer B50. 2 ml fractions were collected over 20 column volumes using a linear 

gradient of 0% to 50% of buffer B1000. The pure fractions were pooled and 

concentrated using a 2 ml 10 kDa vivaspin2 concentrator (GE Life Sciences). 

Concentrated sample (500 μl) was washed with 5 ml buffer B100 (50 mM Tris-Cl pH 

8, 100 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT) to remove EDTA. The concentrated protein was then 

incubated with 2.5 mM GTP, 5 mM MgCl2 for 10 minutes at room temperature. Sample 

was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 g, 4ºC before loading onto 24 ml 
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Superdex200 10/300 GL column (GE Life Sciences) equilibrated with buffer B100+GTP 

(50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM GTP, 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT). Pure 

fractions were pooled and concentrated using a 2 ml 10 kDa Vivaspin2 concentrator 

(GE Life Sciences). The concentrated protein was washed with storage buffer (100 

mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.4 and 1 mM DTT) to remove GTP. The concentration 

of protein was estimated using Bradford reagent with BSA as standard (Bradford, 

1976). The purified protein was stored at -80ºC. 

 

4.2.3 Purification of selenomethionine labeled McrBΔN, McrBΔNWT and McrC 

McrB∆N has 8 methionines and McrC has 7 methionines. Selenomethionine 

derivatives of these proteins were generated for experimental phase determination. 

Selenomethionine labeled McrB∆N, McrB∆NWT and McrC were expressed using the 

same vector (pHIS17) and in same host strain (E. coli BL21 (AI)). The primary culture 

was grown using LB media containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin. 1 ml primary culture was 

pelleted at 3315 g, 10 minutes, 4ºC and resuspended in 1 L LeMaster’s minimal media 

(LeMaster & Richards, 1982).  Since the BL21 (AI) strain is not a methionine 

auxotroph, the cells were first grown in LeMaster’s minimal media containing 100 

μg/ml ampicillin in an incubator-shaker at 37°C in absence of methionine. All the 

minimal media components were bought from Sigma-Aldrich. At an OD of 0.3 (at 600 

nm), the temperature of incubator-shaker was reduced to 18°C and excess of amino 

acids – 100 mg each of lysine hydrochloride, phenylalanine and threonine, 50 mg each 

of leucine, isoleucine and valine were added to the culture along with 50 mg L-

selenomethionine. The excess of these amino acids is known to inhibit the methionine 

biosynthesis thus affecting the uptake of selenomethionine from the media (Van 

Duyne et al, 1993). After 15 minutes, the culture was induced with 0.06% w/v L-

arabinose. The culture was grown further overnight (15-16 hours) at 18°C. Cell 

harvesting and protein purification were similar to that described for unlabelled 

proteins in Chapter 2, section 2.2.2 and section 5.2.2.  

 

4.2.4 Purification of McrBC, McrBΔNC and McrBΔNWTC complex 

The individual subunits, purified separately, were mixed together to obtain the 

complexes. Complexation of McrB∆N constructs (both tagged and without a tag, 

labeled or unlabeled with selenomethionine) with McrC (selenomethionine labeled and 

unlabeled) was carried out using SEC as described in chapter 2, section 2.2.3.3.  
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4.2.5 Crystallization 

 

4.2.5.1 Initial Screening 

For preliminary crystallization trials, sitting drop vapor diffusion method was used. 96 

well plates were set with commercial crystallization screens from Hampton, Molecular 

Dimensions and Jena bioscience. 10 mg/ml protein was incubated with or without 

nucleotide (GTP, GDP, GDPNP obtained from Jena Bioscience) at 4°C in 

crystallization buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM 

DTT). The sample was centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes before setting up 

crystallization trials. 100 nL protein and 100 nL reservoir solution were mixed to set a 

crystallization nanodrop of 200 nL. The nanodrops were set using the Mosquito robotic 

liquid handler. The plates were incubated at 18ºC incubator. 

 

4.2.5.2 Fine Screening and optimisation 

Following the initial screening, final optimization of crystallization was carried out with 

larger drop sizes. For this 48-well sitting drop and 24 well hanging drop vapor diffusion 

method was used. In case of 48-well sitting drops, reservoir wells were filled with 200 

μl mother liquor and a drop of 0.5 μl of sample was mixed with 0.5 μl mother liquor. 24 

well hanging drop plates were set with reservoir wells containing 500 μl mother liquor.  

Crystallization drops were set by mixing 1 μl of the sample with 1 μl mother liquor. 

Coverslips for setting the hanging drops were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Grace 

Bio-Labs HybriSlip™ hybridization cover L × W × thickness 22 mm × 60 mm × 

0.25 mm). 

 

4.2.6 X-ray data collection and processing 

Initial screening for diffraction quality of crystals was carried out at in-house diffraction 

facility (Rigaku MicroMax 007 X-ray generator and Mar research 345D detector, IISER 

Pune). Crystals were cryoprotected by a gradual increment of cryoprotectant in 

reservoir buffer starting from 5% to a final concentration of 35% ethylene glycol with 

5% increment at each step. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the synchrotron 

facilities at Diamond Light Source (DLS), Oxfordshire, UK and European Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France. Indexing and processing of the 

diffraction data was done using iMosflm (Battye et al, 2011) or XDS (Kabsch, 2010). 

The processed data were scaled and merged using AIMLESS (Evans & Murshudov, 
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2013) in CCP4 suite (Winn et al, 2011). 5% of the reflections were set aside to 

calculate RFree during structure refinement.  

 

4.2.7 cryo-EM and image processing of McrB∆NWTC 

Grid preparation, data collection, 2D classification and 3D reconstructions were carried 

out by Dr. Vinothkumar Kutti at MRC LMB, Cambridge UK. McrB∆NWTC (henceforth 

referred as McrB∆NC in cryo-EM studies unless otherwise mentioned) was incubated 

with final concentrations of 1mM MgCl2 and 1mM GDPNP for 30 minutes at RT to 

initiate the assembly of complex and then kept on ice till EM grid preparation. The 

enzyme at concentrations between 2.5-3.5 mg/ml were applied to Quantifoil holey 

carbon grids (Au 300 mesh, 1.2/1.3) with blotting and freezing done with a manual 

plunger. The frozen grids were mounted on Titan Krios Autogrids and imaged with 

Falcon II detector in integration mode or on Falcon 3 detector in counting mode.  

Initially, data was collected at 47,000 x (calibrated magnification 80000 

corresponding to 1.75 Å/pixel) with a 4 second exposure and 49 frames were collected 

using EPU software (Tan et al, 2016). The movie frames were aligned using Unblur 

(Grant & Grigorieff, 2015) (Grant & Grigorieff, 2015) and frames 1 to 32 were summed 

and used for further processing. The summed image was used to determine the CTF 

using CTFFIND4 (Rohou & Grigorieff, 2015). From 492 micrographs, 74318 particles 

were automatically picked using 2D classes as templates from a previous data set in 

RELION 1.4 (Scheres, 2012) and extracted with a box size of 180 pixels. 

Subsequently, 2D classification was performed and classes with good features 

corresponding to 33905 particles were selected for further refinement. An initial model 

from the previous refinement determined using the 2D class averages and EMAN2 

(Tang et al, 2007) was used as a reference map for further 3D refinement with no 

symmetry imposed.  

The reported resolutions are after post-processing step of RELION with a soft 

mask applied and the effect of mask checked with phase randomization. With all the 

particles, the resolution after refinement and masking was 8.5 Å and the map was 

sharpened with a B-factor of -486. Some regions of the map, in particular, the 

hexameric region had poor density.  The refined particles were subjected to 3D 

classification into 6 classes with resolution limited to 12 Å. Two classes that showed 
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good features were individually selected for further 3D refinement. Reconstruction of 

class1 with 9411 particles resulted in an 8.5 Å map (B-factor -511) and class 2 with 

4921 particles resulted in a 9.8 Å map (B-factor of -539). Adding more particles, 

roughly 3 times more, didn’t result in significant improvement in the quality of the map 

or resolution. This could be simply because of the inherent flexibility of the molecule. 

 When the new Falcon 3 detector operating in counting mode became available 

McrB∆NC imaging was pursued again with the assumption that increase in DQE 

(Detective Quantum Efficiency) of the detector might result in better alignment and 

thus better maps. Data were collected with EPU and Falcon 3 detector in counting 

mode at 1.33 Å/pixel. Defocus range was set between 2.4 -3.6 um with 0.3 um step 

with autofocus routine performed every 8 um. The images were exposed for 60 

seconds with a total accumulated dose of ~19.5 e-/Å2 and dose fractionated into 75 

frames. The movies were grouped into 25 frames resulting in ~0.78 e-/frame and 

Unblur was used for alignment. The summed images were then used for automated 

particle picking with Gautomatch (http://www.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/kzhang/) with template 

derived from previous data collection and contrast transfer function (CTF) was 

estimated with Gctf (Zhang, 2016). 32579 particles were extracted with a box size of 

256 pixels and subjected to two rounds of 2D classification resulting in 15918 good 

particles (Figure 4.1). Further 3D auto-refinement, 3D classification and post-

processing were performed with RELION 2.0. The overall resolution of the map with 

all the particles was 7.4 Å and the B-factor sharpening of -524.  
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A

B

Figure 4.1. Cryo-EM images of McrBΔNC in presence of GDPNP. A) A small 
area of a micrograph of McrBΔNC, and B) Reference-free 2D class averages of 
McrBΔNC 
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4.3  Results 

 

4.3.1 Purification of McrB∆NWT 

McrB∆NWT was purified using a variety of columns and ammonium sulfate 

precipitation. Figure 4.2 A shows the representative gels corresponding to different 

steps of purification. The purity of the protein was lower than that of the histidine-

tagged protein at the final step of purification. However, I was able to remove many of 

the impurities when McrB∆NWTC complex was assembled and purified by size 

exclusion chromatography (Figure 4.2 B).  

 

4.3.2 Crystallization trials with the full-length McrBC complex 

Initial efforts were made to crystallize the full-length proteins- McrB and McrC 

individually, as well as the McrBC complex. Amongst these trials, only McrB 

complexed with non-hydrolysable GTP analog GDPNP crystallized (data not shown). 

The quality and diffraction of these crystals could not be improved. 

 

Figure 4.2. Purification of McrB∆NWT. A) SDS PAGE gels corresponding to 
different steps in purification of McrB∆NWT. Star indicates McrB∆NWT in each gel. 
L=lysate, P=pellet, S=supernatant, F= flow through. B) A chromatogram showing 
the complexation of McrB∆NWT and McrC along with the SDS PAGE of samples 
corresponding to McrB∆NWTC peak showing both the proteins in the complex. 
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4.3.3 Crystallization trials with the truncated protein- McrB∆N and McrB∆NC 

complex 

Since the full-length protein and its complex did not give any good crystals, 

crystallization of the truncated protein McrB∆N was also initiated.  This effort yielded 

crystals both in monomeric and oligomeric form (in presence of GDPNP) of the protein. 

In absence of nucleotide, the protein crystallized in a condition containing 0.2 M 

ammonium sulfate, 25% PEG 3350 and 0.1 M Tris-Cl pH 8.5. I tried to improve the 

size of these crystals using additive screens and changing protein concentration. 

Unfortunately, the size of these crystals could not be improved and they diffracted 

poorly despite much optimization efforts (Figure 4.3 A).  

 The oligomer of McrB∆N complexed with GDPNP, on the other hand, gave us 

multiple crystallization hits. Amongst these conditions, best crystals in terms of 

nucleation, size and reproducibility were obtained  in presence of 0.2 M potassium 

chloride (KCl), 16% PEG 4000 and 0.1 M Tris pH 7.4 (Figure 4.3 B). These crystals 

diffracted to about 8 Å in-house. The native crystals diffracted to about 4.5 Å at the 

synchrotron.  Crystals of selenomethionine derivative of McrB∆N complexed with 

GDPNP diffracted more poorly to about 5.4 Å. Multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion 

(MAD) data were collected for these crystals (Table 4.1). Calculation of unit cell 

dimensions and Mathew’s coefficient predicted two hexamers in the asymmetric unit 

(ASU). Each monomer of McrB∆N contains 8 methionines, giving rise to 48 selenium 

100 

µm 

100 

μm 
100 

μm 

100 

μm 

A B 

C D 

Figure 4.3. Images of McrB∆N (histidine-tagged) crystals. A) Crystals of McrB∆N 
obtained in absence of nucleotide, B) Crystals of McB∆N obtained in complex with 
GDPNP C) crystal of McrB∆NC obtained with GDPNP and D) crystal of McrB∆NC 
obtained with GDP. Protein concentration was 10 mg/ml and nucleotide 
concentration was 1 mM. 
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positions per hexamer. Due to the poor diffraction quality of the data efforts to locate 

the selenium position using single anomalous diffraction method failed.  

 Search for a solution by molecular replacement using other known AAA+ 

structures also failed. This could be due to the large inter-domain and inter-subunit 

movements and conformational heterogeneity, which has been observed amongst 

other AAA+ proteins. 

Table 4.1 Diffraction data-collection statistics of McrB∆N+GDPNP crystals 

  

 McrB∆NC complexed with both GDPNP and GDP was also crystallized but 

these crystals diffracted poorly (Figure 4.3 C, D). Significant time and efforts were 

spent to improve the diffraction quality of these crystals. While the McrB∆N+GDPNP 

crystal diffraction could be improved to 6.5 Å, the crystals obtained with GDP diffracted 

only to 9 Å. 

  

 

 

Native 
Native 

(synchrotron) 

Selenomethionine 

(in-house) Peak Inflection Remote 

Space group P21 P21 P21 P21 P21 

a (Å) 99.8 89.3 97.5 97.7 97.7 

b (Å) 129.2 118.6 129.0 128.9 129.2 

c (Å) 155.8 151.7 158.1 157.9 158.2 

 degrees 93.6 97.1 95.8 95.7 95.8 

Resolution 

(Å) 
20.0 - 8.0 50.0 - 4.5 50.0 - 5.4 50.0 - 5.4 50.0 - 5.4 

Rmerge 5.6 (30.3) 9.8 (50.8) 7.7 (53.8) 7.0 (89.8) 4.5 (67.7) 

Completion 90.7 (80.2) 94.6 (95.7) 
99.5 

(99.5) 

99.6 

(99.8) 

99.5 

(99.8) 

I/s (I) 17.7 (4.3) 7.5 (2.2) 8.3 (2.6) 9.6 (2.0) 13.7 (2.4) 

No. of 

molecules in 

ASU 

6 to 12 6 to 12 6 to 12 6 to 12 6 to 12 
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4.3.4 Self-rotation map  

Diffraction data analysis for crystals of McrB∆N+GDPNP lead to Matthew’s coefficient 

(Matthews, 1968) of 4.8 Å3/Da for 6 molecules in ASU (74.23% solvent content) and 

2.39 Å3/Da for 12 molecules in ASU with 48.5% solvent content. Since SEC-MALS 

data (Chapter 2 section 2.3.2.2) clearly showed the hexameric assembly of McrB∆N 

oligomer, a self-rotation map was calculated in P21 space group to locate any six-fold 

in ASU. Self-rotation Patterson map calculated using the MOLREP (Vagin & 

Teplyakov, 2010) revealed peaks corresponding to non-crystallographic symmetries, 

in addition to the crystallographic 2-fold arising from monoclinic symmetry (Figure 4.4 

A). Twelve peaks were located on the chi=180º self-rotation map section. Two 

significant peaks were observed in chi=60º section and three in chi=120º section. This 

observation suggested the occurrence of at least two 6-fold symmetry axes in the ASU 

and that the two 6-folds are related by 2-fold symmetry. 

 Since McrB was proposed to be a heptamer in earlier studies, a self-rotation 

map at chi=51.4º was also calculated.  No significant peak was noted in chi=51.4º 

section (Figure 4.4 B). Based on these observations it was concluded that the ASU 

contains two hexameric rings. The absence of 7-fold symmetry suggested that 

B A 

Figure 4.4. Self-rotation function map showing stereographic projection of 
McrB∆N+GDPNP in space group P21. Calculation with A) chi=60º show two peaks 
while in B) calculation with chi=51.4º do not show any significant peak, suggesting 
a hexameric symmetry in the ASU.  
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McrB∆N does not form a heptameric ring, which was consistent with the conclusions 

of the SEC-MALS analysis and cryo-EM 2D class averages discussed in chapter 2, 

section 2.3.2.2 and 2.3.6. 

 

4.3.5 Crystallization trials with truncated protein McrB∆NWT and McrB∆NWTC 

complex 

Another construct of McrB∆N lacking the C-terminal histidine tag (McrB∆NWT), was 

generated as an alternative for crystallization efforts. This construct showed 

biochemical properties of oligomerization in presence of GTP, complexation with McrC 

in presence of GTP and GTP hydrolysis (stimulated by McrC) similar to the tagged 

construct (data not shown). The crystals obtained with McrB∆NWT complexed with 

GDPNP did not show any improvement in resolution but the McrB∆NWTC complex 

bound to GDPNP diffracted better than its histidine-tagged counterpart. McrB∆NWTC 

crystals were successfully optimized in three conditions – i) 0.2 M sodium malonate 

pH 6 and 16% PEG 3350, ii) 0.1 M succinic acid pH 7 and 15% PEG 3350 and iii) 0.2 

M sodium citrate tribasic dehydrate and 16% PEG 3350. The crystals obtained with 

sodium malonate condition diffracted consistently better than the other two. Single-

wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) data were collected for these crystals grown 

from selenomethionine derivative of McrB∆NWTC (only McrB∆NWT labeled with 

selenomethionine) (Figure 4.5 A). These crystals will be referred to as Form I. The 

summary of diffraction data is presented in Table 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.5. Images of McrB∆NWTC (McrB∆N without histidine-tag) crystals. A) 
Crystals of McrB∆NWTC obtained with Na malonate condition, B) Crystals of 
McrB∆NWTC obtained with tacsimate condition in presence of GDPNP C) Crystals 
of McrB∆NWTC obtained with butanetriol condition. The protein concentration used 
for crystallization was 7 mg/ml in presence of 2.5 mM GDPNP 
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 During my efforts to obtain better quality diffraction data, I went back to 

crystallization screen and a new crystallization hit was obtained with 20% tacsimate 

pH 7 and 15% PEG 3350. I optimised crystallization in this condition and collected 

diffraction data for these crystals (Figure 4.5 B). This crystal had unit cell parameter 

similar to Form I crystals and there was no improvement in their diffraction quality.  

    Meanwhile, crystallization screen with a new molecular dimension screen 

MORPHEUS II yielded a third form of McrB∆NWTC crystal (Form II).  The condition 

consisted of 15% PEG3000, 20% 1,2,4-butanetriol, 1% NDSB 256 (Dimethyl-2-

hydroxyethylammoniumpropane sulfonate), 0.1 M MOPSO-Bis-Tris pH 6.5, 0.03 M 

each of sodium chloride, lithium sulphate and potassium sulphate. With these crystals 

(Figure 4.5 C), the resolution was improved to 4.4 Å along with a change in crystal 

form. The SAD data for these crystals is presented in Table 4.2.  

Mathew’s coefficient for Form I was 2.89 Å3/Da (57.39% solvent content) with 

two McrB∆NWTC tetradecamers in the ASU. Mathew’s coefficient for Form II crystal 

was 2.81 Å3/Da (56.2% solvent content) with a tetradecamer in the ASU. A self-rotation 

Table 4.2 Diffraction data-collection statistics of McrB∆NC+GDPNP crystals 

 

 

Table 5.2  Dffraction data-collection statistics of McrB∆N+GDPNP crystals 

 

Crystal form 

I

Crystal form 

II

Space group P21 P21

a (Å) 185.7 104.1

b (Å) 145.9 144.8

c (Å) 213.6 186.4

 (degree) 93.9 91.7

Resolution (Å) 50 - 4.5 50-4.4

Rmerge 11.3 (90.0) 9.9 (81.1)

Completion 98.4 (82.5) 99.9 (100 0

I/ (I) 7.6 (1.4) 16.6 (3.2)

No. of McrBC 

in ASU

2 1

Mathew’s 

Coefficient

2.89 Å3/Da 2.81 Å3/Da
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map calculated for the diffraction data from Form I or Form II crystals did not yield any 

information about the symmetry of the molecules in the ASU. Incorporation of selenium 

was judged from X-ray fluorescence scan of the crystal at the synchrotron. In Form I 

crystals only McrB had selenomethionine and there were 196 of them in the ASU. 

Form II had selenomethionine in both McrB and McrC and there were 112 of them in 

the ASU. A complete anomalous diffraction data was collected at the energy edge of 

selenium for both the crystals. Attempts were made to locate the position of selenium. 

Different programs including Phaser EP (McCoy et al, 2007), AUTOSOL (Terwilliger 

et al, 2009) and CRANK2 (Skubak & Pannu, 2013) were used to locate the positions. 

Selenium positions thus obtained were used to calculate phases. Density modified 

maps were calculated using the phases. None of the maps gave interpretable electron 

density. This could be because of failure to obtain the correct solution for selenium 

positions.  

 

4.3.6 The dumbbell-shaped density of McrB∆NC 

While crystallographic studies were being carried out, we initiated cryo-EM studies on 

McrBC. This study resulted in three different maps. All the three maps at resolutions 

7.4 Å, 8.5 Å and 9.8 Å provided a clear picture of the architecture of McrBC complex. 

The EM map revealed a double-tiered arrangement of two rings bridged by a neck 

resembling a dumbbell of length ~150 Å (Figure 4.6 A). The ring-like density had a 

diameter of ~105 Å and appeared to be made up of six segments (Figure 4.6 A, B). 

The two rings were interpreted to correspond to the oligomers of McrB∆N, while the 

density bridging them to that of McrC. The double-tiered structure of stacked 

hexameric rings is not uncommon and has been observed in type I AAA+ proteins, 

such as MCM and SV40 Large T antigen (SV40 LTAG), in the form of a dodecamer. 

The similar stacked arrangement of rings is seen in type II AAA+ proteins that have 

two AAA+ domains in a single polypeptide.  However, unlike the previous 

examples, the rings of McrB do not stack against each other but instead sandwich the 

nuclease McrC. Interestingly, this arrangement of the AAA+ rings sandwiching the 

nuclease is reminiscent of chaperone-protease assemblies, such as the eukaryotic 

19S-20S proteasome complex, archaeal PAN-20S proteasome complex, and the 

bacterial ClpA-ClpP complex (Bedford et al, 2010; Carroni et al, 2014; Medalia et al, 

2009). In all these complexes, the proteases are sandwiched between two parallel 
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rings of the AAA+ chaperones. In McrBC, the two rings are not parallel to one another 

but are tilted with respect to each other by about 26º (Figure 4.6 C, D). 

  Comparison of the 8.5 and 9.8 Å maps revealed differences in the orientation 

of the two hexamers with respect to each other. Superposition of the densities of 

hexamer 2 from the three map clearly showed the difference in orientation of hexamer 

1 (Figure 4.7 A, B). This inherent conformational plasticity of McrBC hindered our 

efforts to obtain a higher-resolution EM map, despite the addition of more particles for 

averaging. 

  

90

º

Hexamer 1

Hexamer 2

105 

Å

150 

Å

90

º

A

C D

B

26 

Hexamer 1

Hexamer 2

Figure 4.6. Architecture of McrB∆NC complex. A) Front and side view of 
dumbbell shaped 7.4 Å electron density map of McrB∆NC complex. B) Top view of 
both hexamers separated from the complex, showing density for six subunits. C) 
Top view of McrB∆NC complex showing both hexamer 1 along with hexamer 2 
indicating a staggered arrangement of the two hexamers. D) An image of McrB∆NC 
complex showing the angle between the two hexamers measured as the angle 
between the planes passing through the hexameric rings. The planes were 
generated and angles calculated using Chimera 
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4.3.7 Modeling the structure of McrBN hexamers 

The quality of the 7.4 Å map of McrB∆NC was sufficient to visualize many of the 

secondary structures. This gave us the confidence to build a model of the assembly. 

The modeling involved two stages – (i) building a model of the two hexameric McrB∆N 

rings, and (ii) building a model of McrC. This section discusses the results of my effort 

to model the McrBN hexamer. The boundaries of the six subunits that constitute a 

McrB∆N oligomer could be visually identified in the map. Also, the densities 

corresponding to the N-terminal and the C-terminal domains of each of the AAA+ folds 

could be delineated. The characteristic structure of the N-terminal domain (NTD) of a 

AAA+ fold having a -sheet sandwiched between -helices was clearly visible, and so 

was the largely -helical C-terminal domain (CTD).   

  

Figure 4.7. Superimposition of two McrB∆NC maps. A) Front and B) side view 
of superimposed 9.8 Å (Grey) and 8.5 Å (Olive) maps showing the conformational 
differences between hexamer 1 of the two maps. The 9.8 Å map was superimposed 
on hexamer 2 of 8.5 Å map with a correlation of 0.62 and images were prepared 
using Chimera.  

90 º

A
B
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 The features of the density facilitated modeling of McrB∆N through docking. 

Based on amino acid sequence analysis, McrB∆N has been grouped along with the 

bacterial enhancer binding protein (bEBP) into clade VI of AAA+ superfamily 

A B C

NTD

CTD

D

Figure 4.8. Building the model for McrB∆N subunit. Images showing the fitting 
of different molecular models - A) PspF (PDB ID 2C96), B) CsoCbbQ (PDB ID 
5C3C) and C) molecular model generated in silico using homology modeling (see 
Results). D) Image of a complete McrB∆NWT model fit into electron density of one 
subunit of McrB∆NWTC complex. Inset shows the magnified view highlighting the 
goodness of fit of the model into the electron density. The images were prepared 
in Chimera. 
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(Erzberger & Berger, 2006). Therefore, for docking, I initially started with the structure 

of a subunit of the bEBP PspF (PDB ID: 2C96). The AAA+ fold of PspF was individually 

docked onto the density of each subunit of McrB∆N that was delineated as described 

above, and the NTD and the CTD rigid-body fitted using COOT (ref). An inspection of 

the fitted coordinates showed that the CTD did not fit as well as the NTD (Figure 4.8 

A). One of the striking differences was that the density for the CTD of the subunits of 

McrB∆N indicated the presence of five helices, while the CTD of PspF, as in the case 

of most other AAA+ proteins, has only four.  

 As an alternative, homology models of McrB∆N were generated using the I- 

TASSER server (Roy et al, 2010; Yang & Zhang, 2015; Zhang, 2008). One of the 

templates identified by the program for the model building was the AAA+ protein Cso-

CbbQ (PDB ID: 5C3C). It was noticed that the C-terminal domain of Cso-CbbQ was 

made of five helices and that this domain fit well into the density. The N-terminal 

domain of Cso-CbbQ also fit reasonably well into the density (Figure 4.8 B). Despite 

McrB∆N and Cso-CbbQ share a relatively low sequence identity of about 29%, and 

the two proteins are grouped into different clades of AAA+ family (Cso-CbbQ is 

included in Clade VII), Cso-CbbQ was found to be a good structural template for 

McrB∆N. I used I-TASSER to homology model the N-terminal domain of McrB∆N and 

Swiss-Model (Arnold et al, 2006; Biasini et al, 2014; Bordoli et al, 2009) to model the 

C-terminal domain using Cso-CbbQ as the template. Using these homology models, 

the structure of McrB∆N was built by docking and rigid-body fitting the two domains in 

each of the protomer density (Figure 4.8 C & 4.9). In addition, a rigid body fit for the 

Loop 1 (residues 245 to 255) of the N-terminal domain was also done as it was 

significantly outside the density.  

Despite the quality of map being good, the lower resolution of the data prevented us 

from locating the nucleotides (GDPNP) bound to the McrBN hexamers with 

confidence. 
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4.3.8 Architecture of the McrBN hexamer 

As discussed above, the model of the two domains of McrBN could be fit well into 

the density corresponding to each subunit. The density of Loop 1 and Loop 2, which 

are characteristic of Clade VI of AAA+ family, was clearly visible. Both the hexamers 

form a ring-like structure, in which the subunits are related not by a perfect but rather 

by a pseudo 6-fold symmetry. The angle of rotations relating the neighboring segments 

A B C

D E F

Loop 1

Loop 2

CTD

NTD

Figure 4.9. Goodness of fit between model and electron density map. Images 
showing the overall fitting of the final model- N-terminal domain (NTD), C-terminal 
domain (CTD) and loops, Loop 1 and Loop 2,-  into segmented electron density 
corresponding to the six protomers of hexamer 1.  
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of density corresponding to the individual subunits varies from 56º to 68º. These values 

were obtained by superimposing the neighboring segments using Chimera. The 

quality of superimposition was judged by cross-correlation values, which was better 

than 0.93.   

 The deviation from 6-fold symmetry appears to be the result of differences in 

the interface formed between neighboring subunits. Visually clear gaps could be seen 

at interfaces between some of the neighboring subunits. The modeled structures of 

the two McrBN hexamers were used to calculate the area buried between the six 

different interfaces that exist per ring using the software QtPISA (Krissinel, 2010; 

Krissinel & Henrick, 2007) (Figure 4.10 A). Three of the subunit interfaces in each ring 

had a buried surface area approximately equal to or greater than 1500 Å2. The other 

three interfaces had buried surface area less than 1200 Å2. The calculation included 

side chain positions as obtained from homology modeling. Consequently, the buried 

surface area calculated is an approximate indicator of the interface contacts between 

the subunits.  

 For convenience, the subunits of the hexamer were named A to F in the 

clockwise direction when viewed from the top (Figure 4.10 A).  The subunit that 

transited from being part of an interface with the lower buried surface area to an 

interface with the higher buried surface area was called A.  I found that the centroid of 

each of the subunit did not deviate much from the plane of the ring (Figure 4.10 B). 

This suggested that the subunits did not adopt a spiral arrangement, which has been 

noted in case of many other AAA+ proteins (Huang et al, 2016; Yokom et al, 2016). 

Apart from differences in the interface area, the subunits also showed variation in inter-

domain orientation. Superimposition of NTD of all the subunits of McrBN hexamer 

showed the inter-domain movement of the CTD (Figure 4.10 C). However, no direct 

correlation could be deduced between the change in inter-domain orientation with that 

of either the interface buried surface area or the location of McrC (see below). 
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Figure 4.10. The asymmetric interface of McrB∆N hexamer. A) Segmented 
electron density of corresponding to the subunits of McrB∆N highlighting the 
asymmetry in the interface of different subunits due to variable buried surface area. 
The buried surface area at the subunit interfaces for both hexamer 1 and hexamer 
2 are given. B) Top view and side view of a plane passing through NTD of different 
subunits and their centroids indicating lack of a spiral opening in the ring. C) 
Alignment of NTD of different subunits showing conformational heterogeneity of 
CTD. The figure also highlights the conformational flexibility of Loop 1, which was 
rigid body fitted into the density individually for each subunit.  

 

 

A
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D

E

979/1057 Å2

1053/1052 Å2

1138/1202 Å2

1719/1752 Å2

1633/1801 Å2

1493/1514 Å2

90º
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E
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B C

Figure 5.9. The asymmetric interface of McrB∆NWT hexamer. A) Molecular model of McrB∆NWT

showing the asymmetry in interface of different subunits due to variable buried surface area. B) 

Top view and side view of a plane passing through NTD of different subunits and their centroids 

indicating lack of a spiral opening in the ring. C) Alignment of NTD of different subunits showing 

conformational heterogeneity of CTD. All images were prepared in Chimera. 
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4.3.9 Model of McrC 

Modeling the two hexameric rings of McrB∆N allowed to clearly delineate the density 

corresponding to McrC (Figure 4.11 B). The density appeared to have 2-fold symmetry 

(Figure 4.11 C), possibly corresponding to a dimer of McrC. The density could be 

divided into three segments, a segment that appeared to be made of -helices 

sandwiching a -sheet, a second segment corresponding to all -helical densities and 

from which jutted out a shaft-like long and thin density. The -- segment formed the 

dimeric interface (Figure 4.11 D).  

As there is no structure of a close homolog of McrC available, as a first step to 

model the structure of McrC I carried out a sequence based secondary structure 

prediction of McrC (Figure 4.11 A). The prediction indicated that the secondary 

structure till first 180 amino acids was predominantly -helical, while the remaining C-

terminal residues were formed of the -- structure. Amidst the -helices at the N-

terminus, there was a long stretch of residues (from residue number 60 to 100) that 

appeared to take an extended conformation to possibly form a long loop corresponding 

to the shaft-like density. As the conformation of the loop could not be ascertained from 

the density, this region was left unstructured. Based on the density, the helices could 

be modeled in the all -helical segment, which will be referred to as the helical domain. 

However, the polarity of the helices and the connectivity between them could not be 

assigned unambiguously.  

In silico homology modeling of the N-terminal sequence did not yield a model 

resembling the arrangement of the helices that was obtained through interpretation of 

the density. Modelling of the C-terminal / region of McrC using I-TASSER yielded a 

model with a hypothetical protein from Vibrio cholerae (PDB id: 1XMX) as the template 

(C-score -3.5). This model could be docked on to the -- segment and rigid body fit 

using COOT.  
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B C

Loop

Helical 
domain

Catalytic 
domain

D

Hexamer 1

Hexamer 2

A

Figure 4.11. Building a model for McrC. A) Secondary structure prediction of 
McrC using Phyre server. Red box indicates the N-terminal helical domain of McrC, 
the region in black boxe highlight the possible extended loop residues. B) Cut-
through side view of McrB∆NWTC showing the density for McrC. The hexamer 1 
and hexamer 2 top views indicate that the central pore of McrB∆NWT ring is blocked 
by McrC B) Segmented electron density of McrC dimer showing a 2-fold symmetry. 
C) Fitting of McrC model in catalytic domain and helices in helical domain. Spheres 
in the loop region were placed due to lack of information about loop conformation 
at this resolution. All the images were prepared in Chimera  
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4.3.10  Architecture of McrC 

The model of McrC allowed us to study its architecture. Based on the density, two 

subunits of McrC related by 2-fold symmetry could be modeled. McrC belongs to the 

PD…D/EXK family of nucleases (Pieper & Pingoud, 2002), which are generally found 

to be dimers (Kosinski et al, 2005). Each subunit of McrC comprises of three domains 

– the N-terminal helical domain, the shaft, and the C-terminal -- domain. The --

 structure is consistent with other members of the PD…D/EXK family of nucleases, 

such as FokI, which have their catalytic domain made of -helices sandwiching a -

sheet. Henceforth, the -- domain will be referred to as the catalytic domain. The 

catalytic domain forms the dimeric interface (Figure 4.11 D). As mentioned above, the 

fold of the helical domain and the structure of loop could not be ascertained. 

   

4.3.11  Interaction of McrC with McrB∆N 

The architecture of the complex revealed that the helical domain and the shaft from 

each subunit of McrC interacted with the subunits of the hexameric McrBN to form 

the dumbbell structure. The shaft inserts into the pore of the hexameric ring from the 

bottom (Figure 4.11 B). The C-terminal catalytic domain of McrC did not interact with 

McrBN. The interaction between McrC and the subunits of the McrBN hexamer was 

found to be asymmetric (Figure 4.12 and 4.13). Amongst the six subunits, the 

interaction of McrC with the C subunit was most extensive (Figure 4.12 and 4.13). The 

helical domain of McrC interacted with both NTD (approximately around residue 335 

to 338) and CTD (approximately around residue 437 to 439). The shaft interacted with 

Loop 1 and the region preceding it. The helical domain also interacted with the region 

around residues 335-338 and 437-439 of subunit D, while the tip of the shaft interacted 

with the tip of Loop 1. The subunits A, B, E and F, had little interaction with McrC 

except for the interaction of the tip of Loop 1 with the tip of the shaft (Figure 4.13). The 

interaction of the tip of the shaft with the tip of Loop 1 of all the six subunits of McrBN 

blocks the mouth of the pore of the ring (Figure 4.11 B).  
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Subunit D

A B

Subunit A Subunit B Subunit E Subunit F

Subunit C

C

Figure 4.12. Interaction of McrC with different subunits of McrB∆NWT. 
Segmented electron density of McrC (Orange) showing A) interaction with subunit 
C via its loop and helical domain, B) interaction with subunit D via the tip of the loop 
and helical domain and C) interaction with other subunits via tip of the loop. 
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4.4  Discussion 

In this chapter, I have presented the architecture of the McrBNC complex. This study 

provides unambiguous proof that McrBNC is made of two hexameric rings of McrBN 

bridged by a dimer of McrC. This assembly is consistent with the results from SEC-

MALS analysis, which revealed that both McrBC and McrBNC are made of twelve 

subunits of McrB/McrBN and two subunits McrC. The density map and the structure 

modeled based on the map revealed a pseudo 6-fold symmetrical arrangement of the 

six subunits in each hexamer and highlighted its asymmetric interaction with McrC. 

This architecture is reminiscent of the assembly of the  subunit inside the F1 ATPase 

catalytic subunit. 

 

4.4.1 A model for McrC-stimulated GTPase activity of McrB 

The structure of McrBNC assembly provides insights into a possible mechanism of 

McrB GTPase activity and its stimulation by McrC. In the complex, interfaces AB, BC, 

and CD have higher buried surface area (>1500 Å2) than DE, EF and FA (<1200 Å2). 

Studies on AAA+ proteins, E1 protein from bovine papillomavirus, Hsp104, HsIVU and 

A 

B 

F 

C 

D 

E 

Figure 4.13. Interaction of McrC with different subunits of McrB∆N. Bottom view 
of the hexamer showing interaction of helical domain of McrC (orange) with different 
subunits. The helical domain interacts only with subunit C and D. 
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PspF, have shown nucleotide-dependent inter-subunit movement resulting in higher 

buried surface area at interfaces where the nucleotide is bound (Enemark & Joshua-

Tor, 2006; Taylor et al, 2012; Wang et al, 2001; Wendler et al, 2009). Accordingly, in 

McrB∆N hexamer, although the density did not reveal the presence of nucleotide, it 

was assumed that the interfaces AB, BC and CD having higher buried surface area to 

be GDPNP bound, as the experiment was performed in presence of GDPNP.  

Previous studies found that McrB has a higher affinity for GTP than GDP 

(Pieper et al, 1997), leading to the conclusion that the stimulation is a result of McrC 

promoting catalysis rather than modulation of GDP-GTP exchange. The structure 

reveals that McrC makes extensive contact only with the C and D subunits of McrB. 

As discussed above, the CD interface is expected to be GTP bound. Consequently, 

the interaction of McrC with subunits C and D, I propose, would promote hydrolysis. 

The structure suggests that the helical domain of McrC interacts with a region 

corresponding to residues 335-338 of McrB. It has previously been shown that 

mutation of the R337 of McrB increases rate of GTP hydrolysis (Pieper et al, 1999), 

mimicking the situation when McrB is complexed with McrC. It is possible that McrC 

remodels this region to stimulate GTP hydrolysis. The nature of the remodeling is not 

clear from the density.  
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Figure 4.14.Model for sequential GTP hydrolysis by McrB∆NC Each subunit is 
depicted by different blocks color coded as in figure 5.9. The subunits are labelled 
at the center of colored blocks while the three possible states- T- GTP bound, D/E- 
GDP bound or Empty and T/E- GTP bound or empty- are mentioned at the 
interfaces. McrC (orange triangle at centre) interacts asymmetrically with hexamer 
making additional contacts at CD interface for GTP hydrolysis. After hydrolysis, 
McrC moves to next nucleotide bound site i.e the BC interface while CD interface 
becomes empty or ADP bound. 
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Based on the asymmetric interaction of McrC and variable interface indicating 

different nucleotide occupancy, I propose a sequential GTP hydrolysis model for the 

McrBC motor (Figure 4.14). According to this model, the CD interface, interacting with 

McrC, is the hydrolysis activated state (T). Upon GTP hydrolysis, the CD interface 

would convert to an interface with ADP bound (D) or empty (E) state. With the current 

data, it cannot be ascertained whether the DE and EF interfaces are empty or ADP 

bound. I propose that following these states the AF interface would be ready to bind 

to incoming GTP thus being in a T/E state. This would lead to the formation of the GTP 

bound AB interface. For sequential hydrolysis of GTP, McrC will have to rotate in a 

direction opposite to the direction of GTP hydrolysis (Figure 4.14). 

 

4.4.2 The architecture of McrB∆NC shows lack of putative Sensor 2 

In chapter 3, I tried to locate the Sensor 2 motif in McrB. In the model for McrB∆NC, it 

was observed that the proposed Sensor 2 arginine in the CTD is actually located far 

away from the P-loop (Figure 4.15). Instead, two polar residue serine and histidine are 

positioned close to the P-loop. In the sequence alignment of McrB with its homologs 

(Chapter 3 section 3.3.1), these residues were conserved instead of the arginine. 

Thus, McrB might have a non-canonical Sensor 2 having residues serine or histidine 

instead of arginine.  

 

R404

P-loop

Figure 4.15. Position of proposed 
Sensor 2 residue R404. The model 
for subunit A showing the position of 
Arg404 which was proposed to be the 
Sensor 2 of McrB in Chapter 3. The 
model shows the position of the 
residue away from the P-loop thus 
explaining no effect of mutagenesis. 
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4.4.3 Implication of McrB∆NC architecture on probable modes of DNA loading 

Hexameric ring helicases have been shown to interact and translocate their DNA 

substrates via loops projecting at the center of the pore (Abid Ali et al, 2016; Gai et al, 

2016; Georgescu et al, 2017). Different modes of assembly have been observed for 

different helicases. For example, the hexameric ring of SV40 LTag and Papillomavirus 

E1 protein have been shown to assemble around the origin DNA, while eukaryotic 

MCM which exist as a split ring loads with the help of the helicase loader ORC/Cdc6. 

Whether McrBC disassembles and then assemble around DNA or the rings of McrB 

open in presence of DNA need to be deciphered with further studies. 

 The current structure of McrB∆NC, observed in this work, however, adds a 

complication for possible McrBC DNA interaction. The complex has a closed 

architecture with the entry of the pore blocked by McrC. For the DNA to thread through 

the pore, either by assembling around DNA or by ring opening, will require dislocation 

of the McrC shaft. Since McrC dislocation does not seem favorable for maintaining 

McrB and McrC interactions that appear important for coupled GTPase and nuclease 

activity, the only possibility in such a scenario will be opening of the ring wide enough 

to accommodate both DNA and McrC. Such a process would require a large 

rearrangement of the complex. The other possibility for McrBC and DNA interaction 

can be via wrapping of DNA around the molecule without being threaded into the 

central pore. With the current information, these models cannot be substantiated and 

further studies are required to dissect out the mode of DNA loading by this translocase.  

 

To summarise, in this chapter, I showed the architecture of McrB∆NC complex 

showing an asymmetric hexameric ring along with the asymmetric interaction of McrC 

with different subunits. Based on these observations, I proposed a sequential rotary 

GTPase mechanism for McrB∆NC. I also showed that McrC plugs the pore of the McrB 

ring. With the knowledge of its molecular architecture, I now initiated stopped-flow 

kinetic studies of the complex to understand the kinetic mechanism of GTPase activity 

of McrBC and its DNA loading. The final chapter of this thesis describes my efforts to 

observe and decipher the kinetics of McrBC motor in real time.  

4.4.4 Structure determination using crystal diffraction data: In this chapter I also 

described crystallographic studies on McrBN and McrBNC, which allowed me to 

obtain higher resolution diffraction data sets for both the systems. I proceeded with 
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using the models of McrBN hexameric ring and McrBNC obtained from the cryo-

EM map for molecular replacement (MR) by PHASER (McCoy, 2007). Unambiguous 

MR solutions were obtained for the different data set. Using the calculated phases 

obtained using the MR solutions, we plan to identify the positions of seleniums in the 

SAD data sets using anomalous difference Fourier map. We plan to combine the 

experimental phases obtained from the selenium positions with the partial calculated 

phases obtained from the MR solution to determine the crystal structures of McrBN 

and McrBNC. A detailed comparison of the two structures will provide us with the 

mechanism of McrC-stimulated GTP hydrolysis by McrB. 
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Chapter 5 

Pre-steady-state kinetic studies on McrB and McrBC 

 

5.1  Introduction 

As discussed earlier, the McrB GTPase motor belonging to AAA+ family assembles 

into higher oligomers both in presence and absence of nucleotides (Chapter 2). GTP 

hydrolysis has been shown to be essential for the endonucleolytic activity of McrBC 

(Gast et al, 1997; Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997; Sutherland et al, 1992). In 

Chapter 2, I showed that GTP drives the formation of a stable hexameric assembly of 

McrB and tetradecameric assembly of McrBC independent of protein concentration. 

This was followed by observations on the structural features of McrB∆N complex 

based on which I had proposed that McrBC complex might hydrolyze GTP in a 

sequential manner. To further understand the mechanism of the assembly of McrBC 

and its GTPase activity, it is important to understand the rate-limiting steps that govern 

these reactions. In order to understand whether the two complexes have a similar 

mode of assembly, I probed the oligomerization kinetics of McrB both in presence and 

absence of McrC. Towards this, I carried out stopped-flow studies using intrinsic 

tryptophan fluorescence of McrB and McrC to monitor oligomerization in conjunction 

with pre-steady state GTP hydrolysis by McrBC. This study was important to establish 

if oligomerization was a prerequisite for GTP hydrolysis. Previous studies have shown 

that DNA has no or little effect on steady-state GTPase activity of McrBC (Panne et al, 

1999; Pieper et al, 1997). To understand whether this observation holds true even for 

pre-steady-state, I carried out GTPase study of McrB in presence of DNA. 

As GTP is ubiquitous in the cellular milieu, it is expected that McrBC will exist 

as a tetradecameric complex before encountering substrate DNA, which could be 

linear, closed circular or super-coiled. Many of the DNA metabolizing enzymes like 

helicases and translocases have been shown to have a multi-subunit hexameric ring 

architecture. These enzymes mostly belong to either AAA+ family or RecA family of 

ATPase and function by translocating DNA through the central pore of the ring. While 

the toroidal shape of these motors provides a higher processivity it also poses an 

inherent challenge to load and encircle DNA. The process of DNA loading by these 

protein complexes requires a high regulation necessary to control the DNA replication. 

Unfoldases, associated with proteasome machinery also translocate peptides through 
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the center of the pore. In these motors, the substrate, upon recognition, is threaded 

from the top of the ring. However, in case of hexameric helicases and translocases 

like FtsK, DnaB, T7gp4, MCM, SV40 LTag, rho terminase (both AAA+ and RecA 

family) (O'Shea & Berger, 2014), the threading model does not seem to hold true as 

these proteins work on large DNA substrates which are sometimes circular or do not 

have free ends. Even though the shape and architecture of these helicases and 

translocases are known for quite some time, the knowledge of the mode of their 

loading onto DNA has just started to emerge.  With the availability of high-resolution 

structures of these helicases coupled with in vitro studies, we now have a better 

mechanistic description of how a helicase interacts with the separated single strands. 

But such information is lacking in case of double-strand DNA translocases which are 

important for cellular processes like DNA recombination and repair.     

 There are two possible modes for assembly of these complexes- either they 

assemble around the substrate or the ring has to open in a clamp-like fashion to 

accommodate sliding of DNA into the central pore. The former model is shown for 

proteins which assemble into oligomeric structures in presence of substrate like- 

Figure 5.1. Possible modes for a close ring molecule to load onto DNA. Schematic 
diagram showing binding of a closed hexameric ring to DNA by A) disassembling upon 
DNA interaction and then assembling around substrate, B) opening with the help of a 
chaperone, C) opening without chaperone or D) instead of ring opening, wrapping DNA 
around the ring during translocation.  
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papillomavirus protein E1 (Schuck & Stenlund, 2005; Schuck & Stenlund, 2011), SV40 

LTag (Chang et al, 2013; Dean et al, 1992; Gomez-Lorenzo et al, 2003; Valle et al, 

2000) and FtsK (Ben-Yehuda et al, 2003; Crozat & Grainge, 2010; Massey et al, 2006). 

In case of helicases like T7 gp4 and MCM, it is proposed that these proteins exist as 

heptamers (Toth et al, 2003; Yu et al, 2002), and upon DNA interaction lose one 

subunit, converting into a hexamer along with creating a gap through which substrate 

can slip into the ring (Costa et al, 2006; Crampton et al, 2006). Some hexameric 

helicases like DnaB, employ  a chaperone or loader like DnaC which help open the 

preformed ring to load onto substrate DNA (Arias-Palomo et al, 2013). Then there is 

an example of rho transcription terminator whose crystal structure showed an open 

split “Lock washer” like the shape of the ring in presence its substrate (Skordalakes & 

Berger, 2003). Based on these studies and knowledge about the architecture of 

McrBC, one can imagine it to bind to its substrates in one of the four following ways. 

A) Assembly around the substrate; B) use McrC as a chaperone to open the ring and 

load onto the substrate; C) undergo ring opening in response to the substrate; D) 

interact only through its N-terminal domains by DNA wrapping (Figure 5.1 ).  

 In this Chapter, I used the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of the protein to 

observe conformational changes under different protein DNA mixing regimes in a 

millisecond time resolution stopped-flow spectroscopy set up. This study was 

complemented with studies on DNA binding and GTPase activity of the protein under 

similar mixing regimes. In the light of results obtained, this chapter discusses the 

plausibility of different models for McrBC loading on double-stranded DNA (dsDNA).  

 

5.2  Materials and Methods 

 

5.2.1 Protein purification 

McrB and McrC were purified as described previously. Before starting the 

experiments, protein concentration was re-estimated from the absorbance at OD280 

using extinction coefficient 74720 M-1 cm-1 for McrB, 54780 M-1 cm-1 for McrC and 

37360 M-1 cm-1 for McrBΔN. In all the experiments discussed below, McrB and McrC 

were added in 4:1 molar ratios. In the following sections, a mix of McrB and McrC 

without nucleotide will be referred to as McrB+McrC and the mix incubated with GTP 

will be referred as McrBC. 
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5.2.2 Oligonucleotide  

The specific methylated DNA, mDNA, was designed similar to the 60 bp binding 

oligonucleotide used in DNA binding studies (EMSA) in Chapter 2, except that mDNA 

contained methylation only in top strand. For mDNA, following oligonucleotides were 

annealed in 10 mM Tris pH 8.  

MB60MSPI-1F GCCGGGTAACCCGGGTAAGTCCGGGTAAGA/i5HydMe-

dC/CGGTAGTTCGGTATCGAGGGGTAGGCCGC 

MB60SPI-1R GCGGCCTACCCCTCGATACCGAACTACCGGTCTTACCCGGAC

TTACCCGGGTTACCCGGC 

 

The non-specific DNA substrate (sequence-wise similar to mDNA), nmDNA (non-

methylated), was also generated by annealing following oligonucleotides in 10 mM 

Tris pH 8. 

MB60SPI-1F GCCGGGTAACCCGGGTAAGTCCGGGTAAGACCGGTAGTTCG

GTATCGAGGGGTAGGCCGC 

MB60SPI-1R GCGGCCTACCCCTCGATACCGAACTACCGGTCTTACCCGGAC

TTACCCGGGTTACCCGGC 

 

Annealing was done by mixing the two oligonucleotides in equimolar amounts followed 

by heating at 99ºC and the cooling gradually till 25ºC at a rate of 1ºC per second using 

a thermocycler. 

 For anisotropy experiments, 6-carboxy-2′,4,4′,5′,7,7′-hexachlorofluorescein 

(Hex) was added to 5′-terminus of MB60MSPI-1F or MB60SPI-1F. The labeled 

MB60MSPI-1F and MB60SPI-1F were annealed with unlabeled MB60SPI-1R to 

generate methylated and non-methylated substrate DNA respectively. The 

oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. (IDT). 

 

5.2.3 Steady-state tryptophan fluorescence measurements 

Steady-state tryptophan fluorescence was measured at 25°C using Horiba FluoroMax 

4 spectrometer with Λex = 297 nm (slit width 5 nm). Emission spectra was collected 

from 307 nm to 407 nm (slit width = 5 nm). Final concentration of reactants (as 

mentioned in different experiments) were 500 nM McrB, 125 nM McrC, 1 mM 
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nucleotide (GTP, GDP, GDPNP or GTPγS) and 500 nM mDNA in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM 

Tris pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT.   

 

Correcting inner filter effect: 

The inner filter effect of different ligands (nucleotides or DNA) was corrected by using 

500 nM tryptophan solution with 1 mM nucleotide (GTP, GDP, GDPNP or GTPγS) or 

500 nM DNA (specific mDNA1) in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 

mM DTT.  

 

5.2.4 Stopped-flow intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence kinetic study 

Tryptophan fluorescence was measured at 25°C using the SF61-DX2 stopped-flow 

fluorimeter (TgK Scientific, UK) with excitation at 297 nm (4 nm bandwidth) and a 320 

nm band pass filter (Schott WG320). Reactants in all experiments were mixed in 1:1 

ratio from syringe C and syringe D and the reaction was monitored over a time period 

of 0 s-180 s in logarithmic acquisition mode. Final concentrations of reactants in all 

experiments (as mentioned in different experiments) were 500 nM McrB/McrBΔN, 125 

nM McrC, 1 mM GTP, 1 mM GTPγS, 500 nM mDNA and 500 nM nmDNA in 50 mM 

KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT.  

 

5.2.5 Stopped-flow pre-steady-state GTPase rate measurements 

GTP hydrolysis by McrB and McrB+McrC were measured by using the phosphate 

binding protein (PBP) labeled with N-[2-(1-maleimidyl)ethyl]-7-

(diethylamino)coumarin-3-carboxamide (MDCC) (Webb, 2007). The labeled PBP 

shows an increase in fluorescence upon binding to phosphate. A calibration curve was 

prepared with an inorganic phosphate standard and experimental data were analyzed 

within the linear range of the standard. Inorganic phosphate contamination in the 

nucleotide was removed by treatment with a phosphate “mop” (Brune et al, 1994) – 

bacterial purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNPase) and 7-methylguanosine (7-MG) 

(Sigma) for 1 hour followed by filtering the mopped solution using a protein 

concentrator (Vivaspin20, 10 kDa Sartorius). Fluorescence intensity was measured 

using SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter (TgK Scientific, UK) with excitation at 436 

nm (2 nm bandwidth) and a 455 nm band pass filter (Schott GG455). All 

measurements were performed at 25ºC. In each reaction, PBP-MDCC was added at 
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12 μM concentration in syringe C with protein making the final concentration as 6 μM. 

All GTPase experiments were carried out in buffer containing 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris 

pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT. The concentration of nucleotide and protein will be 

mentioned with each data in the text. 

Data Fitting: 

The GTPase rates were derived by fitting linear regression line to the steady-state. 

The data was then fit to following models as mentioned in main text or figure legends:  

1)  Michaelis-Menten model for enzyme kinetics 

𝑌 = 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗
𝑋

𝐾𝑚 + 𝑋
 

Where, Y = Steady-state GTPase rate at a given nucleotide concentration, X = 

concentration of nucleotide, Vmax = maximum steady-state GTPase rate, Km = 

concentration of GTP at which half maximal GTPase rate is attained. 

 

2) Allosteric Sigmoidal model for enzyme kinetics 

𝑌 = 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑋^ℎ/(𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒 +  𝑋^ℎ) 

Where, Y = Steady-state GTPase rate at a given nucleotide concentration, X = 

concentration of nucleotide, Vmax = maximum steady-state GTPase rate, Kprime 

= Km
h and h = hill slope. 

 

3) Specific Binding Model with Hill Slope for ligand binding 

𝑌 = 𝐵𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗
𝑋ℎ

𝐾𝑑ℎ +  𝑋ℎ
 

Where, Y = Initiation rate constant at a given nucleotide concentration, X = 

concentration of McrB, Bmax = maximum initiation rate constant, Kd = 

dissociation rate constant and h = hill slope. 

 

4) Substrate Inhibition Model for enzyme kinetics 

𝑌 = 𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑋/(Kd +  𝑋 ∗ (1 + 𝑋/𝐾𝑖)) 

Where, Y = Initiation rate constant at a given nucleotide concentration, X = 

concentration of nucleotide, Ymax = maximum initiation rate constant, Kd = 

concentration of GTP at which half maximal initiation is attained and Ki = 

dissociation constant for substrate binding such that two substrates can bind to 

an enzyme. 
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5.2.6 Stopped-flow DNA anisotropy measurements 

DNA anisotropy was measured at 25°C using the SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter 

(TgK Scientific, UK) with excitation wavelength set at 534 nm (6 nm bandwidth) and a 

550 nm long pass filter (Schott OG550). G-factor was set to unity as described earlier 

(Schwarz et al, 2013). Reactants from syringe C and D were mixed in a 1:1 ratio. Data 

were acquired in linear mode for 20 s. About 8 traces were averaged for each different 

experiment.  The final reaction contained 10 nM labeled DNA, 500 nM McrB, 1250 nM 

McrC and 1 mM GTP in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT.  

 

5.2.7 Steady-state DNA anisotropy measurements 

To measure DNA binding by McrB and McrB+McrC, steady-state anisotropy studies 

were carried out using Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer. Measurements were taken at 

25°C with λexcitation= 534 nm; λemission =551 nm, and slits, 5/5 nm. Protein (McrB, McrC 

or a mix of McrB and McrC in a McrB:McrC::4:1 ratio) was added sequentially to 5.2 

nM DNA (methylated or non-methylated) in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8, 5 mM MgCl2 

and 1 mM DTT. The concentrations were re-calculated at every step to take care of 

dilution effect. Anisotropy measurements were made after 5 min incubation at each 

concentration. Data were plotted in GraphPad Prism 5 and fit by nonlinear regression 

to a single site binding equation. 

 

5.3  Results 

 

5.3.1 McrB shows change in Trp fluorescence in presence of nucleotide 

Size exclusion studies showed that both McrB and McrBC can oligomerize into higher 

oligomers in presence of either GTP or GDP. In my structural studies I observed that 

while McrB∆N formed hexameric rings with 6-fold symmetry (observed in 2-D class 

averages; Chapter 2 and self-rotation function; Chapter 4), the McrB∆NC complex  
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lacked a 6-fold symmetry despite having two hexamers (Chapter 4; self-rotation 

function for McrB∆NC diffraction data).  

The tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence has been used as a probe in many studies to 

indicate conformational changes in a protein (Lakowicz, 2006; Lakowicz & Gryczynski, 

1992; Yengo et al, 1999). Changes in Trp emission spectra can be due to ligand 

binding, conformational changes, protein oligomerization or protein degradation. To 

further understand the assembly of McrB hexamers, I investigated whether Trp 

fluorescence of the protein can be used to monitor conformational changes associated 

with the assembly pathway. Similar experiments were carried out to study the pathway 

of oligomeric assembly by the AAA+ protein ClpA (Kress et al, 2007). McrB has six 

tryptophans; three in the N-terminal DNA binding domain and three in the C-terminal 

AAA+ domain. McrC has four tryptophans. I first used steady-state fluorescence to 

measure the changes in the emission profiles upon addition of different nucleotides. 

To see whether the two states have similar conformations, I observed steady-state 
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Figure 5.2. Steady-state tryptophan fluorescence emission scans of A) 500 nM 
McrB in presence of 1 mM of different nucleotides, B) 500 nM McrB and 125 nM 
McrC in presence of 1 mM of different nucleotides, C) 500 nM McrB in presence of 
500 nM mDNA and 1 mM GTP, D) 500 nM McrB and 125 nM McrC in presence of 
500 nM mDNA and 1 mM GTP. The fluorescence intensity in each experiment was 
normalized with respect to the fluorescence intensity of protein (McrB or 
McrB+McrC) without nucleotide or DNA at 350 nm. The data were plotted in 
GraphPad Prism 5. 
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tryptophan fluorescence of McrB and McrBC in presence of different nucleotides- 

GTP, GDP, GDPNP and GTPγS (Figure 4.2 A, B). McrB showed about 20% increased 

tryptophan fluorescence in presence of GTP and GDPNP and about 30% increase in 

case of GTPγS without any spectral shift (Figure 4.2 A). In contrast, the presence of 

GDP did not increase tryptophan fluorescence. McrB+McrC also showed enhanced, 

but lower than that of McrB, tryptophan fluorescence - 15% in case of GTP and 

GDPNP, 23% in case of GTPγS, but no fluorescence change was observed in 

presence of GDP (Figure 4.2 B). Identical experiments carried out at different times 

had a wavelength of emission maxima varying from 337 to 341 nm in case of both 

McrB and McrB+McrC (data not shown). However, in presence of nucleotide, the 

wavelength of emission maxima was always 341 or 342 nm.  The fluorescence 

emission increased upon binding of a nucleotide having a γ phosphate. This 

suggested that there is a difference in the structural states of the oligomers formed in 

complex with GTP and GDP and/or that the γ phosphate modulated the environment 

of one or more tryptophans.  

 Steady-state emission spectra of tryptophan fluorescence of McrB showed a 

reduction in fluorescence intensity by 20% when DNA was added (Figure 5.2 C). A 

similar experiment carried out in presence of both McrB+McrC, showed a higher 

quenching (33%) than McrB (Figure 5.2 D).  In presence of GTP, the fluorescence 

quenching by DNA for both McrB and McrB+McrC was lowered to 15% and 5% 

respectively. Thus, while GTP affected the amount of fluorescence quenching by DNA 

for McrB+McrC, there was little effect in case of McrB alone. Even though a decrease 

in intensity upon DNA addition was similar in repeat experiments, the emission 

maxima were variable for both McrB and McrB+McrC. The observation that 

McrB+McrC, when mixed with DNA+GTP, showed a much larger difference in 

fluorescence intensity change than when mixed only with DNA suggested a different 

mode of binding of the complex rather than the monomeric proteins. To observe these 

fluorescence changes in real time and understand the process better, I carried out 

stopped-flow studies with both McrB and McrB+McrC.  
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5.3.2 Complexation of McrB with McrC does not affect Trp fluorescence 

Trp fluorescence intensity changes in McrB or a mix of McrB and McrC (McrB+McrC) 

were monitored over time after mixing with nucleotide to investigate the assembly 

process (Figure 5.3). Protein and GTP were rapidly mixed from separate syringes 

(Figure 5.3 A) and change in Trp fluorescence was followed in real time using a 

millisecond time resolution stopped-flow fluorimeter. Figure 5.3 shows the uncorrected 

fluorescence intensity as a function of time for different combinations of protein and 

nucleotide. Change in the fluorescence intensity signal was observed when nucleotide 

was added to the protein indicating nucleotide-dependent conformations attained by 

protein. Since McrB undergoes oligomerization upon binding to the nucleotide, the 

signal could be because of binding of nucleotide or oligomerization of McrB or both.  

Fluorescence intensity change was similar both in presence or absence of 

McrC suggesting that McrC does not affect the reaction leading to the change in 

fluorescence intensity (Figure 5.3 B). Similar observations were made with the N-

Figure 5.3. Real time observation of McrB oligomerization. A) Schematic to 
depict reaction mixing regime and labeling of different experiment.  B) Comparison 
of stopped-flow tryptophan fluorescence change of 0.5 μM McrB or a mix of 0.5 μM 
McrB and 0.125 μM McrC (McrB+McrC) upon mixing with 1 mM GTP or 1 mM 
GTPγS. Inset shows the comparison of normalised fluorescence traces of McrB 
mixed with GTP and GTPγS. C) Comparison of stopped-flow tryptophan 
fluorescence change of 0.5 μM McrBΔN or a mix of 0.5 μM McrB and 0.125 μM 
McrC (McrBΔN +McrC) upon mixing with 1 mM GTP. The traces are shown in 
logarithmic time scale. The data were plotted and normalized in GraphPad Prism 5. 
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terminal deletion mutant McrB∆N, where the presence of McrC did not lead to a 

dramatic change in the rate of intensity change (Figure 5.3 C). The rate of intensity 

change for McrB and McrB∆N also appeared similar, suggesting that the signal is 

mostly contributed by the C-terminal GTPase domain. If the Trp fluorescence signal 

was due to the formation of hexamers/tetradecamers, then one would expect to 

observe a lag in the signal due to the multiple steps needed to form the oligomer. 

However, if the first step in oligomerization or the association of the nucleotide were 

to trigger the Trp signal, one would expect an exponential dependence without a lag.  

The data for McrB or McrB+McrC, when mixed with GTP, were fit to both in-

built “exponential” and a “lag preceding exponential” models in GraphPad Prism 5. 

The data did not show a lag and most closely fit to the sum of multiple exponential 

processes. Therefore the Trp fluorescence change that was observed was a signal on 

the pathway to oligomer formation, but it could not be necessarily determined if it was 

the end point of the reaction. Because of the complexity of the signals, I did not further 

investigate its dependence on the concentration of nucleotides.  

Slower reactions were observed when GTPγS was mixed with McrB or 

McrB+McrC (Figure 5.3 A; inset), where the reaction profile became spread over more 

time decades.  This suggested the possibility that the assembly rates were slower in 

presence of this analog. Alternatively, one can speculate that the profile in presence 

of the non-hydrolysable GTPS is different from that of GTP because in case of the 

latter oligomerization is accompanied by hydrolysis simultaneously.  

 

5.3.3 GTP hydrolysis follows oligomerization of McrB 

To examine if oligomerization and hydrolysis are simultaneous events, I sought to 

compare the rate of GTP hydrolysis using the same stopped-flow set-up and mixing 

regime. For this, the phosphate binding protein (PBP) was used, which produces an 

increase in fluorescence upon rapid and tight binding to free phosphate (Brune et al, 

1994; Webb, 2007). The use of rapid mixing to measure the GTPase activity has a 

distinct advantage over previous steady-state studies which used techniques that 

required long measurement times (in order to stabilize the signal).  
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 I first compared the rate of phosphate release of McrB and McrB+McrC at 

saturating GTP concentration (1 mM). The profile showed two clear features (Figure 

5.4 A). Firstly, as reported previously (Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997), the 

presence of McrC accelerated the steady-state GTPase rate and secondly, both 

Figure 5.4. Relation between GTP hydrolysis and oligomerization. A) Time 
trace of GTP hydrolysis with 0.5 μM McrB and 0.5 μM McrB+0.125 μM McrC in 
comparison with corresponding time trace of tryptophan fluorescence. GTP 
concentration in both types of experiment was 1 mM. B) GTPase data for 
McrB+McrC collected at different concentrations of protein. McrB concentration is 
mentioned in the figure while corresponding McrC concentration was 1/4th of McrB 
concentration. Measurements were carried out with 1 mM GTP. C) An example of 
data analysis showing the linear straight line fit for steady-state rate and intercept 
at X-axis for initiation time constant (reciprocal of relaxation time). D) Graph 
showing effect of protein concentration on steady-state GTP hydrolysis rates and 
E) graph showing effect of protein concentration on rate at which steady-state is 
attained (Initiation) fit to a specific binding model with Hill slope (Hill coefficient = 3) 
The data were plotted and fit in GraphPad Prism 5. All the experiments are average 
of three traces. 
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profiles showed a clear lag phase. By plotting the GTPase profile with the tryptophan 

fluorescence data collected with similar mixing regimes, it was observed that the 

steady-state hydrolysis was reached only when maximum Trp fluorescence intensity 

changes were attained. This indicated that the lag observed in GTPase data 

represented the assembly steps in the formation of higher order species and that the 

lower order species might have had no or very low GTPase activity.  

 To further investigate the assembly process, I measured the GTPase rate upon 

mixing different concentrations of McrB+McrC with 1 mM GTP (Figure 5.4 B). In each 

case the McrB:McrC ratio was kept as 4:1. One would expect that for each 

concentration of McrBC, the steady-state phase would return the same microscopic 

rate (i.e. phosphates released per McrB) while the lag phase, from a simple 

consideration of the law of mass action, would decrease with an increase in 

concentration. The steady-state rate and an apparent lag time were estimated by fitting 

the steady-state phases by straight line using non-linear-regression, where the 

gradient is the steady-state rate and the X-axis intercept is the lag time (relaxation 

time). The reciprocal of relaxation time gave an apparent initiation rate constant. This 

rate constant represents one or sum of two or more steps involved in oligomerization 

(Figure 5.4 C). The relationship between steady-state rates (μM Pi/μM McrB/s) and 

concentration of McrB was approximately constant (Figure 5.4 D). The apparent 

initiation rate showed a sigmoidal relationship with protein concentration indicating the 

effect of concentration on the rate of oligomerization (Figure 5.4 E). This observation 

agrees with the previous study discussed in Chapter 2, where I showed that increase 

in the concentration of protein shifts the equilibrium towards higher oligomers. 

 

5.3.4 GTP hydrolysis by McrBC is a cooperative process 

Another feature of a hexameric ring-shaped GTPase is that the GTPase kinetics may 

have a cooperative dependence on the GTP concentration if more than one site in the 

ring is occupied during hydrolysis. Such cooperativity has been observed in other 

AAA+ motors but no such observation has been reported for McrB or McrBC. As was 

proposed in Chapter 4, McrBC might hydrolyze GTP in a sequential manner. To probe 
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the sequential mode of GTP hydrolysis, GTPase assay of McrBC was carried out with 

increasing GTP concentration. Ideally, this reaction should be done by mixing 

preformed rings with GTP in the stopped-flow. However, this could not be done in this 

case as GTP is necessary for McrBC oligomerization. Therefore I measured the 

GTPase rate by rapidly mixing McrB+McrC (4:1 molar ratio) with different 

concentrations of GTP (Figure 5.5 A). By fitting the steady-state phase of the reaction 

by a straight line, I determined the dependence of both the steady-state rate and the 

initiation rate constant, which was a complex mix of oligomeric assembly stages and 

Figure 5.5.GTP hydrolysis in McrBC show cooperativity. A) Stopped-flow GTP 
hydrolysis traces (average of three traces) of 500 nM McrB in presence of 125 nM 
McrC at varying GTP concentrations. B) Graph showing effect of GTP on steady-
state GTPase reaction. Data was fit to an allosteric sigmoidal model. Inset shows 
the comparison of residuals for a fit obtained with Michaelis-Menten model and 
Allosteric sigmoidal model.  C) Graph showing initiation phase of GTPase reaction 
fit to one site specific binding model. Inset shows the comparison of residuals for a 
fit obtained with one site specific binding with and without Hill slope. The table 
shows the kinetic parameters obtained from data fitting. The steady state rates and 
initiation rate constants were derived from average of two separate experiments 
(three GTPase traces were averaged in a single experiment). The data were plotted 
and fit in GraphPad Prism 5 
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any initial hydrolysis rates. The data (Figure 5.5 B and C) showed that the steady-state 

rates had a sigmoidal dependence on the GTP concentration, with Hill coefficient of 

1.9 while the apparent initiation rate showed a Michaelis-Menten dependence on GTP. 

In agreement with GTP binding and hydrolysis studies carried out on McrBC previously 

(Pieper et al, 1997), both steady-state rate and initiation rate constant gave similar Km 

and Kd values of 1.5 μM and 2 μM, respectively. The observed cooperativity in GTPase 

data suggested a requirement for more than one GTP during hydrolysis.  

 

5.3.5 DNA binding affects the kinetics of GTPase activity of McrBC 

Based on the suggestion that the GTPase activity of McrBC is required for 

translocation along the 1D contour of the DNA (Panne et al, 1999), one might expect 

that the binding of DNA will activate the GTPase rate as the motor becomes coupled 

to the track. To investigate this, I carried out GTPase assays as a function of GTP 

concentration in the presence of a saturating concentration of methylated or non- 

methylated oligonucleotide. The data obtained from measuring GTPase activity with 

increasing GTP concentration were fit by a straight line to extract the steady-state rate 

and the apparent initiation rate. The rates thus obtained were fit as a function of GTP 

concentration to a Hill equation and substrate inhibition respectively (Figure 5.6). The 

methylated DNA (mDNA) showed a very moderate effect on the Km of the steady-state 

rate but produced a more noticeable 2.5-fold increase in the Vmax (Figure 5.6 A). The 

fitted Hill coefficient decreased and was close to unity. An interpretation of this is that 

binding of the mDNA by the McrB N-terminal DNA binding domain allowed loading of 

DNA to the AAA+ motor which then hydrolyzed GTP at just one site. This increase in 

the GTPase activity was relatively modest, and far below the activation of many DNA 

helicases by binding to DNA. For e.g. SV40 shows 7-fold (Giacherio & Hager, 1979), 

mtMCM shows 13-fold (Kelman et al, 1999) , and SNF2/SWI2 shows 5-fold stimulation 

(Laurent et al, 1993).  The DNA-activated GTPase rate is still rather modest for a 

translocating motor. Interestingly, the non-methylated DNA   (nmDNA) also reduced 

the Hill coefficient, suggesting a change in coupling, although the Km increased slightly 

and the steady-state rate elevated by ~1.5-fold (Figure 5.6 E).  

 I also observed that data was that both types of DNA (mDNA and nmDNA) had 

effects on the apparent initiation rate as a function of GTP concentration. Both the 

DNAs reduced the Kd and Vmax. One explanation for these observations can be that at  
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Figure 5.6.DNA affects the kinetics of GTP hydrolysis of McrBC. A) Stopped-
flow GTP hydrolysis traces (average of three traces) of 500 nM McrB in presence 
of 125 nM McrC and 500 nM mDNA at varying GTP concentrations along with graph 
showing effect of GTP on steady-state and initiation phase of GTPase reaction in 
presence of mDNA B) Stopped-flow GTP hydrolysis traces of 500 nM McrB in 
presence of 125 nM McrC and 500 nM nmDNA at varying GTP concentrations 
along with graph showing effect of GTP on steady-state and initiation phase of 
GTPase reaction in presence of nmDNA. C) Graph showing kinetics of GTPase in 
presence of mDNA. The steady state rates were fit to allosteric sigmoidal model 
and initiation phase fit to one site specific binding model.The steady state rates and 
initiation rate constants were derived from average of two separate experiments 
(three GTPase traces were averaged in a single experiment). D) Graph showing 
kinetics of GTPase in presence of nmDNA. The steady state rates were fit to 
allosteric sigmoidal model and initiation phase fit to one site specific binding model. 
E) The table shows the kinetic parameters obtained from data fitting. The data were 
plotted and fit in GraphPad Prism 5 
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lower GTP concentration, the protein might bind to DNA weakly. As GTP increases 

the affinity of McrB/McrBC for DNA (observed from EMSA studies in Chapter 2 and 

previous reports (Kruger et al, 1995; Panne et al, 1999)), the inhibitory effect of DNA 

on McrBC oligomerization might get pronounced thus resulting in a longer lag at higher 

GTP concentrations. 

 

5.3.6 The effect of DNA binding on the McrB oligomers  

The GTPase data above suggested that a combination of GTP and DNA binding by 

lower order oligomeric species inhibits the formation of the hexamer that is necessary 

for full GTPase activity. I showed in section 5.3.1 that DNA affected the Trp 

fluorescence of McrB and McrC. Thus to investigate the effect of DNA on protein, I 

used the Trp fluorescence measurements again to follow loading of McrB complex on 

DNA. To avoid the signal associated with oligomer assembly, I measured the Trp 

intensity by mixing proteins pre-mixed with GTP (thus formed into oligomers), with 

DNA pre-mixed with GTP. For both McrBC and McrB, I observed a decrease in Trp 

intensity. The decrease in Trp fluorescence intensity (Figure 5.7 A) was greater for 

McrBC than McrB but the kinetics of change in fluorescence of both McrB and McrBC, 

observed by comparing their respective normalized traces, overlaid perfectly (Figure 

5.7 A; inset). The reaction appeared complex indicating multiple transient states 

spread over several time decades. A simple explanation of this signal is that DNA 

binding causes quenching of tryptophan residues, possibly one or more of those in the 

McrB N-terminal DNA binding domain. The increased fluorescence intensity could be 

due to additional McrC tryptophans.  

 Additionally, I measured DNA anisotropy changes upon mixing McrB under 

different mixing regimes to confirm that the signal in Trp fluorescence study is due to 

DNA association (Figure 5.7 B). The experiment was carried out both in presence and 

absence of McrC (Figure 5.7 B, C). It was observed that the apparent kinetics of the 

DNA association profiles measured using anisotropy were faster for preformed 

oligomers of both McrB and McrBC (Figure 5.7 B, C). This suggested that the 

oligomers bind to DNA more efficiently than the lower order species. However, I also 

observed that whenever McrC was mixed with DNA as McrB+McrC mix, there was a 

sudden jump in the anisotropy signal (Figure 5.7 C, D). When McrC was present as a 

complex with McrB (McrBCGTP), this jump was not observed. A control experiment 
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with McrC showed that this was due to the non-specific interaction of McrC with labeled 

nucleotide (data not shown). I think this is a non-specific interaction because, neither 

I nor previous studies (Gast et al, 1997; Kruger et al, 1995) observed DNA binding by 

McrC.  
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Figure 5.7. Presence of McrC does not affect DNA induced Trp signal. A) 
Stopped-flow traces of preformed oligomers of McrB and McrBC (McrB+McrC pre-
mixed with GTP) mixed with GTP and mDNA. Inset shows the normalized Trp signal 
change for both traces highlighting the similarity of kinetics between the two. The 
traces are shown in logarithmic time scale. B) DNA anisotropy measurement as a 
function of time under different mixing regimes with McrB and C) in presence of 
McrC. In all experiments, concentration of McrB was 500 nM, McrC 125 nM, mDNA 
in GTPase study was 500 nM, mDNA in anisotropy study was 10 nM and GTP was 
1 mM. D) A) Time traces of DNA anisotropy change upon McrB binding in presence 
of McrC showing the sudden jump in anisotropy when McrB+McrC is not a 
preformed complex (zoomed from Figure 5.7 C). The data were plotted and 
normalized in GraphPad Prism 5. 
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5.3.7 DNA binding exerts an inhibitory effect on the assembly of McrB 

oligomers  

To further explore whether DNA binding inhibits the assembly of McrBC oligomers as 

suggested by the GTPase data (Figure 5.6), I wanted to repeat the tryptophan 

fluorescence stopped-flow assay by simultaneously mixing McrB+McrC monomers 

with GTP and DNA. The idea was that the signal associated with the oligomerization 

would be delayed. I wasn’t able to continue these experiments in the presence of McrC 

as I observed that when McrC bound to DNA before oligomerization there were 

additional confounding effects. Therefore these assays were pursued with McrB alone.  

 I compared 3 McrB mixing regimes with GTPγS (Figure 5.8 A): i) McrB mixed 

with DNA (McrB_mDNA), to follow the DNA binding signal without oligomerization; ii) 

McrB mixed with GTPγS (McrB_GTPγS), to follow the oligomerization signal; and, iii) 

McrB simultaneously mixed with GTPγS and DNA (McrB_mDNAGTPγS). It was 

observed that the signal from mixing McrB with GTPγS and DNA at the same time 

(McrB_mDNAGTPγS) closely matched the combined signal from the addition of the 

oligomerization (McrB_GTPγS) and DNA-binding (McrB_mDNA) profiles (Figure 5.8 

A). In other words, the oligomerization and DNA-binding signals in the case of GTPγS 

were completely independent. However, when I repeated the same experiment with 

GTP (Figure 5.8 B), I found that the signal from mixing McrB with GTP and DNA 

simultaneously (McrB_mDNAGTP) did not overlay with the combined signal 

(McrB_GTP+ McrB_mDNA). Instead, the Trp fluorescence signal reduced faster in the 

former profile. This can be because of DNA binding before oligomerization and 

causing off-pathway states that only re-enter the assembly process slowly. This effect 

was not observed with GTPγS as the assembly pathway was already slow (observed 

by comparison of normalized McrB_GTPγS and McrB_GTP traces (Figure 5.3 A)) and 

was not rate limited by the equilibrium binding to specific DNA. 
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Figure 5.8. Effect of DNA on oligomerization of McrB. A) Comparison of Trp 
fluorescence change (∆Fluorescence) of McrB_GTPγS, McrB_DNA, 
McrB_DNAGTPγS B) Comparison of Trp fluorescence change of McrB_GTP, 
McrB_DNA, McrB_DNAGTP. C) Comparison of normalized Trp fluorescence 
changes of McrB and McrBC when mixed with DNA and GTP as preformed 
complex (McrBGTP_DNAGTP, McrBCGTP_DNA GTP) or as monomers 
(McrB_DNAGTP, MCrB+McrC_DNA GTP). The lag observed in simultaneous 
mixing of monomeric protein to DNA and GTP is not observed in the preformed  
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Next, I compared the Trp fluorescence change of preformed complex upon DNA 

binding and assembly in presence of DNA (Figure 5.8 C). Data in Figure 5.7 A, 

McrBGTP_mDNAGTP and McrBCGTP_mDNAGTP, mimic in vivo conditions while 

data in Figure 5.8 B, McrB_DNA+GTP and McrB+McrC_DNA GTP, mimic assembly 

of an already disassembled complex in presence of DNA. Comparison of normalized 

traces of these two experiments showed that the kinetics of Trp fluorescence change 

with preformed complex was very different from the simultaneous mixing of DNA and 

GTP (Figure 5.8 C). In the simultaneous mixing experiment, a lag was observed which 

is a result of DNA-induced delay in oligomerization (Section 5.3.6; Figure 5.8 B). If a 

preformed oligomer was to disassemble and then assemble, a lag in the profile should 

have been observed. No lag was observed in the DNA anisotropy study with 

preformed oligomers either (Figure 5.7 B, C). In fact, anisotropy changes measured 

with preformed complex showed faster kinetics of binding. Based on these 

observations a disassembly followed by an assembly model for McrBC can be refuted. 

 

5.3.8 McrC affects DNA binding by McrB 

As discussed in the previous section, I observed that when McrC in not a part of McrBC 

complex i.e in experiments with McrB+McrC mix, pre-steady-state kinetics of DNA 

association showed complex behavior. The effect was observed both in Trp 

fluorescence studies and DNA anisotropy studies (Figure 5.7). To see whether the 

same effect is manifested at steady-state, I carried out steady-state DNA anisotropy 

studies of McrB both in presence and absence of McrC (Figure 5.9). As observed in 

EMSA studies, DNA anisotropy studies also indicated that presence of GTP increased 

the affinity of the protein for DNA (data not shown). In presence of nucleotide, McrBC 

(Kd = 0.65 0.2 μM) also showed higher affinity for DNA, than McrB, (Kd = 1.4±0.4 μM). 

This data suggested that McrC might be able to modulate DNA binding of McrB along 

with stimulating its GTP hydrolysis. Whether this effect is a manifestation of GTPase 

complex mixed with DNA and GTP.  All traces are shown in logarithmic time scale. 

The data were plotted and fit in GraphPad Prism 5. Data normalization was done 

in GraphPad Prism 5. 
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activation of McrB due to complexation with McrC or it is due to another physical 

modulation caused by McrC could not be ascertained in this study. 

 

 

 

5.4  Discussion 

 

5.4.1 DNA binding affects the coupling of GTPase reaction rather than its 

kinetics   

The data in this chapter demonstrates that oligomerization is driven by nucleotide 

binding and that full oligomerization is required before GTP hydrolysis starts. In the 

absence of DNA, the GTPase reaction shows a sigmoidal dependence on GTP but 

this effect is lost upon DNA binding, which also activates the rate moderately indicating 

a different kinetic mode of the motor in presence of DNA.  

 The rate of GTP hydrolysis of McrBC was relatively low compared to the rates 

expected of a stepping motor. In the case of the Type III RM enzymes, a similarly low 

ATPase rate was shown by stopped-flow to comprise two phases- a rapid burst phase 

followed by a slower steady-state. The rapid burst phase was due to specific DNA 

association and a key to the communication mechanism of the Type III enzymes 

(Schwarz et al, 2013). Thus, the GTPase activation elicited by binding of a methylated 

Figure 5.9 Effect of McrC on DNA binding by McrB. A) Steady-state anisotropy 
change of 500 nM McrB and B) steady-state anisotropy change of 500 nM McrB 
and 125 nM McrC. GTP concentration was 1 mM and labelled DNA (mDNA) 
concentration was 5 nM. The data is obtained by averaging four experiments and 
fit to a single site specific binding model using GraphPad Prism 5 
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target DNA in this study is rather small and points towards the possibility of an 

alternative role for GTP than translocation. 

 

5.4.2 McrBC does not disassemble and reassemble around the substrate DNA 

 Ring-like hexameric helicases and translocases engage and translocate their 

substrate DNA through loops or -hairpin strands extending from central channel. The 

ring-like shape requires an additional mechanism for these enzymes to load onto their 

substrates (Figure 4.1). Based on studies on several helicases and translocases, two 

models for DNA loading are very popular: 1) either these complexes assemble as rings 

around the substrate or, 2) if they exist as a complex, the ring either disassembles to 

assemble around the substrate completely or open partially to accommodate the 

slipping of DNA into the central channel.   

Under physiological conditions, McrBC exists as a preformed complex. In vitro 

experiments (Chapter 2) have conclusively shown that DNA is not required for the 

assembly of this complex. Thus assembly in presence of substrate is not a mode of 

loading for McrBC. Although a small substrate was used for these studies, previous 

studies have shown that this enzyme is capable of binding and cleaving long linear 

DNA substrates and circular plasmid substrates (Raleigh & Wilson, 1986; Stewart & 

Raleigh, 1998; Sutherland et al, 1992). Thus threading of substrate from the top of the 

ring is ruled out as a mode of loading of this complex. The other two possible modes 

are either disassembly of the complex upon DNA interaction followed by assembly or 

ring opening to facilitate entry of DNA into the central channel.  

Comparison of normalized traces of these two experiments showed that the 

kinetics of Trp fluorescence change with preformed complex was very different from 

the simultaneous mixing of DNA and GTP (Figure 5.8 C). The lag observed in 

simultaneous mixing experiment suggested an inhibition of oligomerization by DNA. If 

a preformed complex undergoes disassembly, such inhibition of oligomerization would 

be reflected in both Trp fluorescence change and DNA anisotropy change. Figure 5.7 

shows that no lag is observed in Trp fluorescence change when preformed complex 

bound DNA. The anisotropy changes (Figure 5.7 B and C) were also faster indicating 

faster binding by preformed oligomers. 
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5.4.3 Possible mode of assembly of McrBC complex 

In the studies presented in this Chapter, it was observed that presence of McrC did 

not affect kinetics of change in fluorescence during oligomerization (Figure 5.3 A) or 

during DNA association by preformed McrBC complex (Figure 5.7 A). But knowing the 

architecture of the complex, a DNA threading through the central pore of McrB ring 

would call for a large structural rearrangement. Whether the fast Trp fluorescence 

decay in a preformed oligomer (Figure 5.7 A) is due to conformational changes caused 

by ring opening or due to DNA wrapping around the ring (Figure 5.10), as suggested 

in earlier studies (Sukackaite et al, 2012), could not be distinguished from these 

experiments. The hexameric helicase Rho transcription terminator has been shown to 

bind to substrate RNA at the specific site first via a primary N-terminal oligonucleotide 

binding site followed by RNA wrapping and then binding to a secondary binding site 

that resides inside the central channel (Skordalakes & Berger, 2003; Thomsen & 

Berger, 2009). No such secondary binding site was identified in case of McrB and thus 

further makes a threading model less anticipated.  

 The work carried out in this study clearly show that nucleotide and DNA 

interactions are not completely independent events though the extent of DNA 

stimulated GTPase activity is only 2 fold. Since DNA is capable of affecting the 

oligomerization kinetics of McrB/McrBC, it is important to understand whether there 

exists a regulatory mechanism for McrB exercised by DNA. Further studies on this 

complex can help understand the basis of its regulation via assembly of McrBC. Since 

Substrate induced ring opening

Substrate interaction without ring opening

Figure 5.10. Plausible models for DNA loading by McrB/McrBC.  
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the GTPase activity of McrBC is very low and fold stimulation by DNA is also quite 

small, it is worth exploring whether GTP hydrolysis by McrBC acts as an activation 

switch like Type III enzymes. Thus further structure-function studies are required to 

add more dimensions to the understanding of this complex. 

  

5.5  Conclusion and Future Directions  

The thesis presented studies aimed at understanding the mechanism of the 

modification dependent restriction enzyme McrBC. This complex specifically cleaves 

DNA containing two or more RmC sites in a GTP hydrolysis dependent manner (Panne 

et al, 2001; Panne et al, 1999; Pieper et al, 1997; Pieper & Pingoud, 2002). The 

oligomeric structure of McrBC is essential for its functional activities. SEC-MALS and 

cryo-EM studies conclusively established that McrB exists as a hexamer in presence 

of GTP and addition of McrC leads to formation of a teradecamer consisting of two 

McrB hexamers and two McrC monomers (Chapter 2 and 4). Mutation of a cluster of 

positively charged residues, RRK, in the pre-Sensor loop of McrB affected its 

oligomerization (Chapter 3). The study also established that mutation of the Walker B 

aspartate prevented nucleotide-driven oligomerization, while mutation of the Walker B 

glutamate inhibited nucleotide hydrolysis (Chapter 3). Both mutational and structural 

analysis of McrB suggested lack of a Sensor 2 arginine (Chapter 3 and 4). 

Architecture of McrBΔNC determined at 7.4 Å by cryo-EM revealed a unique 

arrangement of the AAA+ ring of McrBΔN and its GTPase-activator McrC (Chapter 4). 

Analysis of structure showed that the buried surface areas at the interface of the 

subunits of McrB were variable, and that McrC interacted with the ring-like McrB 

asymmetrically. Based on the interface area between the subunits of the McrB 

hexamer, we proposed that GTP binds McrBΔNC at three of the six binding pockets 

per McrB hexamer sequentially. These observations led us to propose a sequential 

mode of nucleotide hydrolysis stimulated by McrC. We do note that the interface area 

calculated from the structural model derived from the 7.4 Å map may not be a 

conclusive evidence for the presence of non-hydrolyzed nucleotide. Based on the 

structural information we cannot rule out the possibility of nucleotide hydrolysis being 

stochastic, though literature suggests that a larger number of AAA+ proteins employ 

a sequential mode over a stochastic mode. The asymmetric nature of the structure, 

however, rules out the possibility of a concerted mode of nucleotide hydrolysis.  
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The structural model of McrBNC at 7.4 Å does not provide in atomic detail 

the molecular basis of how McrC activates McrB GTPase. Towards this, efforts have 

to be made in future to improve the resolution by carrying out further cryo-EM studies 

to obtain more micrographs and thus increase the number of particles used in 3D 

reconstruction. As described in Chapter 4, the available crystallographic data is of a 

much higher resolution and phase information has to be improved experimentally and 

computationally to build the crystal structure. In addition, structure determination of 

McrBN hexamer and its comparison with the structure of McrBNC would provide 

additional molecular details of activation of the GTPase. The high-resolution structural 

information would also provide the precise location and stoichiometry of the 

nucleotides and mechanistic insights into the coupling of the GTPase with the 

nuclease.    

 Chapter 5 of the thesis described results of the study carried out to observe real 

time protein dynamics during oligomerization, GTP hydrolysis and DNA binding by 

McrB/McrBC. For this, change in intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was monitored 

using stopped-flow spectroscopy. These studies indicated that oligomerization of 

McrBC preceded the steady state of GTPase activity. This result is consistent with the 

assumption made in the preceding chapters that oligomerization is essential for the 

functional activities of McrBC. The fluorescence change upon GTP binding and 

oligomerization, observed in real time, showed multiple exponential steps. But this 

data was not analyzed further due to lack of complementary experiments such as 

observation of tryptophan fluorescence change as a function of nucleotide 

concentration, type of nucleotide etc. These experiments need to be performed in 

future to better understand the oligomerization pathway 

A puzzling feature revealed by the structure was that McrC interacts with the 

asymmetric ring of McrBΔN such that it blocks the central pore. This is perplexing 

because in helicases and translocases that have been studied in detail, the substrate 

DNA threads and gets translocated through the open central pore (Ahnert et al, 2000; 

Carney & Trakselis, 2016; O'Shea & Berger, 2014; Patel & Picha, 2000; Sanders et 

al, 2007). Consequently, an important question that is raised by this study is the mode 

of DNA binding by McrBC. Since a loop of McrC is blocking the pore, it is not clear if 

the substrate DNA would thread through the pore displacing the McrC loop or adopt 

an alternate mode of binding, such as wrapping around the oligomer. One of the 
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results described in Section 5.4.2 rules out the possibility of McrBC disassembling on 

encountering substrate DNA and reassembling around it at the recognition sequence. 

The other alternate models include either a) a large conformational change facilitating 

ring opening to accommodate both the McrC loop and the DNA or just the DNA, or b) 

the DNA wraps around the complex without entering the central pore. Future 

biophysical and structural studies will aim at deciphering which of the two models are 

right. 

In conclusion, the work described in this thesis provides important insights and 

lays foundation for future work towards understanding the working of McrBC and the 

fundamental functional principles of the ubiquitous ring shaped AAA+ motor. 
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